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COVER STORY
Like a flower, LG Household & 
Health Care by name, blooms 
by the collection of three hearts 
symbolizing business areas, this 
contains the philosophy of LG 
Household & Health Care that 
makes an effort for sustainable 
social development in harmony 
w i th  s takeholders  and  the 
environment.2009 2010 2011

Report Overview
The publication of this report aims at disclosing the performance of sustainability management activities conducted by 
LG Household and Health Care(hereinafter, “LG H&H”) to stakeholders in a transparent manner. Through the annual 
publication of the sustainability report, LG H&H continually endeavors to communicate with stakeholders and become 

a sustainable enterprise. 

Scope and Period
This report covers the economic, environmental and social performances of the Head Office of LG H&H its worksite 
of Also, this report contains the important sustainability management activities and the performance of LG H&H’s 
subsidiaries: Coca-Cola Beverage Company, THEFACESHOP, and HAITAI Beverage. 
The period of this report is from January 1 to December 31, 2011. Performance information of some data from the 
previous three years has been included to facilitate the understanding of trends. For important issues pertaining to 

management, current information at the time of this report was used.

Principle and Availability
This report was written according to GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) G3.1 Guidelines, an international guideline for 
sustainability reports. This report is published in Korean and English, and is available on our company’s website (www.

lgcare.com).

Publication Process
Major issues of sustainability management selected through in-depth interviews with a variety of stakeholders and 
materiality test processes were reflected through the system of table of contents. In addition, a Task Force Team (TFT) 
for sustainability reporting, composed of in-house staff from each department, planned the report layout, collected the 

data, wrote and reviewed this report.

Assurance
Third-party assurance was conducted by the Korea Productivity Center to increase the reliability and accuracy of the 
contents. The assurance was performed on the basis of the standards AA1000APS and AA1000AS (2008), and the 
assurance statements are shown on page 90.

[Contact]
For more information about this report, 
please contact:
 
Sustainability Management Team
LG Household and Health Care
Tel.:+82.2.6924.6083
E-mail:lgcsr@lgcare.com
Website: www.lgcare.com
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CEO message
Thank you for your consistent interest in and affection for LG H&H.

Over the past year, LG H&H made its best efforts to turn over a new leaf as the leading company in lifestyle and 
culture and accomplishing consumer’ health and beauty dreams through a variety of sustainability management 
activities. We at LG H&H built a business portfolio in which three business segments –Healthy, Beautiful and 
Refreshing – are complementary and in harmony, and acquired VOV Cosmetics and the Ginza Stefany Cosmetics 
Co., Ltd in Japan to accelerate growth. Furthermore, we have strengthened by steps our global strategy through 
THEFACESHOP. Despite recent uncertainty in the management environment such as globally spreading economic 
woes, huge natural disasters, and rapidly changing consumption trends, our employees’ devoted efforts allowed us 
to accomplish an unprecedented best performance last year; sales increased by 22% to reach KRW 3,452.4 billion 
and operating profits increased by 16% to reach KRW 400.8 billion.

LG H&H pursues the stability of management activities through high executive ability to conduct “Jeong-Do” 
Management  and enterprise risk management under transparent corporate governance, and strives to perform 
its social function as a corporate citizen to diverse stakeholders. First, to boost communication with diverse 
stakeholders, LG H&H regularly collects stakeholders’ opinions from each communication channel, and for key 
issues evaluated by a group of experts, discloses the activities and the performance through a sustainability report. 
As a result of these efforts, we were newly included in the Dow Jones Sustainability World Indexes(DJSI World), 
which selects the most sustainable 10% of companies out of the 2,500 largest companies worldwide. 
In addition, LG H&H conducts a win-win growth policy and social contribution activities as part of an effort to 
fulfill its corporate social role. In order to strengthen relationships with our business partners, we entered into an 
agreement for win-win cooperation and fair trade, and formed and operate a “win-win growth committee” as a 
standing organization for win-win growth. 
Additionally, we have solidified constructive relations for win-win growth by meeting with business partners, having 
a time to explain the direction of purchase policies and provide education on “Jeong-Do” Management. In line with 
our business direction of making consumer’ lives more healthy, beautiful and vigorous, we target women and youth 
with our social contribution activities. These activities include conducting checkups and offering treatment support 
for women’s diseases, orchestra education, as well as sharing and donations.

Despite hardships, LG H&H has accomplished continued growth. We recognize that our stakeholders’ attention 
and support are part of the background of this growth, and will put in true efforts to maintain our social roles with a 
belief of growing into an honorable company. 

Thank you.

June 2012
Suk Cha
CEO & Vice Chairman 



LG Household and Health Care will 
put in true efforts to perform our 

corporate social role.

CEO message
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Stakeholder Engagement and Materiality Test 
The LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report contains reporting contents and issues selected on the principles of materiality, stakeholder 

inclusiveness, sustainability context and completeness, which are GRI’s reporting principles. For transparent disclosure of economic, 

environmental and social performance information that are the core of the sustainability report, and for smooth communication with 

stakeholders, we gathered stakeholders’ opinions by various methods including media research, stakeholder survey and interviews 

with internal and external stakeholders. From these compiled issues we determined key issues according to the materiality test 

methodology presented by AccountAbility.

Materiality Test 
Process Step 1

ㆍAnalysis of domestic and overseas standards on
   sustainability management

GRI3.1, ISO26000, UN Framework and Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights(John 
Ruggie Framework)   
ㆍMedia research

Analysis of 1,111 pieces of news covered by domestic 
and foreign media
ㆍAnalysis in comparison with other companies 
   in the same industry

Nine domestic and foreign companies in the 
cosmetics, beverage and household goods industries.

Identification 
of important 

issues
Step 2
ㆍInternal and external stakeholders survey

Online survey of 2,435 stakeholders including employees, 
consumers, business partners, investors, press, NGOs, 
government, etc. (Feb. 2012)
ㆍInternal and external stakeholders interview

-LG H&H’s executive officers and 
  business department leaders 

-External stakeholders (consumers, business partners,  
  NGO, media organizations, distributors, investors,
  associations, etc.)
ㆍExpert panel meeting

Seven CSR experts participated

Stakeholders 
research

Step 1 – Identification of major issues

As the first step for identifying the issues that LG H&H 
has to particularly address, we conducted media 
analysis, global standards analysis and analysis of the 
sustainability management issues of the industry. For 
human rights in the supply chain, we referred to the UN 
Framework and Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights(John Ruggie Framework) and the DJSI 
2012 Supply Chain Management. 

Step 2 – Stakeholders research

As the second step, to identify internal and external 
stakeholders’ interest level, we conducted internal 
and external stakeholder surveys and interviews on 
the basis of the issues identified in Step 1. From this, 
we determined an individual issue’s materiality and 
individual stakeholder’s main interests. In addition, 
through expert panel meetings in which scholars and 
experts in related fields participated, we listened to 
opinions on the consideration and future direction of 
conducting our sustainability management strategy.
Stakeholders who are influenced by or influential to 
LG H&H’s business activities, products and services 
were selected and classified into customer, employee, 
business partner, stockholder and investor, government, 
public orga nization and association, and community.
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Materiality Test Process

By evaluating on both the main stakeholders’ interests and potential influence upon the company’s business activities, the key and 

main issues in regards to economic, environmental and social accomplishments were determined.

Step 3
ㆍDetermination of the key issues for LG H&H through the
   AccountAbility Five-Part Materiality Test

Short-term financial impact
Strategy/policy
Major issues in the industry
Stakeholders’ interest
Social norms

Selection of 
key issues

Materiality Test

Step 3 – Selection of key issues

Once issues were identified and interest levels were 
analyzed, we proceeded to the materiality test to 
determine the main issues that are to be reported. The 
resulting issues were analyzed from an angle of the 
interest level of LG H&H's important stakeholders and 
from an angle of their potential influence on LG H&H's 
business activities, and reflected as key issues and major 
issues in the Sustainability Report.

How to conduct stakeholder research

      Section Overview

Online survey
ㆍSurvey period: February to March 2012
ㆍSurvey method: Survey through email
ㆍPeople to be surveyed: 2,435 stakeholders of LG H&H

In-depth interview 
for executive officer 

and business 
department leaders

ㆍPeriod: February 2012
ㆍMethod: One-to-one in-depth interview
ㆍInterviewee: CFO/CHO/CPO/Each business department leader

In-depth interview by 
external stakeholder

ㆍPeriod: February 2012
ㆍMethod: One-to-one in-depth interview
ㆍInterviewee: Cconsumer/NGO/Business Partners/the press/
    distribution company/investor/association 

A meeting of the 
specialist panel

ㆍDate: February 23, 2012
ㆍPanel: CSR expert/seven experts in the areas of consulting/ 
    academic/industry

LG H&H’s communication channel

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
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Business partners

Employees

Government and associa
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Local community
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Key Findings of the Materiality Test

Analysis results of 
media research

General 29.3%

Environment 8.5%
Economy 17.0%

Society 45.2%

Neutral 26.4%

Negative 8.5%

Positive 65.1%

Economy

Integrated risk management

Strategic management of patents
and trademark rights
Improvement of corporate value
and brand image
Development of emerging markets through
advancement into overseas markets
Securing future growth engines through
expansion of R&D investment
Expansion of business range through
advancement into new business

Environment
Water saving and
water resource protection
Green logistics
(eco–friendly logistics management)
Clean production
(eco-friendly process management)
Green Marketing
(eco-friendly labeling)
Climate change response strategy
Construction of environmental
management system

Society

Social contribution activities
& social development
Welfare and benefits for employees

Work and life balance

Disclosing information on product
safety and raw materials
Fulfillment of ethical management
(“Jeong-Do” management)
Systematic communication
with stakeholders

Overview of stakeholders’ survey

Result of a survey on the importance by issue for the implementation of economic, environmental, and social 
responsibilities.

Media Analysis Assessment

LG H&H Care conducted an analysis on the contents of 1,111 related articles (articles with similar contents were 
integrated) reported by the domestic press from January to December 2011. It was found that positive articles in the 
area of society, covering an MOU with the polar research institute for mutual cooperation, social contributions, etc, 
constituted a majority of the reported articles.

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Consulting : Jong-ki Yoo, Director, Deloitte 
“ LG H&H Care responds to uncertain business circumstances with timely 
companywide risk management, and the company should develop activities for 
the creation of a new corporate value and long-term growth based on its current 
competence in risk management.”

CSR expert: Jae-eun Kim, The Institute for Industrial Policy Studies
“ It would be better to develop such a report that reflects the fact that women are the 
main customer base, considers the characteristics of business, and is easy and 
convenient to read from a customer’s viewpoint.”

NGO: Jun-suk Lee, Team Leader, UN Global Compact Korea
“ It would be better to disclose the details about the process of gathering opinions 
and the results of conducting communication with stakeholders to secure and use 
smooth stakeholder channels.”

CSR expert : Dong-soo Kim, Director, Korea Productivity Center
“ Presenting the performance of LG H&H’s sustainability management activities together with the 
future goals could increase consistency and comparability and even further revive the future-
oriented nature of the report.”

Industrial circle: Hyo-young Lee, Lotte Corp.
“ As a sustainability report is mostly descriptions and contains a large amount of information, pages 
and contents should be organized in an effective manner.”

CSR expert: Sang-kyu Hwang, CEO, SR Korea
“ LG H&H seems to be a company leading labor-management cooperation among 
domestic companies, and therefore, LG H&H had better go one step further to, if 
possible, expand the reporting scope for social performance in the Asian countries 
LG H&H entered.”

Academic circle: Kwang-yoon Kim, Professor, Aju University
“ It seems that some informationin the report, such as eco-labeling, is difficult for 
common readers to understand and needs explanation considering the readers. 
And some Korean expressions need caution, so please pay attention to them.”

Results of Experts Panel Meeting

Economic value: improvement of corporate brand image; 
expansion of business range through advancement into 
new business
Customer value: increase of customer communication; 
improvement of safety of products
Employee value: balance between work and life; welfare 
and benefits for employees 

Value

Product leadership: development of sustainable products; 
product stability and hazardous materials management
Green leadership: clean production (green purchase); 
response strategy to climate change
Social responsibility leadership: social contribution 
activities; win-win growth with business partners

Determination of key issues
LG H&H reported the issues after classifying them into two areas: one that we have to actively 

conduct with leadership and another that we have to make sure of value improvement to accomplish 

the vision “the best sustainable FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) company” through this report.

Leadership
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Results of materiality analysis

Materiality analysis showed that systematic communication with stakeholders is a key issue. The reason for this is 
judged that the range of related stakeholders widened with the expansion of the corporate size of LG H&H, which has 
three business groups. And, the higher employees' interest in customer communication was, higher related materiality 
was. Meanwhile, issues like ethical management fulfillment, green logistics, balance between work and life, etc., were 

not selected as key issues, but classified as issues that should continue to be significantly addressed.

After collecting the opinions of various stakeholders, 20 issues were selected and importance was classified 
through importance assessment. Then LG H&H Care’s policy activities related to core issues and main 
performances were reported on the appropriate page.

Reporting scope Key issues Page

Stakeholder Engagement ㆍSystematic communication with stakeholders P. 4-8

Management
ㆍEthics management(LG Way “Jeong-Do” Management )
ㆍRisk Management

P. 21-23
P. 24-26

Economic value
ㆍCorporate value and brand image
ㆍAdvancement into new businesses

P. 29-33
P. 34-35

Customer value ㆍCustomer communication P. 40-45

Employee value
ㆍEmployment and training
ㆍCooperative organization culture

P. 47-51
P. 52-53

Product leadership
ㆍDisclosing information on product safety and raw materials
ㆍDevelopment of sustainable products

P. 60-61
P. 59

Green leadership
ㆍResponse strategy to climate change
ㆍClean production (green purchase)
ㆍImprovement of recycling

P. 68-69
P. 70-72
P. 73-74

Social responsibility leadership
ㆍWin-Win strategy with business partners
ㆍSocial contribution activities

P. 79-80
P. 81-86

St
ak

eh
ol

de
rs
’  in

te
re

st
 le

ve
l

Impact on company’s business

H
ig

h
Lo

w

HighLow

Systematic communication with stakeholders ●

Disclosure of product stability and raw material ●

 ●

 ●

 ●

 ●

 ●

 ●

 ●

Fulfillment of ethical management 
(“Jeong-Do” Management )

Water saving and water resource protection

Increase of resource recycling utility 

Pursuit of balance between work and life ●

Risk management ●

Construction of environmental management

Green logistics (eco-friendly logistics management)

Clean production (green purchase/eco friendly) ●

● Climate change response strategy

● Improvement of corporate value and brand image 

Cooperative organization culture 
(labor- management relations)

● Win-win with business partners 

● Conducting of social contribution activity and business

● Customer communication

2012 Report – Key issues2012 Report – Major issues

Expansion of business range through M&A 
and advancement into new businesses

Welfare and benefits for employees (workplace safety)

Employment and training (respect human rights and diversity)

●

●

●

Development of 
sustainable products and 

eco-friendly products

LG H&H Sustainability Report 2011



Company Overview
Sustainability Management Strategy
Leadership Brands
Integrated Reporting

Having repeated development and growth since its founding in 1947, LG H&H has a firm 
position as the best company leading lifestyle and culture in the nation. Based on the 
vision “the Best company leading lifestyle and culture and realizing consumer’ beauty and 
dreams”, LG H&H was newly included in DJSI World for the implementation of our mid- to 
long-term business strategy and sustainability strategy.

Profile
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Company Overview
Despite the difficult business environment, LG H&H accomplished its highest-ever performance, 

enterprise sales of KRW 3,452.4 billion and an operating income of KRW 400.8 billion in 2011, 

based on continued growth and a stable business portfolio in the household goods, cosmetics and 

beverage departments. And, LG H&H was newly included in DJSI World, which selects the most 

sustainable 10% of companies in the Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes, which evaluates the leading 

sustainability management companies out of the 2,500 largest companies worldwide.

Domestic Establishments

●LG H&H, Ltd.
●Coca-Cola Beverage Company
●HAITAI Beverage Co., Ltd*
●THEFACESHOP Co., Ltd.
●VIOLET DREAM Co., Ltd.
●Diamond Pure Water Co., Ltd.

Overseas Establishments

●LG H&H manufacturing subsidiary (Beijing, Hangzhou, Vietnam)
●LG H&H sales subsidiary (Shanghai China, Taiwan, California US)
●THEFACESHOP sales subsidiary (Shanghai China, California US)
●Ginza Stefany(Tokyo Japan)

Logistics Centers

ㆍ10 centers for LG H&H
ㆍ29 centers for Coca-Cola Beverage
ㆍ34 centers for HAITAI Beverage 
ㆍ1 center for THEFACESHOP 

Vietnam

Beijing

Tokyo 

Seoul Head Office

Cheolwon worksite
Pyeongchang worksite

Daejeon R&D Center
Cheongju worksiteCheonan worksite

Naju worksite

Yeoju worksite

Ulsan worksite

Onsan worksite

Kwangju work site

Yangsan worksite

Incheon R&D Center

California

Shanghai

Hangzhou
●

●

●

●
●

●
●●

●
●●

●

●

ㆍCompany name: LG Household and Health Care, Ltd.

ㆍEstablishment date: January 1947

ㆍNumber of employees*: 3,372 persons (7.7%▲)

ㆍTotal assets*: KRW 2,368.9 billion (21.8%▲)

ㆍTotal Shareholders’ Equity*: KRW 1,060.6 billion (25.6%▲)

ㆍSales: KRW 3,452.4 billion (22.1%▲)

ㆍOperating income: KRW 400.8 billion (15.6%▲)

ㆍCredit rating [bond]: AA (Korea Investors Service, Korea Ratings,  

    NICE Investors Service)

ㆍCredit rating [commercial paper]: A1 (Korea Investors Service,  

     NICE Investors Service)

*as of the end of 2011, based on consolidated accounting
**[     ]: year on year

Taiwan
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Corporation Location (Head Office) Equity Ratio (%)

Coca-Cola Beverage Company Yangsan, Korea 90.0

HAITAI Beverage Co., Ltd. Seoul, Korea 100.0

Diamond Pure Water Co., Ltd. Anyang, Korea 100.0

THEFACESHOP Co., Ltd. Seoul, Korea 100.0

Violet Dream Co., Ltd. Seoul, Korea 100.0

Beijing LG Household Chemical Co., Ltd. Beijing, China 78.0

Hangzhou LG Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Hangzhou, China 81.7

LG H&H Trading (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. Shanghai, China 100.0

LG H&H (Taiwan)., Ltd. Taipei, Taiwan 90.0

LG Vina Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Dong Nai, Vietnam 60.0

LG HAI. California, USA 100.0

GSI [Ginza Stefany] Tokyo, Japan 70.0

Domestic and overseas operations
LG H&H is operating five domestic subsidiaries and seven overseas ones in three business departments in order to grow into the leading 
company in lifestyle and culture and realizing consumer’ beauty and dreams. Recently, we acquired Ginza Stefany Company (former Ginza 
Stefany Cosmetics) in Japan and Violet Dream (former VOV Cosmetics) to strengthen the competitiveness of the cosmetics business.

In 2012, we aim at improving the competitiveness of makeup cosmetics, creating an eco-friendly premium market, strengthening 
executive ability in globalization, and reaching sales of KRW 3,800 billion and an operating income of KRW 450 billion.

2012 Action plan

3 Conduct globalization for 
continued growth in a step-
by-step manner

4 Enhance R&D2 Conduct an eco-friendly 
premium household 
goods business

1 Improve the 
competiveness of 
makeup cosmetics

*incorporated as a subsidiary in February 2012

2011 Business portfolio

Healthy KRW  1,181.6 billion (34.2%)

Beautiful KRW  1,227.4 billion (35.6%)

Refreshing KRW  1,043.4 billion (30.2%)

Vision and mid- to long-term strategy

2012 Business plan

Vision

Mid- to 
long-term 
strategy 

Core value

•A Leader in Lifestyle, Delivering Beauty and Dreams to Consumers

•Strengthening Portfolio   •Expanding Distribution Coverage  
•Establishing Sustainability

•Consumer Focus  •Innovation
•Professionalism   •Speed

LG H&H is promoting the growth strategy of the three business categories and sustainability management 

for minimizing long-term risks. LG H&H will continue active communication with stakeholders and true 

efforts for fulfilling its mid- to long-term business strategy and corporate social responsibility.

Sales of KRW 3,452.4 billion

Operating Income
KRW 400.8 billion

Healthy KRW  135.6 billion (33.8%)

Beautiful KRW  179.2 billion (44.7%)

Refreshing KRW  86.0 billion (21.5%)
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Sustainability Management Strategy

Sustainability Management Vision
With the sustainability management vision “The Best 
Sustainable Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) Company” 
and under the slogan “Healthy, Beautiful and Refreshing 
for People and the Planet,” LG H&H fulfills sustainability 
management by establishing a roadmap for the four strategic 
directions. We elaborate further on the performance 
indicators to monitor the execution of the strategic tasks for 
sustainability management, and disclose the performance 
of detailed goals in the sustainability report and on the 
homepage (www.lgcare.com) to inform stakeholders.

Securing of sustainable 
products leadership

ㆍConstruction of infrastructure
    for sustainable products
    development

ㆍExpansion of sustainable
    products development

ㆍSecure the competiveness of 
    sustainable products to a 
    level of leading global 
    company

Conversion into 
sustainable operation 
system

ㆍConstruction of greenhouse 
    gas inventory
ㆍExpansion of support for green 
    purchase/business partners

ㆍDisclosure of greenhouse gas
    reduction target
ㆍEnhancement of the green 
    partnerships with 
    business partners 

ㆍAccomplishment of eco 
    efficiency of a global leading 
    company level in all 
    processes of production, 
    purchase and logistics  

Improvement of the 
community’s 
quality of life through 
social contribution

ㆍSetting up the direction 
    of social contribution activities
ㆍSelection of a representative
    social contribution activity

ㆍStrengthening of social 
    contribution activities
ㆍNurturing and activation 
    of representative social 
    contribution activity

ㆍPositioning as a 
    representative social 
    contribution company for 
    women, children and youth

Strengthening 
of stakeholder 
communication

ㆍBuild up stakeholder 
    communication channels

ㆍEnhancement 
    of stakeholder partnerships

ㆍSecure solid recognition 
    as a sustainable company

2011 
[establish a foundation]

2012 
[expand and proceed]

2014 
[emerge as a leading company]

Four strategic tasks for 
sustainability management 

Sustainability Management Roadmap

Action plan for sustainability management 
At LG H&H, the sustainability management team, a task force under the Chief Financial Officer (CFO), manages the 
four strategic tasks in an integrated manner from planning to execution check within the four strategy domains – 
products, operation, social responsibility and communication. A three-step change roadmap for mapping out the 
specific long-term goals of sustainability management strategy direction and systematically conducting the required 
work is defined, and from it, the strategic task and goal during each step are set up and carried out.

The 
Best sustainable 
FMCG company

“Jeong-Do”
Management

Ethical management; 
business diagnosis; 

compliance with fair trade

Customer value
Customer communication 

and settlement of customer 
complaints; improvement of 
salespersons’ competence

Employee value
Balance between work and 

life; fair assessment and 
reward; compliance with 

labor principles; safety and 
health

Product responsibility
Assessment of and 

development support for 
sustainable products; 
intensified control of 
hazardous materials

Green management 
Response to climate 
change; fostering of 
green workplaces; 

environmental 
management

Social responsibility
Inclusive growth; 

expansion of sustainable 
purchase; conduct of 
representative social 

contribution

Domains and Detailed Tasks
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Implementation and performance of the key sustainability management strategy 

2011 Major Performance of Sustainability Management

LG H&H selected sustainable products development, green management, social contribution and stakeholder 
communication as key tasks out of the sustainability management tasks, and has pursued these since 2009. 
In 2011, we improved our climate change strategy through green management, and established the guideline for 
developing sustainable products. In addition, as another social contribution activity, we organized a medical treatment 
program for children with environmental diseases and conducted it using funds gathered through the Happiness Sharing 
N Campaign. For the purpose of stakeholder communication, we publish the sustainability report and disclose related 
information periodically on the sustainability management section of the homepage. As a result of these sustainability 
management activities, we were newly included in DJSI World, which selects the most sustainable 10% of companies in 
Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes, which assesses the sustainability performance of the largest 2,500 companies listed on 
the Dow Jones. 
We will continue our efforts to become a leading sustainability company worldwide by elaborating the performance 
indicators of sustainability management and strengthening the monitoring of them.

Outside Recognition for LG H&H’s Sustainability Management

Category Major performance

Development of 
sustainable products ㆍEvaluation of 25 sustainable products

Sustainable operation
ㆍExpansion of green management strategy (extended to HAITAI Beverage) 
ㆍVerification of greenhouse gas inventory (production, research, logistics) 
ㆍStrengthening of support and diagnosis for partner companies, expansion of green procurement

Social contribution ㆍRedefinition of social contribution direction and organization of new social contribution program 
ㆍMonitoring and improvement of existing social contribution program

Communication

ㆍBeing included in Dow Jones Sustainability World Index
ㆍEducation of interns on sustainability management 
ㆍPublication of second sustainability management report 
ㆍExplanation meeting for the enterprise environmental safety committee for green management

August 
ㆍSustainability index
   rating A (Corporate  
   Governance Service)

September
ㆍIncluded in DJSI World 
   (DJSI, SAM, KPC)

ㆍEIRiS Sustainability index
   rating AAA (EIRiS, Ko-CSR)

ㆍSustainability index rating 
   (KoBEX SM) AA (IPS)

October
ㆍBest Carbon Disclosure Project 
    company (CDP) 
    (CDP committee)
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Economy

Environment
Society

Mega brands | Saffron

Coca-Cola Zero | Ongeukjin

Eco Label | Biomass

Leadership Brands
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Integrated Reporting

         

Economic value 

Customer value

Category Item 2010 2011 Other

Profitability
Sales (KRW) 2,826.5 bil 3,452.4 bil 22.1% ▲

Operating income (KRW) 346.8 bil 400.8 bil 15.6% ▲% ▲

Stability

Debt ratio (%) 130.3 123.4 HAITAI BeBeverage
Corporate aacquired

Credit rating (bond) AA AA
Korea Inveestors Service

Korea Ratingsgs Corporation
NICE Information Serviceation Service

Level of 
contribution

Stakeholder dividend (KRW) 1,796.4 bil 2,274.2 bil 26.6%▲6.6%▲

Ratio of natives employment (%) 98.6 98.6 Same as the
previous year

Ratio of local purchase (%) 77.7 77.9 0.2%p▲

Category Item 2010 2011 Other 

Customer

Voice of customer (VOC)(cases) 77,074 87,998 14.2% ▲

Rate of customer complaint (ppm) 28.8 27.3 1.5%p ▼

Number of salespersons 16,779 18,135 8.1% ▲

Number of customer privacy 
spill (cases) 0 0 Same as the 

previous year

Category Item 2010 2011 Other her Ot

Employee

Female employee ratio (%) 48.8 49.9 1.1%p ▲%p▲1.1

Retirement rate (%) 4.0 3.7 0.3%p ▼.3%p p3%

Training hours per person 81.6 83.6 2.5%▲2.5%▲▲

Industrial accident rate (%) 0.16 0.27 0.11%p ▲▲▲

Employee satisfaction 82.0 83.0 1.0%p ▲

Return after maternity leave (%) 96.9 94.3 2.6%p ▼

Employee value

* based on consolidated accounting 

* based on LG H&H

 * based on LG H&H
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Social responsibility leadership
Category Item 2010 2011 Other

Local 
community

Amount of social contribution
(KRW)

3.38 bil 3.88 bil 15.1%▲

Subcontractor

Amount of Growing Together fund 
(KRW)

7.5 bil 7.5 bil
Same as the 

previous year

No. of business partners  diagnosed 54 415 361▲

Product leadership
Category Item 2010 2011 Other

R&D

R&D cost (KRW) 39.2 bil 43.5 bil 11.0%▲

No. of eco 
labeling 
product (KRW)

Total 61 82 34.4%▲

-Eco Mark
-Carbon labeling

57
4

75
7

See p. 65

Sales 
performance

Sales of sustainable products (KRW) 105.2 bil 118.9 bil 13.0%▲

Sales of open innovation products (KRW) 72.0 bil 72.6 bil 0.8%▲

Green leadership

* based on LG H&H

* based on LG H&H

Category Item 2010 2011 Other

Input

Energy use basic unit (GJ/product-ton) 2.011 1.878 6.6%▼

Water use basic unit (ton/product-ton) 1.209 1.353 11.9%▲

Raw material use (ton) 208,978 203,605 2.6%▼

Emission

GHG emission basic unit
(ton CO2e/product-ton)

0.108 0.100 7.5%▼

Waste water discharge basic unit
(ton/product-ton)

0.267 0.289 8.1%▲

Waste generation basic unit 
(kg/product-ton)

12.221 12.980 6.2%▲

Operational 
Performance

ESH performance evaluation (points) 820 860 4.9%▲

Green procurement amount (KRW) 166 mil 220 mil 32.5%▲

* based on LG H&H



LG H&H is leading the maximization of management 
efficiency through responsible management by 
management specialists and professional operation of 
the Board of Directors, and fulfills clear and transparent 
management based on “Jeong-Do” Management . 
Also, LG H&H solidifies its own management system 
by responding to expected risks in a quick and effective 
manner.

Management

Corporate Governance
LG WAY “Jeong-Do” Management 
Risk management
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Corporate Governance
LG H&H is leading the maximization of business efficiency and shareholder value by improving 

corporate governance through management specialists’ responsible management and 

independent and professional Board of Directors (BOD) operations.

LG H&H believes that becoming a sustainable company requires transparent and responsible corporate governance. 
To this end, LG H&H established the foundation for transparent governance by the launch of LG Group Holding 
Company in 2003, and is strengthening management specialists’ responsible management. Also, LG H&H is leading the 
maximization of management efficiency through independent and transparent operation of the Board of Directors (BOD), 
and the improvement of stockholder value through the channels for gathering various stakeholders’ opinions.

As of the end of December 2011, the largest stockholder on a common stocks basis is LG Corp., which holds a 34.1% 
stake. Foreigners hold a 45% stake, and 6.1% treasury stocks. At every annual general stockholders meeting, the CEO 
reports the company’s performance to shareholders and listens to their opinions related to major decision making and 
other managerial issues. The opinions submitted by shareholders are reflected in the overall management following 
in-depth reviews by management and the BOD. In addition, key management issues related to investors’ profits are 
publicly announced via the electronic disclosure system of the Financial Supervisory Service, Korea Stock Exchange, 
and LG H&H’s homepage.

Stockholder composition

The board of directors of LG H&H is comprised of seven directors in total, and four of them are outside directors. The outside 
directors are experts with a great store of experience and knowledge in management, design, law and other areas. They 
monitor and check important matters related to corporate operation and conduct close evaluation and review of management 
so that they play a core role in decision making. Remuneration for inside and outside directors is composed of the basic 
annual salary determined within the director remuneration limit as approved by the general stockholders meeting, and the 
bonus dependent on the company’s management performance. The BOD holds regular meetings according to the pre-set 
yearly operation plan, and convenes temporary meetings whenever other important management matters urgently need 
to be discussed and handled. To prevent conflict of interests during the BOD’s resolutions, the voting rights of stakeholders 
with interests in certain motions are limited in accordance to Commercial Law and the company’s own BOD regulations. 
To ensure that the BOD can play its role as a de facto supreme decision making body of the company, a staff member of the 
legal team is designated to support the outside directors. The legal staff provides the outside directors with information on the 
agenda, and enough explanation on request from outside director, sufficiently prior to general stockholders meeting so that 
the outside directors can make an informed analysis and review of the agenda in advance. 

BOD composition and its operation

Major stockholders

BOD Formation

Director Name Key career Gender Function
Stockholding 

(common/
preferred)

Inside 
director

Suk cha CEO & Vice Chairman, LG H&H male Chairman of the 
BOD

33,888/11,888

Keon-O Kim CFO & director, LG H&H male CFO 0/0

Joo-hyung Kim President, LG Economic Research Institute male Director 0/0

Outside 
director

Woon-oh Jung Professor, Dept. of Management, Seoul National University male Head of Audit 
Committee 

0/0

Young-hye Lee CEO, Design House; former visiting professor, 
Design School, Dongdeok Women’s University

female Director 198/0

Sung-tae Hong
Professor, Dept. of Management, Hanyang University; 
former assistant professor, Dept. of Marketing, 
University of Missouri

 male Member of Audit 
Committee 

0/0

Yong-suk Yoon Head Attorney, Law Office Kwangjang male Member of Audit 
Committee 

0/0

*For details of directors’ remuneration, see Business report page 104 (pdf)

(as of the end of March 2012)
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The Audit Committee is comprised of three outside directors including the Committee head, and operated according 
to the Audit Committee Operation Regulation separate from the BOD Regulation so that the Committee works at an 
independent position.The Audit Committee held four meetings in 2009, four in 2010, and five in 2011. The Committee 
establishes and executes internal audit plans from an independent position, and receives and approves quarterly audit 
reports from external auditors. As such, the Audit Committee conducts its main authority, auditing of the affairs and 
accounting of the company.

Activities of Audit Committee

LG H&H listens to the voices of internal and external stakeholders, including consumer, stockholders, employees 
and others, and then reflect their opinions in the company’s decision-making process and management activities. 
Investment information on management, finances and stocks are posted on the company’s website to be shared. And, 
stockholders can submit their opinions on the company through an online space that was established to gather various 
opinions. 
Consumer can also make various suggestions, from which notable ones are selected and posted on the intranet to 
share with all employees. In addition, regular in-house Company Meetings are held to share the business performance 
and management strategy and vision of the company with employees.

Gathering stakeholders’ opinions and reflecting them in management decisions

Year Major decision
Number of 
meetings

Attendance rate*

2009

Approval of capital increase of Vietnam subsidiary

12 94%Approval of acquisition of Diamond Pure Water Co., Ltd.

Approval of acquisition of THEFACESHOP Co., Ltd.

2010
Approval of acquisition of HAITAI Beverage Co., Ltd.

10 93%
Approval of acquisition of remaining shares in THEFACESHOP Co., Ltd.

2011 Approval of acquisition of VOV Cosmetics Co., Ltd. 10 95%

In 2011, the BOD of LG H&H held 10 meetings in total, and outside directors’ attendance rate was 95%. Major decisions 
by the BOD included approval of the VOV Cosmetics acquisition. The BOD covered sustainability management issues 
through reporting including operating performance of and plans for the fair trade compliance program, and operating 
conditions and assessment results of the Internal Accounting Management System.

Stakeholder Communication channel and Frequency

Customer ㆍ Prosumer activity and wikisumer activity (semimonthly)

Employee ㆍ Joint labor-management conference (quarterly) ㆍ Meetings by positions (monthly) 

ㆍ Company Meeting (quarterly) 

Business partner ㆍ Subcommittee with business partners (semiannually) ㆍ Agency head meetings (monthly)

Government and association ㆍ Committee with recycling association (monthly)

Local community ㆍ Partnership program (quarterly) ㆍ Social contribution program (monthly)

Stockholder and investor ㆍ IR Roadshow (semiannually)

Stakeholder Communication Channel

*outside directors’ attendance rate
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Reporting to and 
authorized by the CEO

Management  |  LG WAY “Jeong-Do” Management 

LG WAY “Jeong-Do” Ma
“Jeong-Do” management is LG’s unique behavior mode of constantly growing competence and 

competing in a fair manner on the basis of ethical management, that is, creating substantial 

performance on the basis of competence capable of winning in competitions.

“Jeong-Do” Management  that LG H&H pursues is such that is grounded in fairness, honesty and sincerity so as to 
become a sincere company, a trustworthy and reliable company that gains true impressions from consumer and performs 
responsibility to the fullest for business partners, stockholders, employees and society through fair competition in a clear 
and transparent manner. Launching the Unfair Case Reporting Center in 1993, LG H&H established an ethics code and 
practice guideline, “LG Code of Ethics” and the “LG Guideline for Practice” in 1994 for the first time among the domestic 
private companies. In 1995, LG H&H declared “Jeong-Do” Management  inside and outside the company, and distributed 
the“LG Ethics Code Handbook” to all employees so that they can understand and practice “Jeong-Do” Management . 

LG Code of Ethics

LG Code of Ethics

ㆍChapter 1. Responsibilities and
                        Obligations to Consumer
ㆍChapter 3. Fair Transaction
ㆍChapter 5. Responsibilities to Employees

ㆍChapter 2. Fair Competition
ㆍChapter 4. Basic Ethics for Employees
ㆍChapter 6. Responsibilities to 
                        Society and Country

LG Guideline for Practice ㆍExplains principles for judgment and conduct for each item on the Code of Ethics

Manual of LG Guideline for 
Practice

ㆍExplains basic principles, who is to practice the Code, criteria for judgment, 
     and behavior guideline for the items that require detailedexplanations in the Code of 
     Ethics and the Guideline for Practice

LG WAY, a Symbol of Strong Corporate Culture

Vision

Behavior 
mode

Management 
principle

No.1
LG

Jeong-Do
Management 

Value creation for 
consumer

Becomes a leading company recognized by 
and leading the market

LG’s unique behavior mode of constantly 
growing competence and fairly competing on 
the basis of ethical management

Management of respect for humans

“Jeong-Do” Management  Organization is composed of the “Jeong-
Do” Management  Team, which checks if the company’s policies and 
management’s instructions are well implemented and observed, and 
the Ethics Bureau in charge of the promotion and activities of “Jeong-Do” 
Management. The “Jeong-Do” Management  Team seeks to improve 
the efficiency and transparency of “Jeong-Do” Management  by the 
planned regular audit, business diagnosis and non-regular audit. The 
Ethics Bureau conducts substantive activities to establish “Jeong-Do” 
Management  as a corporate culture, including education and promotion 
on “Jeong-Do” Management to employees and business partners, unfair 
conduct reporting system and bribery case reporting system. Also, in 
overseas subsidiaries, which are likely to be neglected in supervision and 
control, respective Ethics Bureaus are in operation and conduct activities 
to spread and ensure “Jeong-Do” Management  abroad.

“Jeong-Do” Management  Organization “Jeong-Do” Management  System

ㆍ“Jeong-Do” Management  
     education
ㆍEthics Hotline system
ㆍBribery reporting system
ㆍEthics counseling center
ㆍFulfillment pledge

Operation system

ㆍRegular audit
ㆍNon-regular audit
ㆍBusiness diagnosis

Diagnosis system

“Jeong-Do” 
Management 
department
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*In 2009, office workers of LG H&H 
  and administration workers of Coca-Cola Beverage.
*In 2010, all employees of THEFACESHOP, 
  sales workers of Coca-Cola Beverage and executives of LG H&H. 
*In 2011, all employees of HAITAI Beverage and 
  executives in BC of LG H&H
 

Category 2009 2010 2011

Employees 1,734 1,825 1,861

Business partners 129 147 180

Ethics Hotline The Ethics Hotline is a reporting system to tip off violations of “Jeong-Do” Management  and covers 
any employee conduct in violation of the LG Code of Ethics including unfair work through abuse of authority, accepting 
money and valuables, etc. After investigating violations of “Jeong-Do” Management  on the basis of reported 
information, those involved are punished and improvement is made to the business processes so as to eradicate 
corruption and establish a transparent organizational culture. In 2011, the Ethics Hotline received eight reports of 
violation, and investigation resulted in heavy penalties to two violators, light penalties to two violators, and improvement 
made to the related business process. For informants who find it difficult to tip off online, reporting can also be done by 
telephone, fax, mail and in person. Informants are kept completely confidential, and internal informants are also strictly 
protected according to internal informant protection system.

Category 2009 2010 2011

Reports 23 12 8

Light penalty 1 2 2

Heavy penalty 3 6 2

Customer 

Business
partner

Employee Light penalty: Reprimand, warning Heavy penalty: More than degradation 
(suspension, demotion, advice to resign, disciplinary dismissal, etc.)

Reports received by the Ethics Hotline (LG H&H)

Online pledge of “Jeong-Do”  Management  practice 
All employees pledge online to practice “Jeong-Do” Management  in accordance with the Guideline for Practice, and 
business partners  are also required to sign the pledge of “Jeong-Do” Management  practice when registering the 

partnership.

The CEO’s will for “Jeong-Do” Management 
At every quarterly Company Meeting and Conference Call, LG H&H shares the CEO’s will for “Jeong-Do” Management  
practice with all employees by means of popup messages on each PC and the online board of each establishment. 
Also, the “Evaluation of Division Head’s “Jeong-Do” Management ” is implemented with the division leaders of 
subsidiaries (Coca-Cola Beverage, THEFACESHOP and HAITAI Beverage) and used as a consideration in performance 
appraisal, in order for each department leader to take initiative in spreading “Jeong-Do” Management  and thus 
establish the “Jeong-Do” Management  culture in the subsidiaries.

“Jeong-Do” Management  practice program
“Jeong-Do” Management education At LG H&H, “Jeong-Do” Management  education is conducted every three years 
in each job group, and mandatory in every education in each business division. Upon acquisition of a company, all the 
employees of the subsidiary are educated in “Jeong-Do” Management  so as to quickly establish a culture of “Jeong-
Do” Management. In addition, the presidents and related managers of major business partners  are given “Jeong-Do” 
Management  education one or two times a year in order to promote inclusive growth and eradicate unfair conduct on 
the basis of fair business connections. 

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Bribery reporting Under the LG Code of Ethics, accepting gifts from stakeholders is prohibited regardless of reason. LG 
H&H conducts a campaign that all employees and business partners  should not give nor accept any gift on traditional 
holidays. As a principle, money or valuables should be politely declined, and if difficult to return, should be reported 
to the Ethics Bureau, which then donates them directly to charity or conducts support with the proceeds following in-
house auction. In 2011, 24 goods in total were donated to welfare facility “Sionwon” and four support institutions.

Survey of “Jeong-Do” Management  A survey to check all employees’ awareness of “Jeong-Do” Management  and 
improve problems is conducted by LG Economy Research Institute, and the results are reflected in the activities 
to spread the culture of “Jeong-Do” Management . For the purpose of fair trade and win-win relationships with 
business partners, major business partners are also surveyed on their current status of “Jeong-Do” Management and 
improvement measures every year.

Ethics Counseling Center Since 2005, LG H&H has been operating an in-house “Ethics Counseling Center” to help 
employees with ethical conflicts at work. The Ethics Counseling Center receives counseling requests on various issues 
ranging from small ethical problems, relationships between subordinates and superiors, to sexual harassment in an 
open- or closed-door manner, and suggests proper solutions based on the Code of Ethics. Also, the Center actively 

supports the resolution of grievances.

Promotion of “Jeong-Do” Management 
A Q&A about conflict situations at work and the in-house issues related to “Jeong-Do” Management  is delivered to 
all employees via e-mail every week. And, letters that describe activities for inclusive growth through fair business 
relations with business partners  and the ethical conflict situations with stakeholders are sent to all employees. These 
serve as a preventive measure against ethical conflicts between employees and stakeholders. In addition, a “Jeong-Do” 
Management character that represents a fair and square manner and ethics is produced and actively used in promotion 
and education.  

“Jeong-Do” Management  is “100-1=0.”

Though a goal of 100 is accomplished, and no matter 
how great performance is, no one would give recognition 
if any violation of “Jeong-Do” Management  during the 
process is discovered. The person could not grow and 
ends up with nothing.

- Yoo-seok Lee, Vice President, Southeast Asia Business Division

In a “Jeong-Do” Management  letterAreumi and Daumi’s “Jeong-Do” Management  talk

Management  |  LG WAY “Jeong-Do” Management 
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BOD

LG H&H operates an enterprise risk management system for integrated management of various types of risks, based 
on the CEO’s firm determination that risk management serves as a shock-resistant design against predictable external 
impacts. Enterprise risks are divided into business risk and operational risk. Identified risks are analyzed for likeliness 
and impact, and major risks are reported to the BOD regularly. 
For the cosmetics business in 2011, market competition was further intensified by new competitors’ aggressive 
strategy for expanding supply network and securing consumer. Deploying a differentiation strategy one step ahead in 
response to consumers’ various demands, THEFACESHOP released “Smim,” the first fermented cosmetics among 
the brand-shop brands, and continued the release of products that enhanced the function and efficacy of existing 
best selling products. For the beverage market, despite the market environment growing more and more difficult as 
pharmaceutical and dairy companies expanded their businesses in the beverage market and even large distributors 
entered, we released an ion beverage,“Aquarius,” a Glaceau vitamin water,“Focus,” and others. While the global 
economy continued recession in overseas markets as well, we gave more weight to Southeast Asia and the Middle 
East markets that showed relatively higher growth than advanced markets like the U.S. and Europe in low growth. This 
allowed us to maintain continued growth in 2011.
LG H&H maximizes business opportunities by preventing the potential loss due to the problems and inefficiency 
related to employees, business processes and systems beforehand. In developing a mid- to long-term strategy, a 
guideline for risk response is managed companywide. We conduct effective identification, assessment, response and 
monitoring of risks through an organic reporting structure linking risk management departments with each working-
level department and top management.  
In particular, LG H&H operates an integrated environment, safety and quality management system for efficient 
system operation, and conducts internal experts’ diagnosis to reduce operational risks in subsidiaries and other 
establishments, the research institute and logistics center. For quality, we continue to expand investment in R&D 
for improving product quality. In particular, we prevent quality degradation by assessing human toxicity and hazard 
through several steps of tests and verifications including a skin allergy test, allergenicity test, animal experiment 
alternative test and others to secure the eco friendliness and safety of products.

Risk Management
LG H&H manages predictable or already identified risks in an integrated manner by an enterprise 

risk management system and programs.

Classification of Risks and Management Items Risk Response System

Business Risks

Marketing Sales R&D Production Staff

Customer 

Competitor 

Channel 

Supplier

Law/
Regulation

Diversification of consumption patterns due to changes 
in consumption trends
Entry of new competitors; development of new 
products and technology by competitors
Changes in distribution channels; changes in strategies 
of distributors; increase of power of distributors
Increase in raw material cost; problems with supply 
and demand of raw materials
Management constraints due to tightened 
monitoring functions of The Fair Trade Commission. 
intensified quality and safety regulations. 
strengthened environmental regulations; changes to 
existing laws or launch of new laws regarding labor

Operation Risk 

Enterprise
Operation

Support 

Violation of advertising display, fair trade, etc.
Poor production quality; infringement of patent.
environmental safety accidents, etc.
Exchange rate; interest rate; information security, etc.

CEO 

CFO
(overall risk management)

Department of Enterprise risk management

Working-level department
Routine management and response to practical risks

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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ㆍ  Written by the working-level 
department head on the activities 
affecting financial statement

ㆍ  Evaluate whether the system is 
designed to prevent and expose 
distortions on financial statement

ㆍ  Evaluate whether the system is 
operated as per the design

Management  |  Risk Management

In response to growing demand for transparent disclosure of financial information and tightening of related laws, LG H&H 
has operated the Internal Accounting Control System since 2006. The Internal Accounting Control System is a part of the 
internal control system that is designed and implemented to provide rational confidence for achieving corporate goals. It is a 
series of processes consistently executed by the BOD, management and other employees of a company. 
The Internal Control System aims at improving the transparency and soundness of works by securing the efficiency of 
corporate operation and the reliability of information, and by complying with related laws and regulations. On the other hand, 
the Internal Accounting Control System is mainly related to financial information and includes asset protection and an anti-
corruption program. 

Internal Accounting Control System  

Internal Accounting Control Evaluation System  At LG H&H, Internal Accounting Control is applied to five areas: control 
environment, risk assessment, control activity, information and communication, under the Internal Accounting Control System 
model criteria and application manual. The CFO is designated as the Internal Accounting Controller, and the Internal Accounting 
Control Department conducts regular and nonscheduled assessments. Internal Accounting Control continues to discover 
imperfections and risks, and those discovered are followed up so that it serves as an opportunity to improve works and reduce risks. 
The operation and assessment results of Internal Accounting Control System is reported to the BOD and the Audit Committee 
every year, and reviewed by an external auditor of Audit Committee. In 2011, the Internal Accounting Control Systems of LG H&H, 
Coca-Cola Beverage, HAITAI Beverage and THEFACESHOP were evaluated for design and operation. The results didn’t show any 
significant imperfections, and these companies were approved by the external auditors.

Future operational plan Due to the application of the International Accounting Standards (IAS) that were introduced for companies 
listed in 2011, the consolidated financial statement became the main financial statement. Accordingly, many studies suggest that 
the Internal Accounting Control System should also be operated as a matter of consolidation. In response to this, LG H&H has 
sought for operational measures for a consolidated Internal Accounting Control System since 2009. Currently, each of the overseas 
subsidiaries has completed system construction and process establishment for internal accounting control systems. We plan to 
evaluate the design and operation of Internal Accounting Control Systems of overseas subsidiaries in 2012. The respective internal 
accounting systems of Coca-Cola Beverage and HAITAI Beverage, which are separately operated from LG H&H, will be integrated 
until 2012 to improve the efficiency of the internal accounting control system.

Internal Accounting Control Evaluation Process

Report to the BOD

Completion of 
control self assessment 

Design evaluation Operation evaluation

Report to and approval of CFO
(Internal Accounting Controller) 

GAP remediation 
(imperfection to be improved)

Report to and approval of the CEO
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정도 경영부문Jeong-Do
Management 

Information protection 
personnel (of each department)

Information protection manager 
(of each department)

CSO 

CSO (Chief Security Officer) system has been operated for systematic security management since 2001. All security activities 
are carried out under the approval and support of the CSO(Also the CFO). Information protection activities are systematically 
carried out in accordance with our Information Protection Policy that was established on the basis of domestic laws and 
international standards on information protection. In addition, to strengthen the roles and responsibilities of theinformation 
protection department, the department is separated into operational activities such as policy making, technology provision, 
education, support and audit activities. This allows us to carry out independent monitoring ofinformation protection activities 
and policy compliance. 
In 2011, we improved system operation security and the disaster recovery system in order for rapid response to service 
disruption and system failure. To prevent core research information from being spilled, we consulted external specialists and 
improved the security management system. In preparation for the Personal Information Protection Act, we conducted self-
diagnosis and improved processes and systems.
We have continued to perform standardization using LG H&H’s security system as a model to enhance the security level of 
subsidiaries Coca-Cola Beverage, Diamond Pure Water, THEFACESHOP, HANKOOK Beverage and HAITAI Beverage.

Security Management System

In-house security management We developed an informationprotection policy, instruction, procedure and guideline to set a 
guideline and standards for information protection in 2003. And allnew employees are given security education to increase 
awareness of security. 
To prevent spill of in-house information, we operate a document security system, authentication USB, prints security system, 
and email and website monitoring system. We also operate the virus and worm blocking system, coded telecommunication 
system, web firewall, DB firewall and DB encryption to prevent external attacks and hacking. In addition, to improve 
operational efficiency and comply with laws and regulations, we operate systems for blocking access to non-work related 
sites, filtering spam mail and monitoring illegal software. In particular, a document centralization system for LG Research 
Institute is under construction to strengthen the security of core research information. With this system, we will block, from 
the very source, information spill through PCs that store core information. 

Security Management Organization

Information team

ㆍ  Overall information protection

ㆍ  Supervision within the department

ㆍ Working-level activities related to
     information protection

ㆍ  Enterprise information protection, 
     planning, mediation and support
ㆍ  Policy making, technology provision 
     and education ㆍ  Check and audit whether 

     information protection 
     policies are followed
ㆍ Monitor information spill

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 



Economic value    
Customer value 
Employee value 

Product leadership 
Green leadership 
Social responsibility leadership

LG H&H always strives to enhance not only its economic value but also 
the value of its consumer and employees. 
In addition, through “green” leadership considering the environment 
and the product leadership for improved product quality, the company 
produces eco-friendly products and also contributes to the development 
of society by implementing social responsibility leadership.

Sustainability
Performance
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Economic 
Value
Economic Performance
Corporate Value and Brands
Overseas Businesses
Sharing of Economic Value 
Summary of Consolidated 
Financial Information

The Company strives to pave roads for sustainable growth by establishing a 
complementary, balanced business portfolio among its three business areas of “Healthy,”
“Beautiful” and “Refreshing.” To minimize long-term risks and attain the top position in 
these business areas, it took over Violet Dream (previously VOV Cosmetics) and Ginza 
Stefany Cosmetics, establishing a more reliable portfolio. As a result of continuously 
implementing its “consumer focus”without being shaken by external challenges, the 
company was able to record sales of KRW 3,452.4 billion, up 22.1% from the previous 
year, and anoperating profit of KRW 400.8 billion, up 15.6%. In addition, it is gradually 
reinforcing its global strategies, for example, by reorganizing its cosmetics business in 
China and expanding the global business of the brand THEFACESHOP, and has secured 
a bridgehead for entry into the Japanese market in earnest by taking over Ginza Stefany 
Cosmetics. 
LG H&H seeks for the reliability of its business activities through its high execution 
capabilities and enterprise-wide risk management under transparent corporate 
governance, and strives to achieve economic growth and at the same time endeavors to 
fulfill its social roles as a corporate citizen for various stakeholders.

Main Business Performance
Category Item 2010 2011 Other

Profitability
Sales (KRW) 2,826.5 bil 3,452.4 bil 22.1% ▲

Operating income 
(KRW) 346.8 bil 400.8 bil 15.6% ▲

Stability

Debt ratio (%) 130.3 123.4 HAITAI Beverage Corporate 
acquired

Credit rating 
(bond) AA AA

Korea Investors Service
Korea Ratings Corporation

NICE Information Service

Level of 
contribution

Stakeholder 
dividend (KRW) 1,796.4 bil 2,274.2 bil 26.6%▲

Ratio of natives 
employment (%) 98.6 98.6 Same as the previous year

Ratio of local 
purchase (%) 77.7 77.9 0.2%p▲

Influence on the company’s business
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● Corporate value and brand

Expansion of business areas 
through M&A and new business   

●
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Economic Value  |  Economic Performance

With the continuous growth of its three business areas and the establishment of a stable business 

portfolio, LG H&H could achieve a record-high business performance, and consequently its 

corporate value is continuously rising.

Economic Performance

Corporate Value
As of the end of 2011, the stock price of LG H&H is KRW 487,500(common stock), which is more than 17 times higher than its 
stock price of KRW 28,000 at the beginning of 2005, and the company’s market cap rose by more than KRW 7,400 billion from 
KRW  479.1 billion at the beginning of 2005 to KRW 7,871.1 billion at the end of 2011. The company is currently number 32 in 
terms of market cap.

Trends of the company’s market cap and stock price
Category Beginning of 2005 End of 2006 End of 2008 End of 2010 End of 2011

Market capitalization 479.1 bil 2,034.7 bil 3,054.7 bil. 6,288 bil 7,871.1 bil

Common stock price 28,000 123,500 190,000 390,000 487,500

(Unit: KRW)

*Based on the closing price at year-end

CFO Interview Vice President  Keon-O Kim
As the CFO of LG H&H, I believe that one of the core elements of sustainability management is to implement our promises to our 

shareholders and secure transparency while implementing such promises. Also, another core element is to enhance the satisfaction of 

LG H&H members and run the system transparently so that impartial evaluation and rewarding can be made. 

Inrecent years, various new employees joined the LG H&H family. The company plans to support these new family members to 

share the company’s accumulated internal knowhow, technologies and values so that they can feel a sense of belonging as a part of 

the organization and exert their individual capabilities as much as possible.
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Performance by Business Area
Healthy Toothpaste (M/S 43%), Skin Care (31%), Dishwashing detergent(37%) and Laundry detergent(29%), which have 
maintained their No. 1 position through renewals for enhancing emotional quality and the release of new products, have also 
grown, continuously expanding their domination in the market, and the brand Saffron, the 10 times concentrated, sheet-type 
softener which has continuously enhanced user convenience, has finally achieved the No. 1 market share (45%)18 years after 
its launching. 
As a result of such efforts, sales in the “Healthy” area rose to KRW 1,181.6 billion, up 15.2% from the previous year, and the 
operating profit for the area also recorded KRW 135.6 billion, up 11.7%, despite the increase in the prices of raw materials. 

Beautiful The year 2011 saw outstanding performance of new brands, while the existing brands O HUI and Whoo 
grewcontinuously through strategic concentration in the prestige market through the development of “star”products 
by brand. The fermented cosmetics brand SU:M increased the number of its shops in department stores from 46 at the 
beginning of the year to 65, achieving sales growth of 48% over the previous year, and the natural cosmetics brand BELIF 
also runs 19 shops in department stores thanks to favorable reactions from consumers. In the masstige market, as the 
brand BEAUTE, which is a brand upgraded from BEAUTY FLEX, has secured a total of 346 shops, LG H&H runs a total of 1,130 
shops in the masstige market, and has also actively invaded the growing online distribution channels. 
As a result of such efforts, the sales of the “Beautiful” area recorded KRW 1,227.4 billion, up 13.2% from the previous year, 
and its operating profit also reached KRW 179.2 billion, up 18.0% from the previous year.
In case of THEFACESHOP, in 2011, to expand the contact point with consumer, the company added new 87 shops, especially 
distribution channels such as road shops and discount stores, and extended 968 shops and shops in tourist spots and duty-
free shops in preparation for increasing foreign tourists. In addition, the brand released the fermented cosmetic product 
THEFACESHOP Smim for the first time among other brand shops, enhancing its brand image as a cosmetic company 
considering consumer and the environment, and has also continuously reinforced its BB cream product, which was its weak 
area compared to its rivals, and as a result, THEFACESHOP has maintained the No. 1 market share. 

Sales (Unit:  KRW 0.1 billion)

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Operating income and margin (Unit:  KRW 0.1 billion)

Refreshing  With the continuous growth of Coca Cola beverages and the addition of the sales of HAITAI Beverages, the “Refreshing”

area recorded the sales of more than KRW 1,000 billion. In the case of carbonated beverages, as Coca Cola, Sprite and Fanta grew 
evenly, the sales of carbonated beverages rose by 12% compared to the previous year, while with the growth of Glaceau Vitamin Water 
(+77%), Georgia Coffee (+70%) and Powerade (+16%), the sales of non-carbonated beverages also grew by 31% from the previous year.
The “Refreshing” business area recorded sales of KRW 1,043.4 billion  trillion and anoperating profit of KRW 86 billion.
In the case of HAITAI Beverage, the sales dropped by 17.1% compared to the previous year due to the influence of restructuring, 
including the reorganization of excessive distributor’s stock, but by enhancing efficiency through the rationalization of management, 
including the integration of support departments, the brand could begin its turnaround, escaping from the heavy deficits recorded 
before the acquisition. In addition, HAITAI Beverage completed the reorganization of its brands and channels required for growth in 
earnest and also fortified foundations for boosting the creation of synergy with Coca Cola Beverage.

Overseas sales Debt ratio(Unit:  KRW 0.1 billion) (Unit: %)

*Accounting standard: K-IFRS

Economic Value  |  Economic Performance
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*Customer-oriented business areas: Under the philosophy represented by the phrase “For 
continuous growth, you must establish strategies focused not on products but on core consumer 
benefits” (Ted Revitt), LG H&H redefined its business areas from “Household Products”, 
“Cosmetics” and “Beverages” to “Healthy”, “Beautiful” and “Refreshing.”

Corporate Value and Brands

Personal Care Home Care

Oral Care Fabric Care

Main brands by business areas

Healthy
LG H&H 
ONTHEBODY 
PERIOE 
REEN 
ELASTINE 

www.lgcare.com
www.onthebody.lgcare.com
www.perioe.com
www.reen.co.kr
www.elastine.co.kr

www.lgcare.com
www.whoo.co.kr
www.ohui.co.kr
www.su-m37.co.kr
www.isaknox.co.kr
www.lacvert.co.kr
www.cathycat.com
www.sooryehan.co.kr
www.vonin.co.kr
www.nanasb.co.kr
www.beyond.co.kr
www.myvov.com
www.belifcosmetic.com
www.thefaceshop.com
www.lgcare.com/carezone/index.jsp

Beautiful 
LG H&H  
WHOO  
O HUI  
SU:M37  
ISAKNOX  
LACVERT  
CATHYCAT  
SOORYEHAN 
VONIN  
NANASB  
BEYOND  
VIOLET DREAM 
BELIF  
THEFACESHOP 
CAREZONE  

www.ccbk.co.kr
www.htb.co.kr
www.hankookfnb.co.kr
www.diamondwater.co.kr
www.glaceauvitaminwater.co.kr
www.sunny10.kr
www.cocacola.co.kr/Dk/
www.cocacola.co.kr/Sprite/
www.cocacola.co.kr/Minutemaid/
www.cocacola.co.kr/Fanta/
www.cocacola.co.kr/Power/
www.cocacola.co.kr/Soken
www.cocacola.co.kr/Georgia
www.qoo.co.kr
www.cocacola.co.kr/Nestea/

Refreshing 
COCA COLA   
HAITAI BEVERAGE  
HANKOOK FNB  
DIAMOND PURE WATER  
GLACEAU VITAMIN WATER 
SUNNY10   
KIN CIDER   
SPRITE   
MINUTEMAID  
FANTA  
POWERADE  
SOKENBICHA 
GEORGIA COFFEE 
QOO  
NESTEA   

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Economic Value  |  Corporate Value and Brand

Mass

Non-Carbonated BeverageMasstige

Carbonated BeveragePrestige

Fanta

POWERADE MINUTE MAID

Sunkist

Sunny10
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In the cosmetics area, the company is strategically investing in the Whoo brand, continuously conducting 
advertisements in local markets to raise brand awareness. It launched the new brand BELIF at department stores in 
Singapore and Indonesia, and has concentrated its efforts to secure new consumer, while adding new shops. To launch 
the new brand J Beyond under the concept of good quality at low prices, it has completed arrangement for entry into 
foreign markets, for example, by securing trademark rights and preparing brand books in English. The brand is planned 
to be launched in Russia. The company also plans to enhance local market adaptabilities by continuously developing 
products exclusively for overseas markets suitable to local circumstances. 
In the case of household products, LG H&H focuses on the development of oral and detergent brands. With its oral 
care brand PERIOE, the company is preparing strategies for entry into its strategic markets, such as Commonwealth of 
Independent States (CIS) and Mideast countries. It also plans entry into other new countries with its detergent product 
TECH and the softener product Saffron. In Japan, LG H&H seeks to expand its detergent business by expanding the 
Saffron brand, and bychannel, it plans to conduct brand campaigns for large channels and customized promotions for 
small channels. 
LG H&H’s local subsidiaries in China, Vietnam and Taiwan plan to continuously increase local employment so that 
they can understand the needs of local consumers quickly and in detail and reflect such needs to products to improve 
customer satisfaction. In addition, they have continuously increased the ratio of local procurement, considering 
geographic conditions, from local business partners with competitiveness in the quality and cost of raw and subsidiary 
materials, and in 2011, the ratio of local procurement was around 78%.

Overseas Market Business Strategies

In 2011, LG H&H could make an entry into five new markets, including Thailand, Singapore and the U.K. In particular, the 
cosmetics business made a first entry into advanced cosmetics markets by releasing the brand BELIF in Europe. BELIF is a 
new brand under natural herb concept, which was developed by using natural herb materials from the U.K.’s Napiers. As the 
English raw material supplier recognized the quality of the BELIF products, the brand could re-export its products to the U.K., 
the hometown of the herbs, and raise the status of Korean cosmetics by participating in a special cosmetics exhibition of the 
U.K.’s representative department store Harrods as the brand representing Korean cosmetics. In addition, the company also 
could make a first export to New Zealand and Ghana, which are household product markets with good potential. 

Entry into New Markets

Status of local employees 

LG H&H established three production subsidiaries in China and Vietnam and one sales subsidiary 

in China, U.S. and Taiwan, respectively, to conduct consumer product and cosmetics business. 

The company exports its main products to around 20 countries, including the above-mentioned 

countries, Iran and Russia, and has continuously expanded the proportion of overseas markets; the 

proportion rose by more than 10% over the previous year.

Overseas Businesses

Ratio of dispatched and local employees Ratio of local managers

The ratio of
local purchasing

(77.9%)

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Economic Value  | Overseas Businesses

Global Business Strategies 
As of the end of 2011, THEFACESHOP operated about 880 shops in 21 countries based on 
its local exclusive distribution system for each country, which is a huge growth compared to 
about 310 shops in 17 countries at the end of 2010. The brand expanded its business mainly 
in Southeast Asian countries in the past, but in 2011, it made an entry into the world’s largest 
cosmetics markets, such as China and Japan, and has expanded its business mainly in 
these markets, and has also made other new entries, mainly into Mideast countries. 
Through entry into such markets, good quality, competitive prices, diversified product 
portfolios and concentrated marketing activities aimed at brand building in local markets, 
THEFACESHOP has maintained a high annual mean growth rate of 41% over the last three 
years.

Status of Overseas Business of THEFACESHOP

Implementation Strategies by Region

●Continuous global marketing activities: The brand’s global marketing activities aim to increase sales to consumers of each overseas market 
through brand building and the security of a wider range of consumer, mainly focusing on young consumer. To enhance brand awareness, it carries out 
marketing activities both online and offline, and has adjusted the range of prices reasonably abroad. 

●Concentration on Chinese and Japanese markets: THEFACESHOP concentrates its efforts on Japan and China, which are large cosmetics markets. 
In China, it circulates products through foreign subsidiaries and two exclusive sales corporations to cover the broad area effectively. Inthe pastthree 
years, the brand recorded anannual mean growth rate of 66% in China, representing 28% of the entire export of THEFACESHOP in 2011. In the case of 
offline channels, it has focused on department store and brand shop channels but also runs sub-channels such as specialty shops, and strived to reduce 
the time required for product registration so that proper amounts of products can be prepared.
In Japan, it has increased sales through discount distribution channels in association with AEON, one of the largest distribution companies since 2011, 
and has conducted various marketing activities using 12 million AEON membership consumer to improve brand awareness. In addition, it plans to make 
an entry into the Drugstore channel possessed by AEON to improve accessibility to consumer.

●Expansion of customer range in Southeast Asia: Southeast Asia is an important market accounting for 48% of the entire export of THEFACESHOP. 
The brand is currently running business stably in most of the Southeast Asian countries, and has reinforced its competitiveness by developing new 
distribution channels. Furthermore, the brand has a really positive marketing campaign to secure the young consumer.

(Unit: KRW 0.1 billion)Overseas sales
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LG H&H, as a member of the society, shares its economic outcomes with various stakeholders, 

including business partners , employees, government and public institutes, shareholders, 

communities and NGOs. The company uses KRW 1,656.6 billion, which represents 48% of its sales, 

for purchase of raw and subsidiary materials and equipment investment.

Sharing of Economic Value

KRW 1,656.6 billion  
 (KRW 363.6 billion▲)

KRW 81.7 billion
(KRW 10.6 billion▲)

Business partners
As costs for raw and subsidiary 
materials account for most of 
the manufacturing cost, the 
relationships with business 
partners  arevery important. 
* Equipment investment, raw 
and subsidiary material cost, 
outsourcing processing cost and 
service cost

Government and public 
institutes
The company makes public 
the values created through its 
economic activities transparently 
and pays part of the outcomes as 
taxes to the government and local 
governments. *Income taxes and 
other public utilitycharges

Communities and NGOs
The company conducts social 
contribution activities and 
community support to return 
created economic values to the 
society. *Social contribution costs, 
support for associations and 
academic societies

KRW 421.8 billion
(KRW 67.7 billion▲)

Employees
The amounts paid for the wages, 
welfare and training of employees 
are continuously increasing in 
proportion to the creation of 
economic values. * Wage and 
bonus, welfare benefits, severance 
benefits and training expenses

KRW 80.1 billion 
(KRW 35.6 billion▲)

Shareholders
As net profit during the term 
continuously increases, the 
dividend per share is also 
continuously increasing. The 
dividend payout ratio is 31%. * 
Dividend per share

KRW 28.4 billion 
(Same as last year)

Creditors
The company strives to maintain 
an optimal loan structure to 
maintain smooth cash flows. 
*Bond interest net cost

KRW 5.7 billion
(KRW 0.4 billion▲)

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Corporation Classification 2009 2010 2011 Over prev. year

Business partner 5,846 6,978 7,902 ▲924

Employee 1,672 1,990 2,144 ▲154

Gov. and public institutes 462 551 618 ▲67

Shareholders 420 445 588 ▲143

Creditors 152 281 245 ▼36

Communities and NGOs 29 41 47 ▲6

Business partner 3,281 4,027 5,550 ▲1523

Employee 1,266 1,380 1,465 ▲85

Gov. and public institutes 41 42 52 ▲10

Creditors 4 2 4 ▲2

Communities and NGOs 3 9 5 ▼4

Business partner 1,584 1,925 1,759 ▼166

Employee 191 171 198 ▲27

Gov. and public institutes 108 118 126 ▲8

Shareholders - - 213                                  ㆍ  

Creditors 12 1 1 0

Communities and NGOs 3 3 3 0

Business partner                                  ㆍ                                   ㆍ  1,355                                  ㆍ  

Employee                                  ㆍ                                   ㆍ  411                                  ㆍ  

Gov. and public institutes                                  ㆍ                                   ㆍ  21                                  ㆍ  

Creditors                                  ㆍ                                   ㆍ  34                                  ㆍ  

CommunitiesNGOs                                  ㆍ                                   ㆍ  2                                  ㆍ  

Total

Business partner 10,711 12,930 16,566 ▲3,636

Employee 3,129 3,541 4,218 ▲677

Gov. and public institutes 611 711 817 ▲106

Shareholders 420 445 801 ▲356

Creditors 168 284 284 0

 Communities and NGOs 35 53 57 ▲4

  

Economic Value  |  Sharing of Economic Value

Economic performance contribution 
 (Unit: KRW 0.1 bil)

 *LG H&H acquired THEFACESHOP in 2010 and HAITAI BEVERAGE in 2011.

Coca Cola Beverage Company

HAITAI
BEVERRAGE
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Exceeding annual sales of KRW 3,000 billion for the first time last year, LG H&H recorded sales of KRW 3,452.4 billion and 

anoperating profit of KRW 400.8 billion. These records are 22.1% and 15.6% up from the previous year, respectively. The sales grew 

for 26 consecutive quarters and the operating profit for 28 consecutive quarters. 

Summary of Consolidated Financial Information

Category

LG H&H
[Consolidated]

LG H&H
[Non-Consolidated]

Coca Cola Beverage
[Non-Consolidated]

TFS
[Non-Consolidated]

HAITAI Beverage 
[Non-Consolidated]

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

Ⅰ. Current assets 437,970 579,003 766,503 320,776 372,256 436,836 84,989 93,367 155,870 57,316 72,174 57,317 60,814 

ㆍQuick assets 276,772 346,021 460,584 197,229 213,562 250,032 61,688 65,157 110,118 33,656 50,119 34,652 32,097 

ㆍInventories 161,198 232,982 305,919 123,547 158,694 186,804 23,301 28,210 45,752 23,660 22,055 22,665 28,717 

Ⅱ. Non-Current Assets 860,774 1,366,000 1,602,400 736,503 1,118,232 1,227,870 323,551 377,126 396,241 35,097 37,904 158,618 153,571 

ㆍInvestments 136,007 366,921 378,512 477,296 849,872 940,469 42,535 43,140 26,534 16,640 21,681 36 60 

ㆍProperty,  
     Worksite and
     Equipment

518,949 606,511 831,858 223,460 236,896 254,102 279,843 332,646 368,270 13,361 11,986 155,707 150,161 

ㆍIntangibles 197,361 387,878 387,198 27,298 28,466 29,042 1,173 1,231 1,328 3,574 3,839 -2,731 546 

  8,457 4,690 4,832 8,449 2,998 4,257 0 109 109 1,522 398 5,606 2,804 

Ⅰ. Current liabilities 539,970 617,525 730,773 442,747 464,606 466,849 73,365 76,839 92,332 46,532 46,496 194,833 116,063 

104,393 482,797 577,553 60,476 367,798 403,085 39,960 44,823 49,271 10,986 11,865 24,618 19,795 

Ⅰ. Paid-in-Capital 88,589 88,589 88,589 88,589 88,589 88,589 100,000 100,000 100,000 890 890 94,140 174,140 

Ⅱ. Capital Surplus 97,326 97,326 97,326 97,326 97,326 97,326 301,572 163,072 163,072 9,921 9,921 -　 -　

-20,862 -15,363 -9,168 -71,375 -71,375 -71,375 0 0 0 -79,791 0 -　 -395 

-1,740 -1,258 -15 -228 -139 -204 38,050 38,050 0 0 0 43,602 43,497 

Ⅴ. Retained Earnings 491,068 675,387 883,845 439,743 543,682 680,436 -144,407 47,709 147,436 103,876 40,905 -141,258 -138,715 

 

Statement of Financial Condition 
 (Unit: KRW million)

 * For more information, please see p.109 and p.118 of Business Report (PDF).

    

Ⅲ. Capital Adjustment

Ⅳ. Accumulated Other   
      Comprehensive Income

Ⅱ. Non-current liabilities

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 

ㆍOther

2,368,904 1,664,706 552,111 110,078 214,385 

1,308,326 869,934 141,603 58,361 135,858 

1,060,577 794,772 410,508 51,717 78,527 Total Shareholders' Equity
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Category

LG H&H
[Consolidated]

LG H&H
[Non-Consolidated]

Coca Cola Beverage
[Non-Consolidated]

TFS
[Non-Consolidated]

HAITAI Beverage 
[Non-Consolidated]

2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2009 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011

Ⅰ. Sales 2,216,465 2,826,483 3,452,434 1,521,051 1,747,660 1,995,557 604,520 700,520 836,763 289,132 317,646 252,537 209,395 

Ⅱ. Cost of sales 1,087,354 1,333,774 1,736,267 734,890 849,150 984,643 323,303 378,553 478,476 89,081 102,216 194,260 151,390 

Ⅲ. Gross Profit 1,129,111 1,492,709 1,716,168 786,161 898,510 1,010,914 281,217 321,968 358,287 200,051 215,430 58,277 58,005 

900,967 1,145,892 1,315,416 606,093 673,268 761,355 225,356 250,481 273,604 149,762 164,340 100,038 74,547 

Ⅴ. Operating Income 228,144 346,817 400,752 180,068 225,242 249,559 55,861 71,487 84,683 50,289 51,090 -41,761 -16,542 

15,336 28,213 28,661 14,794 29,687 7,692 669 1,139 36 -26 190 -427 -15,935 

212,808 318,604 372,091 165,274 195,555 241,867 55,192 70,348 84,647 50,315 50,900 -41,334 -607 

Ⅷ. Income Tax Expense 54,833 81,652 100,573 38,548 46,465 51,621 10,735 15,377 20,883 11,808 12,299 - -

157,974 236,952 271,518 126,726 149,090 190,246 44,457 54,971 63,764 38,507 38,601 -41,334 -607 

All-Inclusive Income Statement
 (Unit: KRW million)

* For more information, please see p.111 and p.120 of the Business Report (PDF).

Economic Value  |  Summary of Consolidated Financial Information

Ⅳ. Selling and 
Administrative Expenses

Ⅸ. Net Income

Ⅶ. Earnings Before 
       Taxes

Ⅵ. Other Income and 
      Expenses

15,786 1,134 3,295 22,297 -
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Customer 
Value 
Improvement of Customer Value

Protection of Customer Privacy

LG H&H's most important goal is to provide customer with reliable products and 
enhance customer value by securing the reliability of products and improving quality 
based on its enterprise-wide quality management. The company reflects various opinions 
of consumers to all the stages from the development of products to release to the 
market, and after the release of products, it also strives to collect customer grievances 
and suggestions through various channels. For this, it has expanded the operation of 
communications channels through which consumers can actively voicetheir opinions, 
such as the VOC system, consumer monitoring and prosumer activities. These activities 
are actively utilized as a window through which the company can collect feedback from 
consumers and also as opportunities to enhance products and improve customer values. 
By conducting activities to improve customer values, such as strictly managing customer 
information protection, running a systematic customer feedback process, developing 
products and supporting salespersons, LG H&H will always strive to make steps toward a 
customer-oriented company. 

Main Performance

Category Item 2010 2011 Other

Customer

Voice of customer (VOC)
(cases) 77,074 87,998 14.2% ▲

Rate of customer complaint 
(ppm) 28.8 27.3 1.5%p ▼

Number of 
salespersons 16,779 18,135 8.1% ▲

Number of customer 
privacy spill (cases) 0 0

Same as the 
previous year

Influence on the company’s business

Interest of stakeholders
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● Customer communication
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Customer Value  |  Improvement of Customer Value

Under the goal of creating optimal customer values through perfect quality products and services, 

LG H&H is striving to enhance customer satisfaction and customer values by predictingcustomer 

needs in advance through various methods, including prosumer activities and consumer 

monitoring activities, and actively responding to customer opinions and grievances to use them as 

opportunities to improve products.

Improvement of Customer 

Quality Management

Prosumer Activities

To implement enterprise-wide quality management, LG H&H reorganized its product development process by establishing 
a CEO-controlled organization and has established and maintained an integrated quality manual and work standards by 
defining quality costs. While expanding the quality monitoring over supply-chain OEMs and subsidiary material suppliers, 
which is recently gaining importance, the company is committed to enhancing customer satisfaction by improving the 
stability and quality of products through such efforts.

The purpose of prosumer operation is not simply to monitor consumers but to realize customer satisfaction by considering 
and understanding consumer first in the development of all kinds of products. Through a series of activities to listen to 
and reflect customer opinions, the company strives to actively reflect customer needs and realize customer satisfaction. 
Prosumers, who are selected for each area, including household product housewife monitors and cosmetics consumer 
monitors, share the viewpoints of consumers in all life culture areas through two regular meetings per month. They are 
actively carrying out activities as “participating consumers”: They find out factors that can cause inconveniences or problems 
in household life and seek new market opportunities to improve them safely, and review product merits through the 
evaluation of various conceptual ideas, try samples and present opinions on product convenience.

Voice of Customer: Ju-yeon Lee, consumer monitoring agent
“As I usually used imported cosmetics, I was not familiar with LG H&H’s cosmetic products. One day I happened to join an LG H&H product testing 

event and I began to like its products and brands because their quality was better than I expected. Of course, I came to get a better image of LG H&H as 

well and joined the consumer monitoring program. 

As a monitor, I could experience more LG H&H products and I was surprised at many good products that made methink,‘Why haven't I known about 

these products so far?’ I found that the quality of  LG H&H’s cosmetic products was very good, and so I am activelyrecommending them to my parents 

and friends. One thing I want to point out is that these products are not much known to consumers for their high quality.

In particular, the brand BELIF was fresh because it comes with product details, such as the information on product ingredients, and this makes products 

reliable, especially to moms like me. I would like LG H&H to prepare various channels through which consumers can experience products in person and 

share information.”

Quality Management Process

Lay foundation for 
quality MGT

Product 
development

Establish quality 
MGT

Release products and 
manage customer 
contact points

Customer 
feedback

ㆍPreventive quality control
ㆍComplete system
ㆍOperation based on system/process

ㆍAchieve first grade quality

ㆍListen to VOC
ㆍProsumer activities

ㆍCustomer service
ㆍEnhance level
ㆍSalesperson 
    training

ㆍCollect VOC
ㆍHandle and improve
    customer grievances

First grade 
quality
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Support for Salespersons
LG H&H supports Salespersons who create customer values at the forefront with consumer, and to implement support 
activities systematically and consistently, the company established a BPS (Business Partner Supporting) organization in 2010. 
The number of salespersons rose by 8.1% in 2011 along with the external growth of the company.

Capability Reinforcement Program Under the idea that Salespersons are the companions who directly provide value 
to consumer at the forefront of sales fields, LG H&H supports each salesperson so that he or shecan become the best 
consultant. Through the capability reinforcement program based on DDMP (Distribution, Display, Merchandising and Price) 
activities and the training system customized to each area, Salespersons develop their quality and required capabilities 
systematically.
In 2011, the company installed a BP (Business Partner) training team exclusively for training to enhance the quality of training 
contents and designated field coaches for new employees so that they can adapt themselves to sales fields. In addition, to 
employees working at duty-free shops and the shops frequently visited by foreigners, the company provides separate sales 
incentives as well as foreign language education.

Impartial Rewarding for Contribution to Sales The company runs an incentive system to encourage Salespersons to attain 
their goals. Through this, they can voluntarily participate in activities for improvement and develop their abilities along with 
LG H&H. In addition, by excavating best practices and excellent ideas, rewarding them on a monthly basis and publishing 
best practice reports, the company encourages them to contribute to creating value for consumer.In 2011, the cosmetics 
department changed the incentive system focused on one-off rewarding to the cumulative point system so that competent 
salespersons can receive better rewards and achieve long service.

Main training programs for 2011

For whom Program Trainees

Managers and supervisors

Partner training 60

Manager/supervisor workshop 71

Consigned senior training 11

Training coordinator joint seminar 11

Shop managers
Basic course for shop manager 69

Advanced course for shop manager 76

Salespersons

Sales vitalization program 2,409

New salesperson training 274

Field coach training 336

Common e-Learning 18,135

Classification Household 
products Cosmetics Beyond Beverage THEFACESHOP Total

Main brands
Elastine,

Tech,
Body Fit

ISAKNOX,
Sooryehan, 

VONIN, 
O HUI, 

Whoo, SU:M 37 

Beyond

Coca Cola, 
MINUTEMAID, 

Glaceau, 
Danone

2010 1,770 13,517 444 568 480 16,779

2011 1,846 14,729 509 562 489 18,135

[Unit: as of year-end)

THEFACESHOP

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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The number of postings at the 
Information Share System

2009 2010 2011

No. of 
postings 16,569 34,914 46,098 

Various Communication Activities LG H&H establishes and runs the system to enhance the activity of salespersons and 
reinforce the exchange and communication of various information. Through this, the company strives to listen to the opinions 
regardinginconveniences and difficulties in sales fields and conduct immediate feedback and address them actively, and 
it also encourages active communication by providing space for exchange among employees in charge of similar service 
through seminars by class.
In the case of BPS area, the company conducts salesperson satisfaction surveys based on the LG WAY so as to continuously 
monitor and improve the difficulties and grievances in sales fields. In addition, through the welfare benefit system for 
Salespersons, the company provides its products, free sports game tickets, funeral goods, and so forth, according to service 
years.

Interview with salesperson: Jung-hee Lee, BEAUTE shop manager

“I have worked as the manager of a directlymanaged shop for over fiveyears, and have gained much help from the monthly sales meeting, networking 

with others and sharinginformation required to manage the shop. 

LG H&H conducts a quarterly training at the level of the company, where you can learn about new products, as well as service knowledge, sales speech 

and packaging. To those who have just started cosmetics sales, every component of such training is helpful and the training on new products has been very 

helpful to all salespersons and managers who serve consumer. 

In particular, I hope education programs on trends are disseminated wider because they are very useful when we recommend and explain products to 

consumer.”

Listening to Voice of Customer 
VOC Management The company is actively listening to the Voiceof Customer (VOC) through call centers andits Internet 
homepage and responding immediately to such voices, and in 2011, it received a total of 107,834 voices, up 9.6% from the 
previous year. Important VOCs are used to enhance customer satisfaction. These VOCs are delivered to the supervisor of 
each relevant department through the automatic mailing system and handled quickly and reflected inthe improvement of 
products and services.

Proportion of VOC types

Corporation VOC type 2009 2010 2011

LG H&H

Inquiry 91.1 89.8 91.2

Suggestion 0.5 0.6 0.4

Praise 0.1 0.1 0

Claim 8.3 9.5 8.4

Subtotal 100.0 100.0 100.0

CCB

Inquiry 69.9 72.3 65.3

Suggestion 0.3 0.6 0.1

Claim 29.7 27.1 34.6

Subtotal 100.0 100.0 100.0

TFS

Inquiry -　 81.9 87.9

Suggestion -　 0 0.4

Claim -　 18.1 11.7

Subtotal -　 100.0 100.0

Status of the receipt of VOCs 

Corporation 2009 2010 2011

H&H 69,703 77,074 87,998

CCB 7,851 7,133 7,058

TFS - 14,143 12,778

Total 77,554 98,350 107,834

*THEFACESHOP was acquired in January 2011.

(Unit: cases) (Unit:%)

Customer Value  |  Improvement of Customer Value
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›

VOC Management System

Improvement of Customer Grievances To improve synergy among quality activities of each department and conduct 
continuous enterprise-wide inspection and support, the company has run the enterprise-wide quality management 
committee for each quarter since 2011, and to improve customer grievances, it has run meetings on the improvement of 
customer grievances for each department and a task force team for handling chronic claims with regard to toothbrushes, 
such as gum stimulation, bristle loss and handle breakage. In addition, when customer grievances on a specific issue 
occur frequently, the company mails warnings to the relevant supervisor and coordinator so that they can analyze causes 
thoroughly and prepare plans to prevent recurrence.   

An example of the reflection of VOC for protecting consumer rights and interests

Quality improvement according to the administrative measure by the government
Date Institute name Description Actions taken and reinforcement

Sept. 2011 Daejeon KFDA Administrative measure was made as the 
company used a method different from 
the one aproved with regard to the raw 
materials of toothpaste (loss on drying)

ㆍRevised all the test standards 
    and reinforced monitoring
ㆍComplemented periodic 
    diagnostic function for test   
    methods by raw material

Cases of product improvement in response to customer complaints

For toothbrushes, the company ran a TFT aimed to reduce chronic complaints, such as 
gum stimulation, handle breakage and bristle loss, and has reduced customer complaints 
by improving the softness of bristle materials and the rounding of the ends of the bristles, 
reinforcing the shock resistance of handles and improving the manufacturing process. 

The breakage of the newly introduced auto lipstick container occurred as the user used it 
improperly due to insufficient instructions. The company improved the product by changing 
its design in such a way that it doesnot breakeven when the user uses it improperly.

Customer Complaint Rate   

Corporation 2009 2010 2011

LG H&H 26.9 28.8 27.3

CCB 1.9 1.4 1.7

TFS* - 30.4 18.3

*TFS was acquired in January 2010

ㆍQuality MGT

ㆍRepresentative 
     phone (080)

ㆍHomepage 
     (Internet Q&A)

ㆍConsumer
ㆍConsumer group
ㆍNGO
ㆍPartner
ㆍAuthorized store
 

Handle VOC
Reply to identify 

cause

ㆍProduction
ㆍR&D
ㆍMarketing 
ㆍSales

› › ›

Operation department 
and related 

departments 
Occurrence of  VOC Integrated 

call center 

CEO

› › ›

Establishment of the Integrated Call Center  To eliminate the complexity and inefficiency casued by separate call centers 
for corporations, standardize the system to handle VOC, respond efficiently to internal and external changes and grasp 
consumer characteristics and patterns efficiently, the company integrated the telephone/Internet consulting and consumer 
grievance handling of five corporations (LG H&H, CCB, TFS, HAITAI Beverage and LG Unicharm) into a single unified system. 

(Unit: ppm)

Inconvenience/
grievance

Suggestion
inquiry
praise

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Legal
Grounds

System

Goal

ㆍPersonal information 
    protection leakage monitoring
ㆍResponse to infringement 
     and leakage
ㆍOutsourcing
     3rd party management
ㆍPersonal information life 
    cycle management

Operation System

ㆍ  Audit and diagnosis
ㆍ  Training and promotion
ㆍ  Personal information 
     protection organization
ㆍ  Personal information 
     protection policies

Management System

ㆍOperation of personal information 
     processing system (Website, DB, etc.)
ㆍApplication of personal information
    leakage prevention technologies 
    (encryption, access control, firewall)

Technology System

Newsletter Publication To provide internal and external news and product information, LG H&H publishes various 
newsletters and distributes them free of charge. These newsletters, including HIT+, L Story and Natural Story, are divided 
according to the type of cosmetics distribution channel and provide new product information and related events to general 
consumer so that they can obtain such information with ease. 

LG H&H conforms to the Act on the Protection of Personal Information and thoroughly protects the personal information of consumer 
collected to provide its business and service. It is protecting customer information safely according to its enterprise-wide principles and 
guides established in 2009 and the operation and management process for customer information protection. As a result of carrying out 
various preventive actions according to its pre-emptive response system against infringement and leakage, the company recorded no 
accident derived from illegal customer information leakage in 2011.
In preparation for the enforcement of Privacy Act, the company conducted diagnoses on the status of enterprise-wide personal information 
life cycle and personal information processing systems and found areasto improve. As the scope of personal information is extended from 
consumer to all the people from employees to business partners and to related persons, it is carrying out activities to improve processes 
and correct systems. The company has completed or is currently conducting various activities, including the establishment of internal 
personal information management plans, request for consent in collecting personal information (in-house portal system and PDA, etc.), 
destruction of personal information, management of access authority, storage of access history, prevention of forging and falsification, 
management of passwords, and the installation and operation of access control systems. In particular, it has established and run a DB 
access control system to control access to DB servers that keep personal information and conduct log management. To protect personal 
information stored in PCs as well as in the system, the company plans to establish a PC personal information management system as well.

LG H&H Family HIT+ L Story Natural Story

Classification Company newsletter to 
share in-house news

Masstige brands such as 
Lacvert, ISAKNOX, Beyond, 
Nanasb, Sooryehan, VONIN, 
Cathycat (For Beautiplex, 
BEAUTE and discount shops)

Prestige brands such 
as O HUI, Whoo and 
SU:M 37 (For call sales)

TFS

No. of copies 7,500 85,000 300,000 150,000

Cycle 6 times/year 12 times/year 12 times/year 6 times/year

Customer Information Protection Management System

Enhance customer confidence by 
preventing access to customer 

information and minimizing legal risks

ㆍAct on the Protection of Personal Information
ㆍ Act on the Promotion of Information and Communication 

Network Utilization and Information Protection, etc.
ㆍAct on the Use and Protection of Credit Information

Protection of Customer Privacy

Customer Value  |  Protection of Customer Privacy
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To realize the management of respect for humandignity, which is the management 
philosophy of LG group, LG H&H respects the creativity and autonomy of each individual 
employee, the source of value creation. In addition, it established its personnel affair 
principles in such a way that each employee can exert his or herbest ability and has used 
such principles as the standards for the operation of personnel affairs and organizations, 
and has run specialized training programs through the employment method by 
function. To reinforce stakeholder communication, which is one of the core strategies 
for sustainability management, the company strives to carry out impartial employment, 
training, evaluation and rewarding, and establish a working system to allow employees to 
have a balance between work and life, through various methods such as flexible working 
time system and Smart Work. In addition, the company is running various education, 
training, diagnosis and health improvement programs to prevent accidents by complying 
with the detailed implementation guidelines and standards for safety and health policies.

Main Performance

Category Item 2010 2011 Other

Employees

Female employee ratio (%) 48.8 49.9 1.1%p ▲

Retirement rate (%) 4.0 3.7 0.3%p ▼

Training hours per person 81.6 83.6 2.5% ▲

Industrial accident rate (%) 0.16 0.27 0.11%p ▲

Employee satisfaction 82.0 83.0 1.0%p ▲

Return after maternity leave(%) 96.9 94.3 2.6%p ▼

Employment by 
function

ㆍMarketing seminar
ㆍR&D seminar
ㆍProduction technology seminar
ㆍSales academy
ㆍManagement academy

Training 
through work

ㆍIntroductory 
    program
ㆍExpert program
ㆍLeader training
ㆍOnline program

Global 
capabilities

ㆍForeign 
    market experts
ㆍGlobal MBA
ㆍGlobal CHO
ㆍEnglish coaching

Evaluation and 
rewarding

ㆍOrganization evaluation
ㆍPersonal evaluation
ㆍWelfare and health

Work life balance

ㆍFlexible work time
ㆍOrganization culture
ㆍInnovation culture
ㆍSafety and health

Influence on the company’s business
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Employment and training ●

Cooperative organizational culture ●

Employee 
Value 
Employment and Nurturing of Talents

Organizational Culture 
for Communication

Employee Safety and Health

Status of Human Resources
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To realize the basic concepts of LG’s management philosophy, named “LG WAY,” which consists of “Creation of Values 
for Consumer”and “Management of Respect for Human Dignity,” LG H&H respects the creativity and autonomy of each 
individual employee as the source for value creation. In addition, the company established personnel affairs principles in 
such a way that each individual employee can maximize his or her abilities through performance-based management, 
and has used such principles as the standards for personnel affairs and organization management. Based on the 
personnel affairs principles in employment, training, evaluation and rewarding, and systematic human resource 
programs, the company is striving to realize a workplace that satisfies its employees, who are internal stakeholders. 
Also, it is enhancing employee values based on solid principles with regard to protection of human rights and prohibition 
against discrimination, while seeking for a balance between work and life. In particular, the company is committed to 
fostering talents by focusing on the development of employees’ capabilities so that the ability of each individual can be 
enhanced, their values can go up and the company’s competitiveness can also be enhanced.

Employment and Nurturing of Talents

Protection of Human Rights
LG H&H respects the dignity of each individual employee and prohibits discrimination, and supports the prohibition 
against child and youth labor and forced labor just as the ILO and UN Global Compact support such prohibition.  

Prohibition against Discrimination According to the management philosophy of “Management of Respect for 
Human Dignity”and ILO's Convention concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation, LG H&H 
respects the dignity of each individual employee and also prohibits discrimination. No employee faces discrimination 
in employment, promotion, rewarding, training orretirement for reasons such as gender, religion, race orage, and 
all employees are fairly provided with opportunities according to their individual abilities. New employees are not 
discriminated in their wages, which is around 355% compared to the minimum wage in 2011. Any employees who think 
they are being discriminated against can express their opinion through the labor union or grievance committee, and 
there was no single report of discrimination in 2011.

LG H&H is always striving to realize the satisfactory careers of its employees through impartial 

personnel affairs principles and systematic human resource programs and discover and train 

talents to develop capabilities and enhance the company’s competitiveness.

CHO Interview Vice President  Heung-sik Kim
“What makes the employment system of LG H&H different from others is its talent training method through employment by function.

After hiring new recruits, the company invests in them intensively so that they can raise pride and loyalty as a member of LG H&H and consequently 

become more satisfied with their workplace. While the gradual multi-facet evaluation is conducted in the course of employment, the work-site operations 

also actively participate in the process to help the company to discover the right persons required for each department.

In addition, escaping from the existing traditional employment method, the company is making various efforts, for example, by introducing new 

employment methods, such as ’Contenders‘and ’Selection of Marketers through Customer Voting.’

I hope all the employees of LG H&H have the idea that ’I contribute to the company, and the company is where I can grow.’ So the company is supporting 

its employees to make their work-life balance by providing the oasis program, the flexible working time system and the smart working program.”

Employee Value  |  Employment and Training
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Education on Human Rights To create a safe and impartial working environment, the company conducts at least 
one sexual harassment prevention education in workplaces under the supervision of the relevant executive of each 
department, and for security personnel at the HQ’s offices and establishments, the company provides such education 
through an outsourcing company. LG H&H plans to continuously expand education for protection of human rights in the 
future.

Employment
LG H&H is running various programs to employ talented people. In particular, to employ new manpower, the company 
is running employment programs customized to the required capabilities and characteristics of each function, including 
marketing, R&D and sales.

Required capabilities and employment methods by function

Prohibition against Child and Youth Labor and Forced Labor In all workplaces, labor of children under age 15 is 
prohibited, and the employment of youth under age 18 is restricted. In addition, any forced labor which threatensthe 
personal liberty of workers or is against their free will is prohibited, and intermediary exploitation is excluded. The 
company complies with the ILO's “Convention concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination 
of the Worst Forms of Child Labor”and “Convention concerning the Abolition of Forced Labor,” and supports the 
labor rules of the UN Global Compact. Also, the company is conforming to domestic and overseaslabor regulations 
concerning the protection of human rights of laborers, and strictly monitoring the implementation of such regulations.  

Marketing

Required capabilities Employment method

ㆍCreativity, marketing mind, trend leading 
    capability and work leadership

ㆍNew employee without experience: marketing seminar
ㆍNew employee with experience: non-scheduled employment

ㆍProduct development/research capabilities
ㆍCreative capabilities (design)

ㆍNew employee without experience: R&D seminar, 
    industry- university cooperation and design contests
ㆍNew employee with experience: non-scheduled employment

ㆍField execution power and communication skills
ㆍNew employee without experience: sales academy
ㆍNew employee with experience: non-scheduled employment

ㆍKnowledge, technologies and attitudes required for each function 
     (finance, strategy, procurement, personnel affairs, etc.)

ㆍProduction technique and skills required for 
    production management

ㆍNew employee without experience: management academy
ㆍNew employee with experience: non-scheduled employment

ㆍNew employee without experience: production technique seminar
ㆍNew employee with experience: non-scheduled employment

R&D

Sales

Staff

Production

EVP (Employee Value Proposition)

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Open Audition Employment Program ‘Contenders’

Contenders Employment Process

What is Contenders?
It is an Arirang TV’s TVshow in association with certain companies, which is aired once a week for a month for one 
episode where applicants carry out given missions in four stages to become the one final new employee.  

Opportunity for Entry into a Company
Ms. Ye-eun Han, the winner of Contenders, was employed as a regular employee, and the other three applicants 
were provided with an opportunity to join the internship for qualification and become regular employees.

Employment process

Yae-eun Han ABM is the first winner of Contenders, beating out a field of 500 competitors.  

ABM* Yae-eun Han says she participated in Contenders because she has been interested in LG H&H and also wanted 

to overcome her weakness of frequently being nervous. Although all the finalists except her studied abroad, she 

overcame her weakness in English competency by exhibiting a very active attitude. As she did her best at each stage, 

she received good points from the judges and most of the senior employees and could succeed in entering LG H&H as 

the winner of Contenders.

*ABM: Assistant Brand Manager

Employee Value  |  Employment and Training
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Training    
The strategies of LG H&H’s training culture are represented by “Training through Actual Work”and “Early Responsibility”

and “Fostering Specialists.” The company considers these strategies as the most appropriate methods to actively 
respond to rapidly changing business environments, and also runs various training methods and curriculums for 
effective training. 

MBA course

Training strategy: 
Training through actual work

LG H&H fosters specialists through “early responsibility.” Rather than providing general 
lectures by external lecturers, the company develops and runs curriculums customized 
to the context of the company by fostering in-house lecturers, and has continuously 
developed specialized programs for subdivided trainee groups to deliver core contents 
required to them and encourage them in theshortest time.

Early training of new recruits

To the new employees who got through their internship under the employment program 
customized for each function (marketing, sales, R&D academy), the company provides an 
introductory training for new recruits so that they can see the forest and trees at the same 
time. They learn about the importance of inter-department cooperation and communication 
based on the understanding of the entire value chain of the company, and the company 
minimizes the time taken for training by systemizing the OJT for each function.

Fostering of specialists

The specialist training program by function is mainly for team leaders. Each team head 
joins the TTT (Train The Trainer) program tosystemize their knowhow accumulated over 
nearly 20 years and enhance their lecturing skills. The curriculums developed through 
such process are used in job training programs for employees and deputy section chiefs, 
and as a result, team heads become trainer-type leaders, and employees become 
specialists.

Fostering of leaders

The main agent of “training through actual work” is a leader, and leaders are required 
to have excellent leadership. The company is running a leadership course for beginning 
leaders and existing leaders, and the beginning leaders are trained based on in-house 
cases. The leadership course features lectures directly by multiple executives, and all the 
participants of the program have to publish their own leadership teaching material.

To train core employees, every year the company selects some employees and sends 
them for MBA courses at home and abroad. The company gives such opportunities to 
the employees of various occupational groups. Foreign MBA courses take twoyears, and 
domestic ones oneyear. 

specialistss

The company provides the career design program for employees who have achieved 
expertise in their job to a degree that they can think of their career on their own and 
establish their vision in the company. It is designed to encourage the win-win growth 
between the company and individuals. As the breadwinner of their home, the participants 
can review the direction of their career and check their leadership and financial design at 
the time when they may have many concerns in the company, through the career design 
workshop based on self-reflection.

Career design program

The company is running foreign language support programs for core talented employees 
and candidates for sojourning employees abroad. In particular, it is reinforcing their 
global capabilities by employing native speaking coaches exclusively for them to create a 
voluntary learning atmosphere through business in English. Also, to make a successful 
entry into the Chinese market and secure stable growth foundations there, the company 
is providing a Chinese regional expert training program. This program is divided into 
the domestic gathering course and the foreign dispatch course. The former provides 
intensive language learning, while the latter aims to provide information on the culture 
and regional characteristics of the country and form a social network by using the 
linguistic capabilities achieved through the domestic gathering course. 

Reinforcement of global capabilities

Classification 2009 2010 2011

Training cost 3,975 3,715 4,525

LG H&H training cost  (Unit: KRW million)

Employing them as a future entrepreneur 
and training them into an entrepreneur Noeul Park, senior researcher

Noeul Park, senior researcher of LG H&H, invented “The WhooBicheopJaSaengEssence”only a year after he entered the company. By applying the 

characteristics of a Post-it note, which is not sticky but attacheswell, to the cosmetics, he could develop an essence product which is not sticky but fresh and 

solves skin problems at the same time. This product exceeded sales of KRW 3 billion in a month and KRW 50 billion for the fi rst time as a single basic item, 

making a huge contribution to the sales record.

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Evaluation and Rewarding

Welfare Benefits

On a half-yearly or quarterly basis, LG H&H carries out aperformance evaluation 
thatevaluates employees according to individual objectives and acompetency 
evaluation based on the individual competency, for each occupational group. 
The evaluation system includes steps such as the establishment of individual 
objectives in connection with the organization’s objectives, training activities, such 
as various coaching and feedback activities, and the performance measurement 
and utilization. As the results of such evaluations become the standards for 
rewards, the company can carry out impartial evaluations based on the three 
principles of “operation of fair and objective evaluation”, “security of compatibility 
between organization evaluation and employee evaluation” and “operation 
of evaluations in terms of talent fostering” and conducts impartial rewarding 
according to the principle of performance-based evaluation. The rewarding system consists of amanagement bonus considering the 
performance of organizations and individuals, individual incentives and the basic annual salary.  

To guarantee good quality of life to all 
employees, the company provides the 
four legal welfare benefit insurances, 
and apart from them, it is also running 
four separate welfare benefit systems. 
The company also runs the defined 
benefit retirement pension system and 
the defined contribution retirement 
pension system so that the retirees 
can select between the retirement on 
a single sum or pension. In addition, 
the company is running a job transfer 
program for retirees. 

Classification Items

ㆍSupport for housing funds 
ㆍSupport for expenditure for congratulations and condolences 
ㆍSupport for educational expensesㆍDiscount on the company’s products

ㆍSupport for medical expenses 
ㆍSupport for comprehensive health checkup
ㆍRegular health diagnosis ㆍRegular group insurance

ㆍEmployee cafeteria  ㆍLong service rewards
ㆍSouvenirs  ㆍWorkplace uniforms

Support for property 
formation and life 

stabilization

Support for Health 
improvement and later 

years stabilization

Support for 
workplace life

Support for leisure

ㆍVacation leave policy
ㆍOperation of resorts: 
    Baekam training institute, Gonjiam Resort, Elysian Gangchon, etc.
ㆍInformal group support and sports game tickets
ㆍSupport for health improvement activities: support for refresh club activities

Welfare benefit system

Work and Life Balance
The company is providing various activities for employees to make the balance between work and life so that they can 
improve their absorption into their work for long-term results. 

Work and Life balance system and activities

Classification Description

Flexible time system

ㆍBy allowing employees to select their (starting/closing) working times between7 a.m. and 9 a.m. 
    at 30 minute intervals/between 4 p.m.and6 p.m. at 30 minute intervals, the company supports 
    them to utilize the system according to their needs. 
ㆍCurrently more than 30% of the employees utilize the flexible 
    time system according to their lifestyle. 

Enterprise-wide 
holiday system

ㆍThe company designated every third Monday of the month as the enterprise-wide 
   holiday so that employees can enjoy refreshment.  

Smart Work

ㆍTo improve unnecessary and unreasonable working methods, including conventional systems or
   practices, the company provides cases and smart guidelines regarding reporting culture, meeting 
   culture, time management and leadership. 
ㆍThe company is preparing programs to find out weak points through separate workshops for 
   each department based on a total of six basic guides of meeting culture, reports, time management, 
   flexible time, collaboration and information sharing and horizontal communication, and make 
   and implement ground rules for smart work through discussion among employees. The company 
   conducted a pilot program in two department in 2011, and plans to expand it to all department by 2012.

Employee Value  |  Employment and Training
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Organizational Culture for Communication

Vision of communal labor-management relationship To fulfill the vision of seeking for the common good, the company 
is creating a differentiated, unique labor-management relationship by establishing a performance-based labor-
management culture under field-oriented labor-management control. 

Joint labor-management council It is a consultative body established to enhance common interests through participation and 
cooperation between labor and management. Twice a year, the council is held to discuss various issues, including the treatment 
of laborer difficulties, improvement of welfare, balance between work and life and support activities for the growth of employees. 
To stabilize employment, the collective agreement specifies that when an urgent management issue occurs, the company 
shall faithfully provide relevant information to the labor union at least two months before. In addition, the council is contributing 
to securing trust between labor and management by sharing management performance, human resource plans and main 
policies, and creating a happy workplace through the agreement on a total of 21 items, including improvement of welfare 
facilities and systems and the holding of collective events.

Channels and activities for in-house communication By establishing various interactive communication channels, the company is 
creating a corporate culture of sympathy through active in-house communication between the company and employees; management 
and employees; and among colleagues.

CEO Message CEO shares his management philosophy and stories he wants to share with employees.

“First Resolution and Sincerity” Campaign Some previously shared messages are reorganized to be emphasized once again.

Conversation with Depatment leader The communication program to vitalize horizontal communication in the company and improve 
mutual understanding.

EOS(Employee Opinion Survey) Employees freely deliver their opinions to management on any matters related to the company.

Open Up Meeting
The monthly activity by department differentiated from existing ordinary meetings, where employees 
can share various information and BP and discuss the improvement of organization culture so that 
they can understand the big picture. 

In-house communication channels

Grievance-handling system Through various difficulties grievance-handling activities, such as the appointment of grievance committee 
members and the holding of HR presentations and various meetings, the company is creating an environment where employees can 
be immersed in self-development. Worksite leaders listen to their employees regarding their grievances through periodic meetings and 
separate meetings. Also, through various channels, including the employee council, labor-management council and HR presentation, 
relevant departments collect suggestions, report on grievances and opinions by function/class and reflect them in the improvement of 
policies and systems.

Status of Labor Union Membership 
Corporation Employees (pers.) Union members (pers.) Joining ratio (%)

LG H&H 3,372 505 15.0

CCB 2,388 1,708 71.5

CCHB 785 499 63.6

(As of the end of 2011)

ㆍTeam leaders/department leaders meetings
ㆍMeetings by department
    (Run by the operation department)
ㆍOpen meetings

ㆍEmployee council
ㆍEnterprise-wide employee council (half-yearly)
ㆍConference by establishment/operation division 
    (Quarterly; LG H&H Research Park, etc.)

ㆍListening to VOC
ㆍCollection of laborer opinions on HR issues, etc.
ㆍHR presentations (seven times)

Relevant Department

By establishing and operating various interactive communication channels, the company has formed a culture of 

establishing the communal relationship based on participation and cooperation between labor and management.

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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(Unit: %)

Innovation Culture
The company is carrying out various creative innovation activities to create continuous growth momentum by actively 
responding to changing business environments, and in particular, it is running programs to disseminate and boost 
innovation activities with regard to products, BIZ models, organizations and systems.

Employee Satisfaction
The enterprise-wide “LG WAY” Survey is conducted every year to investigate the awareness and satisfaction levels of 
employees, including the employees’ awareness and practice of the three categories of “Jeong-Do” Management, 
“Creation of Values for Consumer” and “Management of Respect for Human Dignity.” 

(Unit: cases)No. of registered suggestions Topic suggestion (killer solution) process

A result of the survey on the most preferable 100 
LG H&H was ranked 11th in the survey on the most preferable 100 companies conducted jointly by 
MK Economy and Job Korea (job search site). LG H&H has conducted campus presentations mainly 
at major universities every year and although the major companies’ average rate of retirement of 
new recruits within a year is around 16%, LG H&H’s is just around 4% as its employee satisfaction 
is very high thanks to work-life balance.

The survey 
on the most 

preferable 100
Ranked 11th

Classification 2009 2010 2011

Workplace 
satisfaction 80 82 83

Work and
life 70 72 75

*Subjects: 4,897 persons, Respondents: 3,608 persons

Free suggestion Employees draw business issues and suggested relevant ideas. The suggested ideas received  

through online employee discussion and are evaluated by relevant departments and excellent ideas are implemented.

Topic suggestion (killer solution) Each operation department discovers core issues and draws problems and shares 

them with all the employees of the company. To address the suggested problems, all the employees conduct various 
research activities and suggest solutions, and internal and external experts select the optimal solution by evaluating 
them, and when required, choosing solutions by consumers/external experts is conducted additionally through 
i-Connect, which is run as part of cloud sourcing.

Consumer suggestion The company collects consumer opinions through its corporation and brand websites and 

detects consumer inconveniences and reflects them inthe improvement of products.

i-Board  Thirty-three selected employees with fresh viewpoints from various operation divisions/department gather at 

the innovation space i-Center every month and discuss and screen the ideas suggested by employees/consumers and 
select excellent ideas out of them and also materialize them. 

ㆍ  Drawing 
core 
issues

ㆍ  Internal employee 
suggestion
ㆍConsumer suggestion
ㆍInternal &
     external experts 
     seminars
ㆍi-Board camp for 
     idea excavation

ㆍi-Board camp 
     for idea screening
ㆍExpert concept 
      verification
ㆍConsumer 
      opinion collection

Feasibility 
study

 Divergent th
inking 

Convergent th
inking

Employee Value  |  Organizational Culture for Communication
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To secure employee health and safe working environments, LG H&H is running an integrated ESH system. 

Based on this system, the company has expanded health improvement programs for employees and conducts 

quarterly diagnosis by organizing a committee consisting of the same number of members from both labor and 

management.

Employee Safety and Health

Health Improvement Activities   
To improve the health of its employees, LG H&H is continuously running health improvement programs by establishment, 
including the no-smoking and no-drinking campaigns, Salt Down (low-salt menu) campaign and physical test and workout 
prescriptions. The Cheongju office conducted a no-smoking, no-drinking campaign and rewarded those who succeeded in 
the campaign, is running the Nice Body Club program in association with the National Health Insurance Corporation, and has 
reduced the diagnosis rate of employees by 4% over the previous year by utilizing the company’s own body composition analyzer 
and thus creating an atmosphere where employees can check their health and receive workout prescriptions voluntarily on a 
regular basis. The Ulsan office has conducted a no-smoking campaign continuously since 2008 to prevent the adult diseases 
of employees, and as a result, the smoking rate dropped by 10% during 2010. For such achievement, the office received the 
excellent no-smoking company citation from the mayor of Ulsan in 2011.

Classification Description

Development of musculoskeletal disease 
prevention program Signed MOU with Jaseng Hospital of Oriental Medicine and upgraded CCB customized gym

Operation of musculoskeletal disease 
treatment and rehabilitation program

Developed customized treatment and rehab programs for Jaseng Hospital of Oriental 
Medicine and CCB

Intensive management of employees subject 
to health management by disease

Established individual health management system through the cooperation of the part 
leaders of the employees subject to health management and the health managers

Reinforcement of employee health 
management program Executed no-smoking program and nutrition campaign

Reinforcement of in-house health education Increased health awareness by conducting collective monthly safety and health training

Continuous provision of health information Posting of health information on a monthly basis

Reduction of harmful work environments
Reduced the number of items not meeting the standards by measuring work 
environments twice a year and conducting periodic inspections (the company’s own 
measurement – noise, CO, CO2 and intensity of illumination)

Introduction of the Employee Health Management Program

ㆍHealth diagnosis data management and tracking management for employees 
    who received medical opinions and need to be monitored for health
ㆍAdministration and treatment management, medicine receipts and disbursements,
    first aid medicine and the automatic arrangement and printing of health records
ㆍProtection gear management, work environment measurement, MSDS management,
    self-diagnosis assessment system, etc.
ㆍTracking management for prevention of cardiovascular diseases (blood analyzer)

Safety Management Activities
Establishment of Process Safety Management (PSM) System LG H&H introduced the PSM system in 2008 and has minimized 
the handling of hazardous substances and installed fire partitions for storage rooms to prevent the spread of fire and explosion 
accidents, and established automatic extinguishing equipment, including water sprinklers, to put out a fire quickly. In addition, 
the company has an emergency manual so that employees can respond properly to any urgent situation, and checks this 
manual through regular emergency response drills.

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Safety education The company had conducted its own safety education, but beginning in 2011, it started to invite external 
lecturers and provide safety lectures to field employees and supervisors, diversifying the contents of safety education.

Classification Description Cycle

Special Safety Education
ㆍSpecial education with external lecturers and
    consigned special education 4 times

General Safety Education
ㆍSafety and health education by theme
ㆍSupport for business partners according to the 
   safety management agreement

Every month

Environmental Safety Harmful or 
Hazardous Factor Management

ㆍEnvironmental safety instruction and inspection
ㆍPreliminary safety and risk assessment
ㆍDetection of potentially harmful or
    hazardous factors and advice for improvement

Every month

Industrial accident prevention activities To prevent human errors, which are the main causes of industrial accidents, the 
company is conducting various activities. It has reinforced stretching before work and construction safety supervision and 
conducts inspections on a regular basis. In addition, the company is also running incentive programs, including the rewarding of 
departments that achieved the goal of zero accident days and the rewarding of excellent departments selected at diagnosis. 

Classification Main activities

Dissemination and Execution of Safety Health 
Activities

ㆍStretching / Reinforcement of risk anticipation training / 
    Improvement of safety regarding harmful and hazardous factors
ㆍSecuring safety through periodic inspection of harmful 
    or hazardous instruments / OHSAS18001

Reinforcement of External Construction
Company Safety Supervision

ㆍAdvance report on hazardous factors
   Safety inspection of construction equipment

Process Change Management ㆍPreliminary change assessment by area / Commissioning 

Environmental Safety Inspection and Diagnosis
ㆍDaily and monthly inspection of harmful or hazardous factors 
    and the compliance with legal issues and safety regulations

Industrial accident rate

Corporation Classification 2009 2010 2011

LG H&H
Industrial accident persons (ratio) 3(0.10%) 5(0.16%) 9(0.27%)

Work loss days 346 564 783

CCB
Industrial accident persons (ratio) 18(0.77%) 26(1.09%) 8(0.34%)

Work loss days 2,538 4,012 761

CCHB*
Industrial accident persons (ratio) - - 4(0.51%)

Work loss days - - 296

TFS*
Industrial accident persons (ratio) - 3(1.00) 0.00

Work loss days - 153 0.00

Domestic industry average 0.70 0.69 0.65

Domestic manufacturing average 1.04 1.07 0.97

* TFS (2010) and CCHB (2011): data after their acquisition

Employee Value  |  Employee Safety and Health
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Jaseng Hospital of Oriental Medicine 
Musculoskeletal Treatment and Rehabilitation
Contents: Active and systematic treatment and management of patients with initial or recurrent musculoskeletal 
disease through musculoskeletal treatment and rehabilitation program
Subjects: Employees with backache related to musculoskeletal diseases, employees who were injured while working 
and employees with initial or recurrent symptoms from industrial accidents

Treatment and Rehabilitation Program by Symptom

Classification Diagnosis Treatment period Diagnosis method Treatment details

Initial 
occurrence

-Light symptoms
  Short-term intensive
  treatment
-Outpatient treatment 
  available

1-3 weeks 
(outpatient 
treatment)

Radiologist 
X-ray and MRI imaging 

and reading

Chuna manual medicine (1/w)
Acupuncture (1/w)
Drug treatment (when required, 3 times a day)
Physical/workout treatment (2-3/w)

Recurrence

-Heavy symptoms, 
   Intensive care
-Outpatient treatment 
  available

4-8 weeks 
(outpatient 
treatment)

Chuna manual medicine (1/w)
Acupuncture + drug acupuncture (1/w)
Drug treatment (herbal decoction + pills, 
3 times a day)
Physical/workout treatment (2-3/w)

Frequent 
recurrence

-Hospitalized intensive
  treatment required

1 week 
(hospitalization)
2-8 weeks 
(outpatient 
treatment)

Hospitalization 
(4-6 person room, up to 7 days)
Same as the treatment details for recurrence 
(More frequent treatments and longer 
treatment period compared to initial 
occurrence and recurrence)

Status of Maternity and Parental Leave
LG H&H strictly prohibits any discrimination on gender, religion, race or age, and is striving to protect the diversity and 
human rights of employees. The ratio of female employees represents 49.9% of the entire employees, and the ratio is 
increasing every year, and the ratio of female managerial employees and executives is also continuously rising.

Selection 
of subjects

Reservation 
and receipt

Visit and 
examination Diagnosis Treatment Post treatment

·  Immediately 
report when there 
is any employee 
with a backache 
or industrial 
accident 

  (HES team)

·  Transfer the case 
to the customer 
support team of 
Jaseng Hospital of 
Oriental Medicine 
and confirm the 
reservation

·  Diagnosis 
by medical 
specialists 
in oriental 
medicine, 
western 
medicine and 
radiology

·  Recurrence 
prevention 
program after 
treatment

·  Special 
consultant 
service

·  Customized 
treatment 
program

·  Make a 
reservation and 
visit the hospital

· Receive treatment  
  from a medical
  specialist
· X-ray and MRI

Classification 2009 2010 2011

Maternity leave

Users 96(100%) 97(100%) 101(100%)

Return rate 95.8% 97.9% 100%

Maintenance rate 87.5% 96.9% 94.3%

Parental leave

Users
Male 0 1 2

Female 38 40 58

Return rate
Male - 100% 100%

Female 90.2% 97.6% 96.5%

Maintenance rate
Male - 100% 100%

Female 97.3% 92.1% 87.8%

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Retirees and retirement rate  (Unit: pers.)

Classification
LG H&H CCB TFS CCHB

2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2011

Voluntary 93 78 171 247 55 24 134

*Non-voluntary 19 31 80 78 17 2 46

Regular 
retirement 12 17 11 27 0 0 1

Subtotal 124 126 262 352 72 26 181

Retirement rate 4.0% 3.7% 11.0% 15.6% 23.6% 8.4% 24.8%

Status of the disabled, foreigners and patriots and veterans

Classification LG H&H CCB TFS CCHB

Disabled 26 57 4 19

Foreigners 10 0 1 0

Patriots and Veterans 48 43 5 7

Ratio of female executives in LG H&H        
LG H&H  (Unit: pers.)

CCB (Unit: pers.)  CCHB (Unit: pers.) TFS (Unit: pers.)  

(Unit: %)

 (Unit: pers.)

Status of Human Resources

Employee Value  |  Status of Human Resources

*Non-voluntary retirement: end of contract period, retirement, death, removal and voluntary retirees
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Strategy Direction
As one of the core strategic tasks for the sustainability management of LG H&H, securing sustainable 
product leadership means securing the safety of contents and packing materials, reduction of 
environmental load, and considering social influences throughout the entire process ranging from the 
planning of product development, R&D, selection of raw and subsidiary materials, production, distribution 
and consumer use to the final disposal of the product. For this, the company has established the definition 
of sustainable products and the guidelines for R&D and package design and applied them to the 
development of products, and is continuously expanding the development of sustainable products. 
As a result, the release and sales of sustainable products which consider both enhancement of customer 
value and environmental and social responsibilities have increased in the representative brands of the 
major product families, and the number of products with eco-friendliness labeling, such as e-marks 
and carbon labeling, is continuously increasing. In addition, to read consumer trends earlier than others 
and lead the paradigm of the market, LG H&H is actively implementing Open Innovation, a technology 
innovation paradigm with the convergence between product development and external capabilities. The 
company is determined to fortify its position as a market leader by challenging innovation at the level of not 
simply upgrading existing products but completely escaping from existing business ways.

Securing product safety

ㆍFrom pre-manufacturing
stage to the disposal of 
the product after using it
ㆍMonitoring of harmful

substances through strict 
internal standards

Innovating product 
development

ㆍTechnology innovation
through Open Innovation
ㆍChallenge to “Invent”

beyond “Improve.”

Minimize 
environmental 

impact

Seek for 
consumer 
health and 

safety

Enhance 
customer and 
social values

Sustainable Products

Main Performance

Category Item 2010 2011 Other

R&D

R&D cost (KRW) 39.2 bil 43.5 bil 11.0%▲

No. of eco 
labeling 
product (KRW)

Total 61 82 34.4%▲

-Eco Mark
-Carbon labeling

57
4

75
7 See p.65

Sales 
performance

Sales of sustainable products (KRW) 105.2 bil 118.9 bil 13.0%▲

Sales of open innovation products (KRW) 72.0 bil 72.6 bil 0.8%▲

Influence on the company’s business

In
te

re
st

 o
f s

ta
ke

ho
ld

er
s  

H
ig

h
Lo

w

HighLow

Opening of the information on 
product safety and raw material ●

● Development of sustainable
products and eco-friendly products

Product 
Leadership
Development of Sustainable Products

Product Safety and Responsibility

Open Innovation

Product Patent Management

2012 Report – Key issues2012 Report – Major issues
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Product Leadership   |   Development of Sustainable Products

LG H&H has expanded the development of sustainable products which seek for consumer health 
and safety and minimize the impact on the environment throughout the entire process ranging 
from pre-manufacturing to disposal.

Development of Sustainable Products

Development of Sustainable Products
LG H&H conducts quantitative evaluation of products in accordance with its ‘Guideline for Developing Sustainable 
Products’ established in 2010. The company developed 10evaluation criteria for contents and package design, respectively, 
in accordance with the ‘Detailed Checklist for Product Sustainability’ and has evaluated products in terms of product 
safety, reduction of environmental load, social responsibilities, and so forth. In addition, it has improved customer value 
through enhanced economic feasibility and products that meet needs for well-being. 

Interview with business department leader: Vice President Jung-ae Lee
“LG H&H is concentrating its efforts on the development of Remarkable Products, and is striving to change the market paradigm 

through the development of such products. A ‘Remarkable Product’ means a product created from different concepts thatcan bring both 

convenience and economic value to customers, and ‘Saffron 10 times concentration’ could be a good example of a Remarkable Product. 

When the characteristics of the company’s business are considered, it is very important for the company to detect hidden needs of 

customers as well as communication with consumers, and thus the company is striving to actively utilize customer communication 

in the course of product development and brand launching.”

* Items and standards vary depending on the characteristics of the product family

Infrastructure for Sustainable Product Development

Definition

Guideline

Product 
evaluation checklist

Products pursuing consumers' health and safety and 
providing consistent value to society on the basis of 
implementation and social responsibilities

Package Design Guideline + R&D guideline

Composed of a checklist related to the low utilization of 
resources and enegies for package design and contents, 
recyclability, and human and environmental safety.

Internal and External 
Evaluation
ㆍEvaluate prototype

(prosumer)
ㆍEvaluate effectiveness and 

eco-friendliness (external 
institute/internal evaluation)

Product Development Process

Manufacturing/
Shipment
ㆍFilling/packing
ㆍTransport/release

Diagnosis Development
ㆍReflect product concepts
ㆍReflect target quality 

and sustainability
ㆍSafety and 

effectiveness test

Design development
ㆍReflect product concepts
ㆍImprove sustainability

Planning for Development
ㆍDevelop product concepts
ㆍEstablish product objective

(considering quality 
and sustainability)
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LG H&H Research Park thoroughly excludes any material with any potential harmful factors to the human body in 
cosmetics when it develops products. By searching raw materials that may do harm to the human body in advance, 
the company eliminates the possibility of using such materials, and also plans to replace existing preservatives with 
natural materials or preservatives that are safe for the human body. To develop and produce eco-friendly products, 
protect the environment and observe the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and 
Fauna (CITES), the company does not use relevant raw materials. As consumer awareness of animal protection is 
increasing, the company has also prohibited the use of test animals in evaluating the safety of its products to thehuman 
body. In the past, the company used test animals, such as mice, in some tests, such as skin allergy tests, but from 

Product Safety Management Process
To develop eco-friendly and safe products, LG H&H Research Park evaluates the toxicity and harmfulness of each raw 
material and product. 
At the level of raw materials, the institute evaluates the toxicity of raw materials through testing on human skin cells, and 
also evaluates the probability of skin allergies through skin allergy tests. In addition to such tests for toxicity and allergies, 
the institute also conducts alternatives to animal tests(HET-CAM) using fertile eggs at the same time to trace the cause of 
skin irritation derived from raw material. At the level of products, it carries out patch tests with various test prescriptions 
in the course of product development and selects and recommends prescriptions that show the lightest skin irritation, 
and also conducts sting tests and accumulated irritation tests to examine the possibility of skin side effects other than 
skin irritation. In product prescription, it conducts alternatives to animal tests together to detect light skin irritations, and 
replaces any irritating raw material with natural materials and also evaluates the safety of natural materials in accordance 
with its own strict standards. The institute established the following three-stage evaluation procedure by applying the 
above-mentioned methods to the process ranging from the preliminary product development stage to the production 
stage, striving to secure the safety of the human body for consumers. 

Product Safety and Responsibility 
To secure product safety and improve eco-friendliness, LG H&H inspects any possible harmful 
influence of its products and raw materials on the human body. 

Cell toxicity
evaluation

Skin allergy 
evaluation

Evaluation on light 
stimulus and 
eye irritation 

Patch test Accumulated 
irritation test Sting Test

Evaluation on the safety to the human body by product development stage

Raw material search, literature, data research and 
physiochemical characteristics research1

Safety evaluation at the level of raw material

Safety evaluation at the level of products

First-
verification

2

3

Second-
verification

Third-
verification
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Product Leadership   |   Product Safety and Responsibility

this year, it developed a test method to check the expression of skin allergy factors from the cell reaction by culturing 
human immunocytes and replaced such animal tests with the new test method. As it comes to be able to test raw 
materials through the new method, the company excludes animal tests in all the testing processes related to product 
development. 

Managing Hazardous Substance
The company is striving to ensure the safety of products and raw materials by applying very strict standards for items 
for harmful substances and prevent and respond to environmental issues through real-time monitoring of harmful 
substances. 
To verify and secure the safety of products, the company is frequently and periodically conducting high-sensitivity 
precision equipment analysis to detect harmful substances to a human body, such as heavy metal, formaldehyde, 
dioxane, phthalate, methanol, residual pesticide, steroid and asbestos. In addition, it is strictly observing the limit on the 
mix of legally restricted substances and the legal standards for incompatible substances. 

Open Innovation
“Open Innovation” is a new technological innovation paradigm in which a company actively procures technologies 
and ideas required in the course of R&D and commercialization, escaping from existing closed internal systems, and 
shares its internal resources with external entities. LG H&H is carrying out the development of various products by 
using external capabilities through continuous exchange and networking with research institutes, universities, ventures, 
technology trading institutes and raw material suppliers at home and abroad. 
Every year through the online site i-CONNECT (iconnect.lgcare.com) established in 2009, the company receives 
approximately 100 suggestions each year regarding patent technologies and business cooperation, and actively reviews 
the applicability of such suggestions. In addition, the company is continuously searching for core external capabilities 
that can be applied to it. 
As a result of such efforts, LG H&H’s cosmetics in association with the U.K.’s herb specialist institute Napiers 
succeeded in developing the natural herb brand belif, and also released the high efficacy anti-aging cosmetics ISAKNOX 
X2D2 using vegetable stem cell technology.

Participation in major national projects

Project Competent 
ministry

Gov. 
fund

Development of fermented material with 
excellent skin stabilization

Ministry of Health 
and Welfare 135

Development of new concept mask pack material 
and forms that improve effectiveness

Ministry of Health 
and Welfare 135

Establishment of standards for skin classification 
by gene type and the development of customized 
active components

Ministry of Health 
and Welfare 210

Development of new functional bio-protection 
material

Ministry of Health 
and Welfare 70

Evaluation of the efficacy of vegetable stem cell 
cosmetic material and the stability of cosmetic 
forms

Ministry of Health 
and Welfare 40

LG H&H’s R&D Cost
(Unit: KRW 0.1 bil) (Unit: KRW million)
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Main Performance of Open Innovation

Product Cooperative institute Description

O HUI THE FIRST
CHA Bio &Diostech

Developed skin regeneration and anti-aging cosmetics in 
association with the research institute with technologies ofstem 
cells and placentaISAKNOX TE’RVINA

IHEE Care for Style Hair artist IHEE Developed premium hair care products by utilizing the experience 
and know-how of the hair artist 

Beyond Repairganics AMS 
Developed natural fermented non-preservative cosmetics using 
the antimicrobial peptides fermented and generated by special 
lactobacillus of kimchi

Elastin Hair Care 
Product Rexenon Applied materials for growth hormone hair loss prevention and 

hair growth to hair care products 

In April last year, LG H&H signed an MOU with the Arctic Research Center under the Korea Ocean Research 
& Development Institute for developing new materials for cosmetics, and paid attention to Ramalin, an arctic 
substance, while carrying out research on arctic creatures in earnest. 
Ramalina is a genus of lichens, which sprouts and lives in sterile environments of 2,500m in altitude and the 
temperature of -100℃. It has a tenacious hold on life and is known to generate strong antioxidants that can 
remove oxides because it lives on rocks in coastal areas directly receiving strong UV rays. However, Ramalin, 
derived from this Ramalina, is easily destroyed by temperature, humidity, light and oxygen when it is made into 
cosmetics, and thus it has been only a dream substance for cosmetics so far. To use such Ramalin in the form 
of icemetics*, LG H&H has aggressively invested, for the last two years, in establishing low-temperature custom 
systems required for the entire process ranging from production to distribution, including separate clean room 
facilities to prevent contamination and cool packing shipping. As a result, it developed the world’s first cool 
storage cosmetics, FROSTINE, with zero harmful substances and preservatives, which materialize the strong 
antioxidative arctic substance. In addition, FROSTINE excludes any preservatives or substances developed for antiseptic purposes, and even in 
its manufacturing process, no substance for preservation is added, maintaining zero harmful substances (thoroughly excluding preservatives 
and preservative equivalents, artificial flavors, coloring, harmful substance to skin, heavy metal, etc.), and the product has been verified to be a 
cosmetic with zero preservatives by receiving preservative tests, heavy metal tests, skin tests, and so forth.

The first cold storage cosmetics, FROSTINE, deliver the effectiveness of 
arctic creatures directly to your skin

*Icemetics is a compound word of Ice and Cosmetic, which is a new category for cool storage cosmetics. It exerts its best effect at low temperature and does not use 
any preservative or material harmful to skin. It is a low-temperature, high efficacy cosmetic product that stabilizes ingredients with unprecedented effects under cool 
storage conditions and technologies and delivers their efficacy to the user’s skin. 

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Product Leadership   |   Product Patent Management

LG H&H has made patent applications for differentiated high functional, highly effective products and technologies 
created from its R&D efforts and managed them systematically. In particular, the company is accelerating its 
technical development, especially in the areas including advanced skin protection substance, high functional 
cleansing emulsion technology and gene recombination cell culturing technology, and is striving to protect its 
technologies through patent. LG H&H aims to develop technologies, such as the technology that can resolve 
consumer grievances derived from the inconvenience of existing products, the technology that can provide new 
functions consumers have not yet recognized and the technology that can enable the rationalization of product 
prices through cost reduction. These technologies LG H&H developed on its own are protected through a total of 
766 patents registered at home and abroad.

Status of patent application and registration 

Classification 2009 2010 2011 Total

Domestic
Application 57 71 104 625

Registration 40 39 50 654

Overseas
Application 13 6 10 132

Registration 19 11 10 112

Main Patents of LG H&H

O HUI Sun Powder  It is the world’s first powder-type sunblock product, which overcomes the stickiness and white 
skin tone problem of existing lotion-type sunblock products. It is LG H&H's own technology through which users 
can supplement UV block function repeatedly without changing their makeup in the open air because the sunblock 

can be applied on top of makeup. 

Zeolite-Free Detergent  Zeolite, which is used in manufacturing powder detergents, attaches to 
the surface of cleaned clothes making their color pale because it is not dissolved in water, and it is 
also left inside a washing machine, increasing power consumption due to scales and causing the 
breeding of microbes. LG H&H developed a detergent product that is dissolved completely in water 

as it does not use zeolite.

Sheet-Type Softener  LG H&H developed a sheet-type softener to address the inconveniences consumers face 
in purchasing and using liquid softeners due to the heavy weight of the liquid. The company developed the light-off 
performance waterborne technology on its own for the product. Through this technology, it dramatically improved 
the convenience of consumers in purchasing and using a softener and could release a totally new softener that 
could completely change existing cleaning habits of consumers as they can use the softener product more easily. 

Product Patent Management

(Unit: cases)
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Through the Open Innovation campaign launched in 2006, LG H&H Research Park developed the cosmetic brand 
belif, which is safe for skin and provides maximized effectiveness. 
Under the idea that the cosmetic products that are the safest and most effective for skin are the best value for 
consumers, the brand belif could make safe cosmetics without harmful substances based on its own technologies. 
However, developing even better new materials required many R&D experts and costs, as well as the development 
period of at least two years. 
To address such difficulties, the company conducted open innovation activities and found Napiers, a research center that has 
researched and utilized medical herbs in England and Scotland over the last 150 years. Based on LG H&H’s technology power 
in cosmetics and Napiers’ 150 year-long know-how in medical herbs, the company developed 11 medical herb prescriptions 
along with medical herbalists through experiments and verifications, and applied the outcomes to the brand belif. LG H&H Research Park is committed 
to becoming a global company by escaping from the existing dependence only on internal capabilities and continuously implementing sustainability 
management, actively utilizing the knowledge resources of the world.

IN 2011, the company conducted joint research with Unhwa, which published the world’s first cambium 
stem cell isolation and culture technology in Nature Biotechnology*. A cambium stem cell can be said to be 
a genuine vegetable stem cell that possesses all the characteristics of a stem cell, and as it is recognized 
to be differentiated from the generally known callus** in vegetable stem cell cosmetic products, the 
Fair Trade Commission also approved the use of the expression “the world’s first cambium stem cell 
isolation and culture technology.” As the production of active ingredients through culturing cambium 
stem cells features the utilization of excellent effects of vegetable stem cells and the continuous supply 
of active ingredients of certain standards without the risk of damaging plant species, which accompanies the use of vegetable extract, it 
can be said to be an excellent futuristic green technology that considers both nature and humans and meets the principle of sustainability 
management. 
For this reason, LG H&H verified the effectiveness of the culture medium with the regeneration ability of the cambium stem cell which was 
developed as the world class new technology, and succeeded in utilizing it as an ingredient by stabilizing it. As a result, the company could 
apply the technology to the ISAKNOX X2D2 line, which is a high efficiency anti-aging line and seeks for the “skin age is just half a year”

project, and release new products. LG H&H Research Park is continuously striving to apply the cambium stem cell technology, which has 
the three merits of high effectiveness, natural characteristics and plant protection, to other product families as well.

*Unhwa Corp, Nature Biotechnology, Volume 28, Number 11, 2010
**A callus is a tissue of a leaf, root or stem caused by injuries, which has temporary division ability. 

The World’s First High Efficiency Anti-Aging Cosmetic Product Using the 
Cambium Stem Cell Technology

Development of belif Products Based on the U.K.’s Herb 
Preparation Techniques

X2D2

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Product family
Carbon 

emission 
(gCO2/unit)

Carbon emission (gCO2/unit) by stage

According to 
the Ministry of 
Environment’s 

guidelines for carbon 
labeling, the carbon 

emission at the stage 
of use is 0.

Pre-
manufacture Manufacture Discard

Elastin Damage Control Shampoo 780g 741 523 150 68

Elastin Moisture Control Shampoo 780g 647 482 109 56

Elastin Volume Control Shampoo 780g 668 504 108 56

Nature Pong Sulip 1.4kg 801 670 87 44

Saffron Pink Sensation 3,500ml 1,069 750 226 93

Saffron x10 Pink 350ml 1,780 1,366 68 347

Saffron x10 Violet 350ml 1,799 1,383 69 347

Eco Labeling 
In line with the eco-friendly consumption trends, LG H&H is expanding its products with e-mark and carbon labeling. 
These eco-friendly products are made from natural materials that are safe for the human body and have less impact on 
the environment, and reduce water use and water pollution when they are used and discarded. The company acquired 
e-mark certification in a total of 75 items as of last year. 

Carbon Labeling
The carbon labeling system is to acquire the certification of the Korea Environmental Industry & Technology Institute 
with regard to GHGs emitted throughout the entire process ranging from production, transport, distribution and use to 
disuse, and attach the label on the product to encourage consumers to buy green products. 

2009 2010 2011

Product name No. of 
items Product name No. of 

items Product name No. of 
items

Elastin Damage 
Control Shampoo 
780g

1

Elastin Damage Control Shampoo 780g
Elastin Moisture Control Shampoo 780g
Elastin Volume Control Shampoo 780g
Nature Pong Sulip 1.4kg

4

Elastin Damage Control Shampoo 780g
Elastin Moisture Control Shampoo 780g
Elastin Volume Control Shampoo 780g
Nature Pong Sulip 1.4kg
Saffron Pink Sensation 3,500ml
Saffron x10 Pink 350ml
Saffron x10 Violet 350ml

7

(Unit: items)

Product family
2009 2010 2011

Product name No. of 
items Product name No. of 

items Product name No. of 
items

Powder detergent 
for laundry

Tech Simple Sheet, 
Hanspoon 9 Tech Simple Sheet, Think 

Earth, Hanspoon 13 Tech Simple Sheet, Think Earth, 
Hanspoon 16

Liquid detergent for 
laundry Think Earth 1 Think Earth 1 Think Earth 1

Liquid softener Think Earth 1 Think Earth 2 Think Earth 2

Multipurpose 
detergent

Think Earth 
(bathroom/kitchen) 2 Think Earth (bathroom/

kitchen) 2 Home Star 9

Liquid detergent for 
dishwashing

Think Earth, Pong 
Pong, Sense, Safe 
Bal-a Hyeonmi, 
Nature Pong 
Rice Water, Safe 
Dishwashing, etc.

20

Think Earth, Pong Pong, 
Sense, Safe Bal-a Hyeonmi, 
Nature Pong Rice Water, 
Safe Dishwashing, Nature 
Pong Fermented Yogurt, 
Nature Pong X8 Expansible 
Dishwashing Detergent, etc.

27

Think Earth, Pong Pong, Sense, 
Safe Bal-a Hyeonmi, Nature 
Pong Safe Dishwashing, Nature 
Pong Fermented Yogurt, Nature 
Pong X8 Expansible Dishwashing 
Detergent, Nature Pong Clean 
Dishwashing, Safe Mineral, etc.

35

Body wash Say (Lime Orange, Lavender, 
Angel Berry, Chamomile) 12 Say (Lime Orange, Lavender, 

Angel Berry, Chamomile) 12

Total 33 57 75

(Unit: items)
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LG H&H is carrying out activities to raise environmental value by considering the influence on 
business in terms of supply chain through its integrated management system. 
The company is defining and developing the properties of sustainable products in the research 
stage, enhancing the sustainability of production, procurement and distribution through green 
management, and actively improving prescriptions and the reusability of containers through 
the evaluation ofthe entire process of products in order to reduce environmental impact in the 
use and discard stages. 
To respond to the climate change recently being spotlighted, the company established a long-
term plan through the establishment of a GHG inventory and green management, and shares 
the enterprise-wide performance through internal meeting bodies and conducts education for 
employees in charge.

Main Performance
Category Item 2010 2011 Other

Input

Energy use basic unit (GJ/product-ton) 2.011 1.878 6.6%▼

Water use basic unit (ton/product-ton) 1.209 1.353 11.9%▲

Raw material use (ton) 208,978 203,605 2.6%▼

Emission

GHG emission basic unit (ton CO2e/product-ton) 0.108 0.100 7.5%▼

Waste water discharge basic unit (ton/product-ton) 0.267 0.289 8.1%▲

Waste generation basic unit (kg/product-ton) 12.221 12.980 6.2%▲

Operational 
Performance

ESH performance evaluation (points) 820 860 4.9%▲

Green procurement amount (KRW) 166 mil 220 mil 32.5%▲

Influence on the company’s business
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HighLow

Clean production 
(green procurement/
eco-friendly process) ●

● Strategies 
for climate change

Improvement of
recycling efficiency 

●

Green 
Leadership
Green Management 

Environmental Management Activities

Eco-Friendly Manufacturing

Resource Saving and Recycling

Eco-Friendly Logistics

Environmental Indicators

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 

R&D Procurement

· Develop 
sustainable products

· Packing material
reduction technology

· Reinforce the safety
of products

· Green
procurement

· Evaluate
sustainability

· Create green
workplaces

· Reduce GHGs
· Increase 
recycling

· Green
distribution 

· Backhauling
· Improve
logistics 
efficiency

· Minimize impact
on water systems

· Improve recycling
rate by using a 
single quality of 
material

· Recycle 
packing 
materials

Manufacturing UseLogistics Disposal

Strategy Direction

2012 Report – Key issues2012 Report – Major issues
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Green Management

LG H&H has adjusted the existing strategies for climate change according to the green management strategies of LG 
Group. To implement green management throughout the company, it investigated the status of all its subsidiaries and 
selected the corporations subject to administration. Through this, the company re-established its green management 
objectives, including the ones for HAITAI Beverage, which it acquired in 2010. In addition, to achieve the three green 
management objectives of “Green Establishment,” “Green New Product” and “Green New Project” effectively, the 
company has selected the five implementation tasks and implemented them. 

“In the production and operation of all its products, LG H&H is striving to enhance the environmental performance and reduce 

energy use and carbon emissions. For instance, when we reduce energy use by making shipping more effi cient, the result leads to 

the reduction of GHG emissions and costs, and such a virtuous cycle will contribute to reducing social costs. 

Also, the company is doing its best to develop eco-friendly brands and products and improve the effi ciency of resources, and for 

this, it is implementing activities to standardize packing containers and secure commercialization guidelines to enhance the safety 

of products. 

I believe even a single company can contribute to reducing social costs and creating social wealth through such efforts as LG H&H 

has made.”

CPO Interview: Senior Vice President  Jae-cheon Kim

LG H&H establishes and manages the objectives of all its subsidiaries by applying internal 
standards in accordance with LG Group’s green management strategies.

Green
Establishment

Green 
New Product

Green
New Project 

Three Management Objectives Five Implementation Tasks

Reinforce R&D and facility investment1

2

3

4

5

Continuously improve portfolio

Actively develop green products

Expand investment in new green projects

Fortify green partnerships
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Risks and Opportunities
LG H&H is not a company subject to the government’s energy and GHG target management system. In two years, the 
Ulsan office, one of the main establishments of the company, is expected to be designated as the subject for the target 
management system, and accordingly it is concentrating its efforts on the reduction of energy and GHG. In addition, 
by continuously implementing the Eco Drive campaign it launched in 2008, the company is striving to enhance fuel 
efficiency by having economical driving and safe driving take root in daily life. In addition, although the prices of beef 
tallow and palm oil rose over the previous year due to the increase in the demand for biodiesel and the reduction 
in production caused by bad weather, its financial impact on costs is not significant (Source: p.39 of LG H&H 2011 
Business Report, PDF). To meet the growth of the renewable energy market in the future, the company is currently 
developing solar light cleaning products. It was also selected as the excellent company by the Carbon Disclosure 
Project (CDP) in 2011.

Green Management Goal
The green management objective is to establish the reduction target by year (from the base year to 2020) for each 
establishment and achieve the detailed reduction plan through green management investment. When the base year is 
2009, the GHG emission target is to reduce the emissions by 40% over BAU (business as usual) by 2020 and the water 
use target is a reduction of 30%. To attain such reduction targets, the company is planning to invest KRW 51 billion in 
green management by 2020. In addition, to develop new green products, the company is expanding carbon labeling 
products and renewable energy-related products. 

GHG Reduction Target Water Use Reduction Target

Amount used (ton)Basic unit (kg CO2/product-ton)

※This is based on LG H&H, CCB and CCHB’s data※A sum of LG H&H, CCB and CCHB

Water use reduction technology 
(investment KRW 13.4 billion)
ㆍWater recycling facilities
ㆍWater reuse technology
ㆍCleaning process automation
ㆍTask force team for water use reduction

GHG reduction technology 
(investment KRW 37.6 billion)
ㆍProcess energy technology
ㆍNatural light expansion and LED lighting
ㆍRenewable energy (solar light facilities)
ㆍTask force team for GHG reduction

Emission (ton CO2e)

Basic unit (kg  CO2 /  product - ton) Basic unit (ton/product - ton)

Usage (ton)

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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LG H&H developed intensive reduction activities centering around its Cheongju and Ulsan business plants where 
there is much energy and water consumption. The company reduced 3,410 tons of greenhouse gas emissions and 
saved 101,000 tons of water by promoting 31 projects including the establishment of an external waste heat supply 
line, automation of production facilities and introduction of high efficiency facilities. In addition, its Saffron 10-times 
enriched products received carbon labeling. Companywide greenhouse gas emissions are open to the public through 
its website and CSR report after a greenhouse gas inventory is established and third-party assessment is conducted. 
The company was selected as an excellent CDP company in the essential consumer goods industry in 2011. 

Performance of Green Management

· A rise in raw material prices (tallow, palm oil, etc.)
due to abnormal climate changes

· Possibility of regulations reinforcement
in accordance with the implementation of
management by objectives

· An increase in major stakeholders’ demand for
information disclosure 

Risks
· Expanding a solar light cleaning detergent
market in accordance with the explosive growth of
renewable energy

· Securing cost competitiveness through the
establishment of voluntary strategies

· Increasing demand in accordance with the expansion
of the carbon label product market 

Opportunities

Section 2009 2010 2011

Direct 103 103 106

Indirect 669 729 690

Total 772 832 796

LG H&H’s energy consumption 

Section 2009 2010 2011

Direct 5,354 5,338 5,476

Indirect 35,830 39,176 36,402

Other indirect 296 350 394    

LG H&H’s greenhouse gas emissions
 (unit: ton CO2e)  (unit: TJ)

2011 Greenhouse Gas Reduction Result Main cases of reduction

3,410 tons CO2e▼

(1,971 TOE▼)

Establishment of a system to reuse waste heat 
in the industrial complex
Application of highly efficient motors
Improvement of the vacuum system of distillation facilities
Improvement of efficiency through diagnosis 
by professional agencies 
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Results of ESH Performance Assessment (on the basis of 1,000 points]

LG H&H makes efforts to minimize the overall influence of business activities on the environment by establishing 
companywide objectives in accordance with an integrated management system and conducting regular performance 
assessment and diagnosis. The company establishes objectives by business plant, regularly conducts companywide 
integrated diagnoses, and develops third-party assessments to increase its public reliability.

Environmental Management Activities 
LG H&H continuously looks for improvement plans to minimize environmental load that may occur 
in business activities and systematically responds to diverse environmental issues.

ESH Objectives & Assessment
ESH performance assessment is an assessment system for sustainable Plan-Do-Check-Action [PDCA] by scoring 20 
indicators in the Environment [E], Safety [S], and Health [H] areas on the basis of 1,000 points for a regular assessment 
and reflecting insufficient items to the next year plan. 2011 ESH performance assessment scored 860 points, an increase 
of 40 points compared to the previous year, through the improvement of eco-friendly packaging, green purchasing and 
energy unit requirement. Since the first mid-and long-term plan [2006 to 2011] established in 2005 reached a certain 
standard in 2011, LG H&H plans to establish a new mid-and long-term plan in 2012 and develop activities for reducing 
environmental load through the management of the total amount by 2015.

ESH Diagnosis & Reporting
LG H&H has been conducting a regular diagnosis by experts twice a year for efficient management ofthe established 
plan. The company conducts the diagnosis on business plants, research center and logistics centers including subsidiary 
companies, and decreases operational risks through practical checks for the observance of environmental safety 
regulations, potential risks and facilities. In the 2011 diagnosis, 104 hazardous factors out of 108 [96%] were completely 
improved, and pending matters are being checked after being reflected to the 2012 investment. Coca Cola Beverage 
is operated in accordance with the USA Coca Cola’s integrated system, and its business plants in Korea have acquired 
the top grade, Environmental Certification [E3]. HAITAI Beverage completed the certification for business plants for the 
production of Coca Cola products at the end of 2011. LG H&H is conducting regular natural purification activities and is 
monitoring the water quality of a terminal disposal plant. The ESH team under a foreign cooperation section is reviewing 
issues related to environmental management through a companywide committee and is reporting it regularly.   

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 

Green Procurement
LG H&H has been carrying out a voluntary green procurement agreement with the Ministry of Environment since 2005 
and is making an effort to vitalize green procurement by conducting an eco-friendly product trend and certified product 
education for employees. The amount of green purchasing has increased by 33% compared to the previous year because 
each business plant purchased recyclable cartridges and high-efficiency products. 
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Fiow of Input and Output at LG H&H

Greenhouse gas 1,654 ton CO₂e

Sewage* 28,255 tons

Waste 58.0 tons

· Hazardous 20.0 tons

· Non-hazardous 38.0 tons

Output

Energy 31.7 TJ

· Indirect 24.6 TJ

· Direct 7.1 TJ

Water 28,255 tons

· City water 28,255 tons

Water Recycling (2,496 tons)

Energy 24.6 TJ

· Indirect   21.0 TJ

· Direct 3.6 TJ

Water [City water] 12,036 tons

Greenhouse gas 
emissions 1,334 tons CO₂e

Sewage* 12,036 tons

Container recycling** 14,090 tons

Input

Research

Purchasing & 
Manufacturing

Transportation 

Disposal 
after 

Usage

*Investment on water quality in 2011 was decreased because of intensive investment in 2010.  

*   The quantity of sewage is the same as water consumption
** This applies to the performance of recycling product

containers through recycling companies.

LG H&H’s Environmental Investment  LG H&H’s Environmental costs(Unit: KRW million) (Unit: KRW million)

Section 2009 2010 2011

Air 112 147 444 

Water quality 247 3,359 68* 

Waste 0 229 103 

Others 813 633 609 

Total 1,172 4,367 1,224 

Section 2009 2010 2011

Air 3 2 202

Water quality 921 1,071 1,509 

Waste 505 611 688

Others 149 124 0 

Total 1,577 1,807 2,399

Energy 739.3 TJ

· Indirect 644.4 TJ

· Direct 94.9 TJ

Water 532,759 tons

· City water 200,724 tons

· Underground water 257,167 tons

· Stream water 74,868 tons

Recycled water (153,051 tons)

Raw material 203,605 tons

Hazardous substance 784 tons

Greenhouse gas 39,140 tons CO₂e

Product 423,692 tons

Waste water 122,242 tons

Waste 5,442 tons

· Non-hazardous 3,975 tons

· Hazardous 1,467 tons

CODMn 9.3 tons

Dust 8.4 tons

Sewage 108,012 tons
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Load rate change after 
the expansion of a waste 
water treatment plant

Section
Before 

in-
vestment

After in-
vestment

Capacity 
[ton/day] 100 200

Load rate 
(%) 93 47

Quantity of recycled 
organic fertilizer

Year Quantity 
recycled [ton]

2008 1,354

2009 884

2010 923

2011 1,154

누계 8,328

Eco-friendly Manufacturing

Water Pollutant Management
LG H&H manages water quality pollutants on the basis of unit requirements for production in consideration of company 
growth ability. In addition, the company lays the foundations for companywide expansion by regularly sharing improvements 
of water quality pollutants twice a year. The Cheongju business plant decreased the load rate of waste water treatment 
from 93% to 47% by using MBR (Membrane Bio-Reactor) facilities in order to improve timely actions against waste water 
increasing because of the expansion of small quantity batch production, and this resulted in an increase in the efficiency of 
waste water treatment and the improvement of water quality.

Managing Waste
LG H&H is focusing more on the improvement of the recycling rate than waste generation because of the continuous 
increase of production.The Cheongju business plant conducted activities to reduce process failure, education for the 
employees in charge of waste-related work and monitoring how to implement/manage separating wastes, and the 
Onsan business plant converted waste organic solvents being incinerated into ones to be recycled by discovering a new 
subcontractor. As a result, the recycling rate rose to 47% companywide, an increase of 9% compared to 2010.
In 2011, the Ulsan business plant established a system to independently operate the waste storage that had been jointly 
operated with LG Hausys, and plans to improve the ability to sort out recyclable wastes and to increase the recycling rate 
through in-service training in 2012.
LG H&H plans to find a recycling business subcontractor to convert wastes being incinerated into ones to be recycled, and 
in addition, the company plans to increase the recycling rate of waste to 50% by 2015 by researching a new technology for 
recycling and minimizing process failure. 

Recycling organic fertilizer
The Cheongju business plant had incinerated byproducts being generated during waste water treatment, but since 2004 
has been establishing a recycling system based on a virtuous cycle, in which organic fertilizer produced by an organic 
fertilizer processing subcontractor is used for farmland. This not only brings cost reduction but also increases resource 
efficiency with the prevention of air pollution caused by incineration and soil pollution caused by burying incinerated wastes. 

UseGeneration First treatment 
[waste water] 

Second treatment 
[fermentation] 

Product 
[organic fertilizer]

Raw material consumption 
[ton]*

Quantity of recycled water 
[ton]*

Quantity of recycled containers 
[ton]*

* This is based on LG H&H’s data

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Resource Saving and Recycling

LG H&H is developing packing materials in consideration of the influence of packing materials on the environment. The company increases the efficiency of 
resource usage and reduces waste generation by reducing the weight and depth of packing materials. LG H&H is making various efforts, such as developing a 
technology to reduce the weight of plastics, developing a resource-saving packing structure and changing the packing type, and minimizing the use of composite 
materials, in order to save resources, reduce waste and improve recyclability in the development of product packaging. 

LG H&H is leading resource saving, waste reduction and improvement of recyclability through a technology to reduce the weight 
of plastics, resource-saving packing structure and minimization of finishing/the use of composite materials in the development of 
product packages.

Performance of the reduction of packing materials 

Biomass is a renewable energy source without the use of fossil fuel-causing resource exhaustion 
and greenhouse gas [CO2] emissions. Industrial biomass can be grown from numerous types of 
plants, including corn, sugarcane and wheat, and its main component is biodegradable resin, PLA 
[Poly Lactic Acid]. Biomass controls/minimizes CO2 emissions related to low carbon green growth.

* What is Biomass?  

Reduction of the use of 
plastic film-type packing materials

To minimize the use of plastic film-type packing 
materials, the depth of Diaper Todiang Poly 
Bags was reduced by 14% and gift set shopping 
bags were reduced by 6.8% through a study on 
package stability by depth, and this resulted in 
the reduction of plastic consumption by 26 tons 
a year.   

Reduction of the use of resources through the development of 
high-intensity base papers of corrugated cardboards

The development of high-intensity base papers, enabling high-intensity material property with 
low base weight, and application to corrugated cardboard boxes contributed to the reduction of 
resource consumption and the creation of company profitability. 

Reducing the weight of saffron 
containers by strengthening the 

container structure

The weight of containers for Saffron products 
decreased by 3.3% with the optimization of the 
container structure to protect Saffron products 
from external shock or loading capacity, and 
plastic consumption was reduced by 40 tons a 
year.

Improving the recyclability of 
individual package boxes through 
the development of the hologram 

transfer

The recyclability of individual package boxes for 
toothpaste was improved by the development of 
the hologram transfer, enabling the appearance 
of a hologram effect without plastic film. 

Applying the expansion of 
eco-friendly biomass 

materials

Biomass, a low carbon plastic which was 
developed for eco-friendly packing materials 
and has been applied to Beyond Eco Engel, was 
applied to belif babybo products. 
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Case Product Details

Minimizing 
packing 

materials

Diaper Todiang Poly bag Common Use No.1 
- Non-woven fabric shopping bag 

Reduction of plastics consumption by 26.3 tons a year by decreasing the depth of Diaper 
Todiang Poly bag by 14% and the non-woven fabric shopping bag for gift sets by 6.8% 
through a study on package stability by depth by minimizing the consumption of plastic 
film-type packing materials 

Holiday gift set Reduction of the base weight of shopping bags, non-woven fabric shopping bags 
for gift sets

Paper box for household items and 
cosmetics

Reduction of resource consumption by developing high-intensity base papers of 
corrugated cardboards 

Lacvert, Carezoneck line, Vonin Removal of individual packaging for tube products, reduction of contraction films

Reducing 
the use of 
plastics 

Saffron, 2,500ml Reduction of the use of plastics by reducing the weight of the container

Beyond Body Recover Set, Healing Spa Set, 
Mule VIP Set, Su:m37 White Award Using foaming papers 

Cathycat High Glossy, High Color Lip Gloss Changing the structure of the lip gloss cap from the 3-piece cap to 2-piece cap 

VioSoonsoo 500ml, 2,000ml (PET bottle) Reduction of plastic consumption by 22% by using ultralight PET bottles 

OHUI Cell Power No.1 Essence
OHUI Cell Power No.1 Eye Cream Products with replaceable contents

Recyclability

PERIOE ABC Toothpaste, Clinx Toothpaste Improvement of the recyclability of individual boxes by the development of 
hologram transfer 

Elastine Modebol 780ml Recycling inner products being crushed when producing multi-layered blow containers

Jayeonpong Fermented Yogurt, Rice 
Washing Water 1,000ml refill 

Improvement of incineration and recyclability by removing aluminum from the laminated 
refill pouch   

Beyond freebies container Use of a single material

Su:m37 Lunar New Year’s Day Set (whole) Use of colored papers with a single material

Belif babybo Application of biomass plastics

Removal of 
finishing for 
containers

Common for all cosmetic brands Application of a single material by removal of contraction films from samples

OHUI Sun Powder container Removal of gilt patterns on the powder container

OHUI White Extreme Cream giveaway Removal of inner coating of cream giveaways

OHUI Age Recovery Mist 
SooryehanJabidan Ample Removal of pearl coating on cosmetic containers

OHUI Watery Illuminator
OHUI White Skin/Lotion giveaway Removal of evaporation on cosmetic containers

Sooryehan Onbit giveaway Removal of finishing for giveaway containers

VONIN Pure Removal of epaulet on glass vessels 

Su:m37 White Award Essential Sunblock Removal of white multi-layered blow pearls

Improvements in packing materials 

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Eco-friendly Logistics
LG H&H strengthens customer services by managing differentiated inventory and working systems by division to reflect customer 
demands in various distribution channels. In addition, the company has set up an eco-friendly logistics system through rationalization of 
logistics such as the improvement of efficiency between logistics bases, rationalization of transportationand optimization of supply chain 
and is managing a logistics system equipped with cost competitiveness. The company keeps the proportion of sales to logistics rate at 2.4% 
or similar level the same as the previous year in spite of difficult external circumstances including a high increase of 16% in oil prices and 
an increase of labor costs in 2011. 
LG H&H will strengthen a competitive eco-friendly logistics system by developing diverse activities such as strengthening a synergy effect 
through new projects, rationalizing logistics bases, reducing transportation routes, expanding green packaging and reducing waste.

Eco-friendly Logistics Activities
Eco-drive campaign  LG H&H has been developing an eco-drive campaign since 2008 to make it a positive rule to keep an eco-friendly 
drive. In 2011, the company has spread an eco-friendly mindset and increased efficiency through this economic drive by vitalizing 
diverse activities, such as submitting an entry for an eco-friendly logistics slogan, eco-drive education for distribution managers, 
promoting 10 eco-drive commandments using posters, attaching a sticker inside vehicles and installing a placard inside the center.

Larger transportation trucks  Coca Cola Beverage develops activities to reduce logistics costs through larger transportation vehicles. 
Transportation quantity was increased by 11% (18 million boxes -> 20 million boxes) through continuously expanding a 26-ton, large-
sized truck. This resulted in a decrease in running a 14-ton truck by about 670 times and a decrease in fuel consumption by 22㎘.

Rationalizing the management of distribution vehicles  LG H&H continuously decreases greenhouse gas emissions through 
rationalizing the management of distribution vehicles. The company induced economic drive through managing gas mileage by 
transportation vehicle type and providing incentives, and enhanced vehicle efficiency by changing 1-ton vehicles to 2.5-ton vehicles 
through the adjustment of the catchment area. In addition, the company decreased fuel consumption and environmental load through 
the reduction of transportation distance with the use of a distribution routing systemand promoted activity to adopt eco-friendly vehicles 
with high efficiency by supporting the replacement of decrepit vehicles in cooperation with LG Smile Microcredit Bank.

Expansion of cross docking in a production base  LG H&H promoted cross docking, a practice of unloading incoming materials 
from production storage and subcontractors/OEM companies to the central logistics center and loading the materials directly into a 
local logistics center and a distribution vendor’s logistics center. This resulted in the reduction of transportation distance by increasing 
the cross docking rate compared to the previous year by 10% and 47% for production storage and subcontractors’/OEM companies’ 
products, respectively. In addition, it resulted in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions during the transportation process.

Strengthening a synergy effect through THEFACESHOP  LG H&H spread joint delivery by using a logistics base between 
THEFACESHOP and LG H&H to other regions, except the capital area. As a result, total transportation cost was reduced by 6.5% 
and greenhouse gas emissions were reduced during the transportation process. In addition, the capital area saw improved 
delivery services because joint delivery was additionally expanded through conversion into self-delivery and efficiency of 
delivery subcontractors in remote areas, as compared to the existing number of times being delivered.

Results of joint delivery

No. of clients
355

No. of clients
476

No. of vehicles
25

No. of vehicles
18

조직 성과After joint delivery

Before joint delivery

Details of Logistics Cost Reduction

Improvements
Amount of 
reduction 

(KRW million)

Reduction of logistics cost through cross 
docking 726

Reduction of insurance premiums through 
the management of vehicle accident rate 300

Cost reduction through the efficient use of 
pallets 113

Cost reduction through a change inthe type 
of delivery to large-sized marts 49

Reduction of fuel costs through the use of 
larger transportation trucks 38

Total 1,226

Corporation 2008 2009 2010 2011

LG H&H 2.7 2.4 2.4 2.4

CCB 15.6 14.0 12.8 11.1

Logistics Rate compared to turnover (unit: %)
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Environmental Indicators

LG H&H
Item Unit 2009 2010 2011

Production ton 361,551 413,580 423,692

Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions

ton CO2e 41,184 44,514             42,178 

Basic unit 
(ton CO2e/product-ton) 0.114 0.108             0.100 

Basic unit 
(ton CO2e/KRW million) 0.027 0.026 0.021 

Energy 
Consumption

TJ 772.1 831.9 795.6

Basic unit 
(GJ/product-ton) 2.135 2.011             1.878 

Water 
usage

ton 486,272 499,944 573,050

Basic unit 
(ton/product-ton) 1.345 1.209 1.353 

Water 
recycled ton 103,806 119,728           153,051 

Water recycling 
rate % 21.3 23.9 26.7

Wastewater 
discharge

ton 103,267 110,334 122,242 

Basic unit
(ton/product-ton) 0.286 0.267 0.289 

CODMn

ton 8.8 11.3 9.3

Basic unit 
(kg/product-ton) 0.024 0.030 0.022 

 Harmful chemical usage

ton 6,840 7,164 7,462 

Basic unit
(kg/product-ton) 0.019 0.017 0.018 

Waste 
qenerated

ton 4,178 5,054 5,500

Basic unit
(kg/product-ton) 11.556 12.221 12.980 

Waste recycling 
rate % 38.6 43.2 47.1

Air 
emissions

Dust emissions (ton) 6.49 6.69 8.42

Basic unit 
(kg/product-ton) 0.018 0.016 0.020

Green 
purchasing KRW million 83 166 220

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Coca Cola Beverage
Item Unit 2009 2010 2011

Production ton 557,004 621,351 661,480

Greenhouse gas 
emissions

ton CO2e 41,808 45,936 49,939

Basic unit (ton CO2e/product-ton) 0.075 0.074        0.076 

Energy 
Consumption

TJ 705 776        850

Basic unit (GJ/product-ton) 1.266 1.248 1.285

Water 
usage

ton 1,495,279 1,879,129 1,900,857

Basic unit (ton/product-ton) 2.685 3.024 2.874

Wastewater 
discharge

ton 936,337 1,037,115 1,064,362

Basic unit (kg/product-ton) 1.681 1.669 1.609

CODMn

ton 11.1 17.0 16.1

Basic unit (kg/product-ton) 0.020 0.027 0.024

Harmful chemical usage
ton 677 751 784

Basic unit (kg/product-ton) 1.215 1.209 1.185

Waste qenerated
ton 11,047 12,186 12,416

Basic unit (kg/product-ton) 19.833 19.610 18.770

Waste recycling rate % 76 75 80

Green purchasing KRW million 25 23 76

Refrigerant gas HFC rate 92 94 96

Environmental investment KRW million 4,506 1,227 5,882

Expenses for the environment KRW million 720 886 888

HAITAI Beverage
Item Unit 2009 2010 2011

Production ton - 245,838        219,065

Greenhouse gas 
emissions

ton CO2e - 15,657          13,706

Basic unit (ton CO2e /product-ton) - 0.064 0.063

Energy 
Consumption

TJ - 266 233

Basic unit (GJ/product-ton) - 1.083 1.064

Water 
usage

ton - 479,513        505,503 

Basic unit (ton/product-ton) - 1.951 2.308

Wastewater 
discharge

ton - 207,735 230,242

Basic unit (kg/product-ton) - 0.845 1.051

CODMn
ton - 6 3

Basic unit (kg/product-ton) - 0.023 0.016

Harmful chemical usage
ton - 301 352

Basic unit (kg/product-ton) - 1.224 1.607

Waste qenerated
ton - 2,567 2,739

Basic unit (kg/product-ton) - 10.442 12.503

Waste recycling rate % - - 87

Environmental investment KRW million - 1,041 460

Expenses for the environment KRW million - 104 193

* Cut-off rule was applied under internal guidelines and some subsidiary earnings were excluded 
  (THEFACESHOP Co., Ltd., VIOLET DREAM Co., Ltd., Diamond Pure Water Co., Ltd., Overseas subsidiaries)
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Social 
Responsibility 
Leadership
Win-Win Growth Partnerships

Social Contribution Activities

Strategy Direction
LG H&H makes an effort to perform its social responsibility through supporting 
subcontractors and social contribution activities for communities. With its recognition 
of subcontractors as business partners for corporate sustainable growth, LG 
H&H supports subcontractors in diverse ways such as funding, education and 
management innovation to strengthen the practical capability of subcontractors and 
makes an effort to strengthen its cooperative relationships based on mutual trust 
through diverse communication channels. 
LG H&H has planned and is conducting representative social contribution activities for 
its main customers, i.e., women, children and youth, in accordance with the direction 
of the project, contribution activities for communities, making customers’ lives 
healthy, beautiful and refreshing. Its task force team is promoting social contribution 
activities by classifying social contribution areas to be promoted into education, health 
and sharing. 

Influence on the company’s business
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● Social contribution
activities & social 
development

● Win-win with
subcontractors

Main performance

Category Item 2010 2011 Other

Community Amount of social 
contribution (KRW) 3.38 bil 3.88 bil 15.1% ▲

Subcontractor

Amount of Growing 
Together fund 
(KRW)

7.5 bil 7.5 bil Same as the
previous year

No. of Business
partners diagnosed 54 415 361 ▲

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 

2012 Report – Key issues2012 Report – Major issues
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LG H&H collects opinions on main pending issues by forming a committee for win-win growth and manages a process for selecting 
fair and transparent subcontractors in order to promote practical cooperative relations.

Win-Win Growth Partnerships

LG H&H makes efforts to strengthen the capability of subcontractors through diverse support activities, such as fund support through a win-win growth 
fund, technical support, and diagnosis and education, for win-win growth with subcontractors. In addition, the company contributes to the improvement of 
subcontractors’ management as well as forming a trust-based cooperative relationship through fair and transparent assessment in selecting a subcontractor. 

Subcontractor Partnership: Open Communication
Win-Win Growth Committee  LG H&H has organized a win-
win growth committee to promote more practical cooperative 
relations since its win-win cooperation and fair trade agreement with 
subcontractors in 2010. The company is operating the committee as 
a permanent organization for win-win growth by collecting opinions 
on main pending issues through a regular meeting by quarter and 
recommending subcontractors for a win-win growth fund.

Reorganization of a cooperative council  LG H&H has 
reorganized about 60 members of a cooperative council with 
representative subcontractors of its affiliated companies including 
THEFACESHOP and HAITAI Beverage, which were recently taken 
over, for strengthening win-win growth. The reorganized cooperative 
council selects subcontractors by reflecting the integrated 
assessment results as well as the direction of mid-and long-term 
management of subcontractors, and produces and distributes a 
certificate and a signboard for excellent subcontractors.    

Holding a discussion meeting  LG H&H held a discussion meeting of subcontractors for win-win growth in which CEOs and employees of 168 
subcontractors including household items, cosmetics and beverage subcontractors participated. There was a briefing session on the company’s purchasing 
policies, Q&A session on difficulties, and education session on management in the right way during the discussion meeting. In a general meeting that is held 
every year, in addition, the issue of how to respond to global economic trends was addressed in the Executive Seminar by an invited lecturer. 

ㆍWin-win growth  
    committee
ㆍReorganization of a
    cooperative council
ㆍHolding 

a discussion 
meeting

ㆍSelecting a fair
subcontractor
ㆍDiagnosis of

subcontractors 
meeting

ㆍManaging 
a ‘Growing Together’ 
fund
ㆍCoP activities for

subcontractors
ㆍConducting a sliding

scale oil price system
ㆍIncreasing

welfare benefits 
for subcontractors’ 
employees

Promotion 
direction

Detailed 
activities

Open 
Communication

Fairness
/ Transparency Support

Win-Win Growth

Subcontractor Partnership : Fairness, Transparency
Selecting a fair subcontractor  LG H&H selects subcontractors in a transparent and fair way through a process of selecting and registering 
subcontractors. To select a new subcontractor, LG H&H conducts the initial document screening and credit assessment on a desired subcontractor that has 
been recommended by the actual work department and seeks fairness by forming an assessment team for the second actual inspection. The assessment 
team is composed of at least three departments among Purchasing, Parts, Quality, Production, Design, Research Center and Marketing departments to 
ensure fairness.

Diagnosis of subcontractors  LG H&H conducts assessments on the quality, delivery date, 
credit assessment, technical capability and corporate social responsibility items after selecting 
subcontractors that have been doing business with the company for over one year with over KRW 100 
million a year from raw and subsidiary material subcontractors, construction subcontractors, OEM 
manufacturers and environment-related subcontractors as targets for assessment. The assessment 
was conducted on 54 subcontractors every two years in 2010, but in 2011, 415 subcontractors 
were assessed every half year in order to increase the understanding of subcontractors’ facilities 
and production processes and use as an opportunity for hearing errors as well as assessments. 
Each assessment item arrives at fair and transparent results through cooperation with related 
departments, and the integrated assessment results are used as a reference for incentives for 
subcontractors and fostering subcontractors.

No. of cases of diagnosis of subcontractors
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Supporting subcontractors
Operating LG ‘Growing Together’ fund  LG H&H deposits a fixed amount of money with an aim to contribute to the 
development of the national economy through win-win growth between large companies and small-and medium-sized 
companies and the bank supports a total KRW 7.5 billion fund at lower interest than the market interest rate by creating 
a special fund. LG H&H plans to select subcontractor beneficiaries by reflecting the results of evaluating subcontractors, 
mid-and long-term strategies for managing subcontractors, and recommendation of the win-win growth committee.  

CoP activities for subcontractors  CoP activities for subsidiary material subcontractors are held per business 
type twice a year with an aim to improve the quality of subcontractors, in which the current state of quality, such as 
warehousing quality by subcontractor, field complaints and customer complaints, and subsidiary materials having 
a possibility of main issues are pre-checked and then comments are exchanged. LG H&H selects and awards 
subcontractors with excellent warehousing quality and field management, and provides an opportunity of mutual 
exchange of technologies through benchmarking practicing professionals in the same line of business. 

Implementing a sliding scale oil price system  LG H&H has 
adopted and is implementing the sliding scale oil price system to solve 
the difficulty of subcontractors in charge of transportation and distribution 
because of fluctuation of oil prices.

Promoting welfare benefits of subcontractors’ employees  
LG H&H has built up and is operating an employee lounge for 
subcontractors’ employees who deliver products in each business plant 
so that they can stay healthy and safe.  

Configuration of the Council 
for Subcontractors

Section Contents Performance

Education 
& Training

ㆍ  Conducting education and training appropriate to the subcontractors’ process 
inspection employees so that they can improve their skills and quality standard/
quality control methods can be unified between LG and subcontractors

ㆍ 35 subcontractors

On-site tour
ㆍ Setting key points of quality control/field control, establishing the process inspection

system, and checking whether 5Ss and standards are observed or not
ㆍ 54 subcontractors

Technology
(Quality, 

environment)

ㆍ Intensively improving chronic quality problems by organizing a TFT
ㆍ Recognizing improvement points by clearly sharing the current state of quality,

strengthening the practice of improvement
ㆍ Promoting mutual cooperation and development through benchmarking excellent

subcontractors
ㆍ Sharing quality improvement activities by holding half-yearly CoP activities once
ㆍ Supporting the technology for environmental safety 

ㆍ Eight  TFTs
ㆍ Holding a quality sharing

meeting during the first 
and second half 

ㆍ 3 subcontractors
ㆍ Main 20 subcontractors
ㆍ 40 subcontractors

A win-win for small-and medium-sized companies
LG H&H decided to gradually pull out its laundry soap business for a win-win 
situation with small-and medium-sized companies last October. Accordingly, 
laundry soap production and sales will end in March 2012 and June 2012, 
respectively, to pull out its laundry soap business step by step. The company 
plans to focus on the export of its laundry soap and finding overseas markets.

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Directions for Social Contribution
LG H&H’s social contribution activities aim to make customers’ lives healthier, more beautiful and more refreshing, 
and those main targets are the company’s major customers, women and youth. LG H&H is making an effort to conduct 
systematic and practical social contribution activities by classifying activity scope into three areas –health, education and 
sharing –so that women, children and youth can realize their beautiful dreams.
Various types of social contribution activities, including employees’ voluntary participation programs such as matching 
funds and in-kind donations, programs in partnership with professional organizations and brand-related social 

contribution activities corresponding to business characteristics, are being consistently conducted. 

Social Contribution Activities Monitoring
As for social contribution activities, a yearly budget by subject is established, a half-yearly performance monitoring is 
conducted, and the appropriate matters are reported to management. In addition, a decision on supporting is made 
by checking an association with business activity areas for irregular contribution. LG H&H plans to share such activity 
cases and to better vitalize and promote employee participation programs in 2012. 

The main targets for supporting contribution activities are women, children and youth. Social 
contribution programs are classified into three areas, health, education and sharing.

Social Contribution Activities 

Education Health Sharing

Vision

Target

Beautiful Dreaming

Slogan

Areas to 
be supported

ㆍLG H&H Youth Orchestra
Academy
(Education for youth orchestra)
ㆍPERIOE Kids’ School

(Education for children’s 
dental health)

ㆍFood Bank
(In-kind donation)
ㆍDonation to Beautiful Store &

Voluntary Services
(In-kind donation & 
sharing services)
ㆍNature cleaning activities

(Nanumi Volunteer Corps 
activities )

ㆍOHUI Beautiful Face Campaign
(Supporting plastic surgery for 
children with facial 
disfigurements)
ㆍHappy Smile Fund

(Medical examinations/
treatments for female single 
parents)
ㆍSmile Together

(Dental treatments for 
children of low-income families)

Supporting women, children and youth so that their beautiful dreams 
can come true and they can contribute to a sustainable society

Women, Children, Youth
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Education Supporting Project
LG H&H’s Youth Orchestra Academy  LG H&H has been providing professional and systematic classical music 
education for elementary, middle school and high school students who have musical talent but have difficulty in having 
an opportunity of musical education. A regular autumn concert was held in COEX, Seoul, in 2011 so that the students 
could display their playing skills. Particularly, the concert was accompanied by Yu-ra Lee, a world famous violinist, 
under the baton of the President of Manhattan School of Music. 

PERIOE Kids’ School  Starting in 2004 in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the toothpaste business, the 
PERIOE Kids School Project has built a tooth-brushing school in the following elementary schools: Namsan, 
Janpyeong, and Majang Elementary Schools in Seoul, Gwansan Elementary School in Ansan, and Gyeonggi-
do and Yangdong Elementary Schools in Gwangju Metropolitan City. The company’s dental hygienists visit 
preschool educational institutes in person to teach denta health to children. They have conducted dental 
health education for about 124,000 children in a total of 1,410 places as of 2011. In addition, the company has 
been conducting a fluorine coating project to expand support for the medically vulnerable such as the disabled 
and children under unpleasant circumstances since May 2005 and has provided dental health education and 
fluorine coating procedures for about 5,251 people in a total of 82 places as of 2011.  

Regular Autumn Concert by LG H&H’s Youth Orchestra Academy
The Youth Orchestra Academy members were selected based on the students whose performance had 
improved through orchestra lessons. A regular concert was held in the COEX auditorium in autumn 
2011 so that the 1st class students could show their skills for two years. On the theme of ”Beautiful 
Communication,“LG H&H’s Youth Orchestra Academy” students collaborated with Yu-ra Lee, a world 
famous violinist, under the baton of Dr. Robert Sirota, conductor and the President of Manhattan School 
of Music. The concert well received by both performers and the audience. 

Christmas Concert
At the end of last year, the Youth Orchestra Academy students’ Christmas concert was held in LG H&H 
headquarters’ hall. The concert was introduced and described by the host and was well received by the 
company’s employees and resident companies because it was open to everyone who came by for rest 
during lunch time. A total of 21 students participated in the performance.

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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Health Supporting Project 
OHUI Beautiful Face Campaign  LG H&H has been holding the “OHUI Beautiful Face Campaign” that supports 
plastic surgery for children with congenital facial disfigurements together with Seoul National University Hospital 
since 2007. This campaign is managed with profits from the company’s cosmetic brand OHUI and supports not only 
operation and treatment also hospitalization and research expenses. The company supported plastic surgery for 
86 children with facial disfigurements. Last year, particularly, the company held a T-shirt campaign together with a 
famous illustrator, Okaytina, as part of the “OHUI Beautiful Face Campaign.” A T-shirt painted by Okaytina was sold 
at KRW 2,000 to every customer who purchased OHUI products at the OHUI store in department stores around the 
country, and all the profits from the T-shirt campaign were used as physical surgery funds for children who were 
suffering from facial disfigurements. 

Sharing Project
Regular Donation Activities  LG H&H has been donating household items to the Korea National Council on Social 
Welfare’s Food Bank and the Beautiful Store on a regular basis. 
The company contributes household items worth about KRW 25 million to the Food Bank every month, and has been 
contributing household items to the Beautiful Store every quarter and has been also conducting voluntary service 
activities such as “Beautiful Sharing Package” and “Beautiful Saturday” in every first quarter and fourth quarter, 
respectively, since 2005. With such services recognized, the company received the Health and Welfare Minister’s Award 
at the Fifth Food Bank’s National Food Sharing Contest last November. 
In addition, the company’s models voluntarily donated their 26 treasures to Beautiful Saturday last year and about  KRW 
3 million profits from an auction event that was conducted through the Beautiful Store website were donated to helping 
the needy. 
LG H&H will keep participating in voluntary activities for communities and gradually increase donation activities with an 
aim to efficiently use resources. 

Happy Smile Fund (Sharing half of a bean)  LG H&H Care is raising happy smile funds through ‘sharing half of a 
bean’ money raising, in which employees voluntarily donate a small amount or a fixed amount of their monthly wage, 
and the company’s 1:1 matching fund. A total of KRW 950 million were put aside for seven years through the Happy 
Smile Fund program that started in 2005, and funds have been used for supporting 1,826 low-income single mothers’

medical examinations and treatment expenses.

▲ __ Seo,  supported with facial plastic surgery

Social Responsibility Leadership   |   Social Contribution Activities 
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Brand-related Support Project
Herbal cosmetics Whoo's Mecenat  LG H&H has been actively conducting Arts & Business activities since its 
membership in the Korean Business Council for The Arts in 2006. Particularly, the company is engaging in activities 
faithful to the mecenat’s true public value-supporting artistic activities that have difficulty in financial independence 
such as sponsoring junior composers and reinventing forgotten traditional musical instruments rather than 
sponsoring famous artists or performances.
Last year, the Korean classical music concert “Dadam”was held with the support of the herbal cosmetics brand Whoo 
seven times. LG H&H has been making an effort to introduce traditional culture by supporting all the performances of 
“Dadam,” and resulted in being a popular performance forhousewives in their 30s to 50s during the past year.  

Herbal Shampoo ReEn’s “A Strand of Hair Campaign”  ReEn, an herbal shampoo for preventing hair loss, held 
the second ”A Strand of Hair Campaign”this year. This campaign was in cooperation with customers with an aim to 
restore beauty to female cancer patients who lost their hair due to sickness. When 2,000 comments were collected 
through a writing a comment event at the A Strand of Hair website, a wig was presented to a female cancer patient 
who was selected by the Consolidation for Cancer Patients and Their Families, and Hee Lee, a hair artist, styled 
the selected female cancer patient. Professionals, including 30 bloggers, actress So-young Go, hair artist Hee Lee, 
fashion models Su-im Jang, Ji-won Back, and 
Eun-ju Jeon, and LG Hair Beauty Lab senior 
researcher Su-jin Park, participated in the 
campaign as supporters and greatly helped 
introduce the campaign and increase the 
participation level.   
With its good intent, comments were closed 
15 days earlier than expected. In addition, the 
campaign was well received because cancer 
patients ’ and their families’ hearts were 
warmed through comments in addition to the 
wigs.

Coca Cola Beverage’s Social Contribution Activities
Coca Cola Children Green Leadership Course Coca Cola Beverage has been operating diverse eco-friendly 
programs together with Korea Green Foundation since 2008, and conducted the “Coca Cola Children Green 
Leadership” course in 2011 for children to learn the environment and ecology through an experience in nature.
The “Coca Cola Children Green Leadership” course is a free environmental trial program for the year with an aim 
to give children an opportunity to learn the importance of 
environmental protection and to raise the consciousness 
of respecting life and preserving nature. The course was 
conducted in domestic representative wetlands, including 
Anmyeondo in Taean-gun, Chungnam, Ganseo Swamp 
Ecological Park in Han River, Cheoncho Lake in Gangwon-do, 
and Bongam mud flat in Masan, a total of four times this year, 
and about 140 children environment keepers were fostered. 

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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“Environment Purification”Activity in celebration of International Coastal Cleanup Day
In celebration of International Coastal Cleanup Day [September 17], Coca Cola conducted a voluntary activity for 
environmental purification along with regional NGO environmental groups in Nanji Han River Park in Changreung 
Stream located in Goyang City, Gyeonggi-do. The environmental purification activity was conducted as part of the 
International Coastal Cleanup campaign, in which a total of 1,500kg wastes including recyclable items, such as 
beverage cans and bottles, and household garbage were collected. Particularly, employees’ children participated in the 
activity and had a profitable time in realizing the value of nature. This will be the 26th anniversary of the International 
Coastal Cleanup Day, which is the world’s largest practice event for coastal environment preservation and is held 

throughout the world at the same time. Coca Cola has been supporting the event for 16 years.  

THEFACESHOP’s Social Contribution Activities
HIMANGO Tree Campaign  THEFACESHOP is planting mango trees as a charitable work to continuously and 
perpetually solve starvation and poverty in Africa Sudan. THEFACESHOP provides mango seedlings for each household 
suffering from food shortage by preparing facilities for growing seedlings and helps them be financially independent 
through cultivation education.
In 2011, THEFACESHOP planted 10,000 mango trees and saved profits from the HIMANGO Sharing Bazaar held in 
May and December as the“HIMANGO Village” 
project fund for southern Sudan. The “HIMANGO 
Village”, which is to be completed in July 2012, 
will be equipped with a vocational education 
center for females, a cultural center, an 
elementary school, a nursery and a mango tree 
nursery.It will become a space where every 
member of a family from children to parents 
can be educated. THEFACESHOP plans to 
continuously support the HIMANGO Campaign 
through in-store promotions, customer 
participation programs, etc., in 2012.

NGO’s Voice: Yeon-suk Kim, director of Korea Consumer Affairs Institute

“Consumer consulting is an important factor of consumer organizations in grafting reliability onto consumers. Accordingly, many 

questions and complaints are given by consumers. At that time, the most important point is ‘how much a company is conducting 

communication with customers truthfully.’ In this respect, LG H&H is focusing on increasing consumer accessibility and 

differentiation through trust and communication. Unfortunately, however, it seems that the company makes less effort to deliver 

detailed characteristics of products and provide consumer education.  

It is generally recognized that LG H&H has certified and been managing CCM (Consumer Centered Management) to solve 

consumer disputes and to improve the customer satisfaction index, but I think all the employees should be equipped with consumer-

centered thoughts and emotions in product life cycle including product development, production, selling and discarding in order to 

practically recognize consumer problems. 

If many companies including LG H&H make authentic efforts in the aspects of communication, environmental protection and 

social contribution, there will be a particular company that is chosen for ‘buycott,’ a consumers’ active campaign to buy the products 

or services of a particular company.”

Social Responsibility Leadership   |   Social Contribution Activities 
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Section Program Contents Target Contribution 
type

Start 
year

Total 2011

No. of beneficiaries

Health

Happy Smile 
Fund Medical examination & support for medicalexpenses

Low-income 
and single 

motherfamilies

1:1 matching 
funds of 

employee and 
company

2005 1,826 200

Smile Together
Supporting dental activities for beneficiaries under National Basic 
Living Security Act and the second highest class children ages 
4-13

Children in 
low- income 

families

Contribution in 
cash 2007 869 108

OHUI Beautiful 
Face Campaign

Supporting plastic surgery for children with congenital facial 
disfigurement, donation from OHUI profits Children Contribution in 

cash 2007 86 20

Education

Youth Orchestra 
Academy

Classical music education program
for teenagers in low-income families 
(providing musical instruments, supporting tuition fees, etc.)

Children, 
youth

Contribution in 
cash 2009 65 65

PERIOE Kids’ 
School

The company’s dental hygienist visits schools, kindergartens, 
child welfare institutions, etc. to conduct dental health education 
for children

Children

Free education 
for the 

company’s 
employees

2004 124,104 17,969

Sharing

Contributions 
to the

 “Beautiful Store”
& voluntary 

activities

1. Contribution in kind by quarter
2. Employees’ voluntary service event
  - Beautiful Saturday & Sharing Package event per year

Neighbors 
in need

Contribution in 
kind,

Employees’ 
donation and 

voluntary 

2004

Amount of contribution
(No. of volunteers)

KRW 390 
million
(487)

KRW 90 
million
(108)

Food Bank Regular contribution of household items Neighbors 
in need

Contribution in 
kind 2007 KRW 1,100 

million
KRW 400 
million

Happiness 
Sharing N 
Campaign

Contribution of a fixed proportion of N-mark product turnover
Children with
environmental

disease

Contribution in 
kind 2010 KRW 50 

million
KRW 50 
million

HIMANGO 
Villages 

Campaign

Planting mango trees to solve starvation and poverty in African 
regions

The poor in 
Africa

Contribution in 
kind 2010 KRW 400 

million
KRW 200 
million

Natural 
Purification 

Activities

Natural environment purification and protection activities 
in the region where the business plant is located

Conservation
of nature

Voluntary 
service 2008 93 times 24 times

Regional 
voluntary 
services

Informal voluntary activities in Cheongju and Ulsan plants Neighbors in 
need

Voluntary 
service 2008 95 times 19 times

LG H&H Social Contribution Activities

Corporation 2009 2010 2011

LG H&H 23.5 33.8 38.8

Coca Cola Beverage 2.3 9.0 4.3

THEFACESHOP* - 2.4 2.8

Total 25.8 45.2 45.9

(Unit : KRW 0.1 bil)                            

*THEFACESHOP was taken over in 2010

Annual amount of social contribution 

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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사회책임 리더십   |   동반성장 파트너십

Appendix
2011 Major Assessment Performance & Awards

Verification of Greenhouse Gas Inventory

Third Party Assurance statement

GRI Guidelines Comparison Table

Glossary
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Corporation ISO1 4001 OHSAS 18001 Green Corporate

LG H&H Cheongju/Ulsan/Onsan Cheongju/Ulsan Cheongju/Ulsan/Onsan

Coca Cola Beverage Yeoju/Yangsan/Gwangju Yeoju/Yangsan/Gwangju Yeoju/Gwangju

HAITAI Beverage Cheonan/Pyeongchang Cheonan -

2011 Major Assessment Performance & Awards
section Details Supervised by

DJSI World Incorporated into personal items (Personal & Household) index Dow Jones / SAM / Korea Productivity Center

Outstanding Executives 2011 Top Korean CEO (for three years in a row) Asiamoney

Franchise Level Assessment Grade 1 (THEFACESHOP) Small Enterprise Development Agency

Asia Consumer Awards First Prize in Household Items Asia Economy

Korean Customer Satisfaction Index (KCSI) No.1(Base cosmetics for females, toothpaste appropriate industry) KMAC

KOSA Distribution Awards Awarded in the final round (Saffron) KOSA

Korea Package Design Awards PACK STAR
(belif, OHUI Mark No. 1 perfume, OHUI Swing Palette, Mule, Saffron Secret, ReEn) Korea Package Design Association 

Green Packaging Contest Silver medal (Coca Cola Beverage) Ministry of Environment /
Korea Environmental Packaging Agency

Food bank’s food sharing Prize of the Minister of Health & Welfare Ministry of Health & Welfare

Current State of Association and Unit Membership

Current State of ESH Management System Certification

KISANHYUP Fair Competition Federation Korea Personnel Improvement Association

The Organization of Consumer Affairs 
Professionals in Business Korea Customs Logistics Association Korea Products Safety Association

Green Company Council Korean Business Council for the Arts Korea Intellectual Property Protection Association

Korean Society of Toxicology Korea International Trade Association Korea Chemicals Management Association

Korea Industrial Safety Association Korean Association of Occupational Health Nurses Korea Environmental Engineers Association

Korea Cosmetic Association Korea Industrial Technology Association Korea Environmental Industry & Technology Institute

The Federation of Korean Industries Korea Listed Companies Association Korea Environmental Preservation Association

Korea Fire Safety Association KOSHA Voluntary Safety Club
(Korea Occupational Safety and Health Agency)
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Appendix  |  Verification of Greenhouse Gas Inventory

Verification of Greenhouse Gas Inventory

Scope
-  2011 greenhouse gas inventory in the above 15 greenhouse gas emission business plants

-   Parts of Scope 1 (direct emission), Scope 2 (indirect emission), and Scope 3 (indirect emissions from outsourcing activities)  

stated in Chapter 4 “Setting the scope of operation” of a guideline to greenhouse gas, WBCSD/WRI  

Data Verified
(1) 2011 greenhouse gas inventory applying to Scope 1 and Scope 2 are as follows.

 

(2) 2011 greenhouse gas inventory related to employee commuting applying to Scope 3 are as follows. 

Criteria & Procedure 
According to LG H&H’s request and BSI procedures, assessment was conducted by using the following criteria and guidelines. 

·WBCSD/WRI, a guideline to greenhouse gases - Revised in March 2004 

·IPCC, a guideline to greenhouse gases– Revised in 2006

·Part 1 and Part 3 of ISO14064 – Established in 2006

·BSI, a greenhouse gas inventory assessment manual (KM007 R0) – Established on January 31, 2011

* A guideline to operating greenhouse gas & energy target management (Issue 29, 2011) –BSI Group Korea’s principles for non-

disclosure of standards will be applied to all the activities related to assessment for the target companies of the greenhouse gas and 

energy target management system.

Verification Opinion
As a result of conducting assessment in accordance with the above guideline related to greenhouse gases, BSI 

comments as follows 

· There was no critical problem in calculation of greenhouse gas emissions and it was found that related records were 

maintained appropriately.

·Data quality complied with major international principles for greenhouse gas assessment. 

Signature  :                 

May 1, 2012
BSI Group Korea CEO
Jeong-gi Cheon

Assessment Statement

Emission source 2011 year (tCO2eq)

Scope 1
(Direct emissions)

Stationary combustion 5,269.59

Mobile combustion 193.71

Fugitive emissions 11.71

Process emissions 0.84

Scope 2
(Indirect emissions)

Electricity 22,810.72

Steam 13,891.21

Total 42,177.77

Emission source 2011 year (tCO2eq)

Scope 3 (Other indirect) Commute bus for employee 393.89

Cheongju Plant, Ulsan Plant, Onsan Plant, Naju Plant, Daejeon R&D Centre, 
and 9 domestic distribution centers of LG H&H
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Third Party Assurance Statement

Dear Stakeholders of LG H&H,

Korea Productivity Center (hereinafter called “the Assessor”) was asked by LG H&H Ltd. for the third party assessment of LG H&H’s 2011 Sustainability 
Report (hereinafter called “the Report”) and submits assessment results as follows :

Responsibility & Independence
LG H&H has full responsibility for all the information and opinions described in the Report. The Assessor takes responsibility for assessment reviews on 
the Report and does not participate in the preparation of the Report at all as an independent assessment institution and does not enter into any connections 
that may impede its independence. 

Assurance Statement
This assessment was conducted in accordance with Assessment Type 1 and a moderate assessment level of the assessment standard, AA1000AS (2008). 
According to the assessment principles of AA1000APS (2008), whether the Report is appropriate to inclusivity, materiality and responsiveness or not was 
confirmed. In addition, whether the Report complies with GRI G3 Guideline or not was confirmed. 

Restrictions
This assessment does not include confirmation of the reliability of the data given in the Report in accordance with the above assessment criteria. In addition, 
on-site assessment was conducted restrictively on the headquarters in Seoul and domestic business plants (Cheongju, Yeoju), excluding logistics centers 
and overseas business plants. Accordingly, the assessment results may change if additional assessment procedures are conducted. 

Approach
This assessment was conducted in the following ways : 
1.  Assessment of the selection of main issues and appropriateness of described matters in the Report through media research and a benchmarking analysis 
2.  Assessment of satisfaction with the requirements for GRI Application Level A by checking the reporting rate for each indicator of GRI G3.1 Guideline and 

description means
3.  Assessment of the Report’s compliance with GRI G3.1 Guideline 
4.   Assessment of the appropriateness of the matters described in the Report and errors in expression through a comparative analysis with other sources
5.   Assessment of work process and internal control system through on-the-spot assessment of the headquarters in Seoul and domestic business plants 

(Cheongju, Yeoju) and confirmation of the basis of main data and information
6.   LG Household & Health Care’s sustainable management capability and the management’s messages stated in the Report were confirmed through an 

interview witha totalof three CEOs and four business department leaders.

Condusions 
The Assessor confirmed that the Report reflects LG H&H’s CSR activities and performance faithfully and fairly. In addition, it was confirmed that LG H&H 
satisfies the requirements for GRI Application Level A, its self-declaration standard, through assessment. And, the assessment results based on the 
principle of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness of AA1000APS (2008) are as follows:

1. Principle of Inclusivity  
The principle of inclusivity is the requirement that stakeholders should participate in the process where an organization develops and achieves a responsible 
and strategic response for sustainability management. LG H&H divides major stakeholders into customer, employee, business partner, government and 
association, community, stockholder and investor group and listens to their expectations by establishing a regular communication channel. Particularly, 
the company also plans to promote an interview for individual stakeholder and a meeting of expert panels as well as the existing questionnaire and 
interview type this year. The company’s expansion of bio-directional communication with stakeholders is judged to be a great improvement compared 
to the last year. If specific activities related to the existing communication channel by stakeholder during the reporting year, stakeholders’ expectations 
collected through this, and responses to their expectations are specifically reflected in the report, however, it will contribute to LG H&H’s effort to reinforce 
inclusivity.

LG H&H 2011 Sustainability Report 
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2. Principle of Materiality
The principle of materiality is the requirement that an organization should determine critical issues related to it and major stakeholders surrounding it. This 
assessor has checked that LG H&H selected critical issues with paying attention to organizations and major stakeholders through a reasonable materiality 
analysis process. Particularly, it is highly appreciated that the company made its effort to sort out more attentive critical issues by conducting an interview 
for individual stakeholder, a meeting of expert panels, etc. as well as a questionnaire for stakeholders for an analysis of materiality. In addition, it is judged 
that the company’s reference to the John Ruggie’s framework to check for main issues was part of the company’s efforts to reflect the latest main issues 
related to sustainable management to its management. But I recommend that the company more systemizes the management of critical issues by 
conducting integrated management and analysis on the comments collected individually to sort out main issues in future.

3. Principle of Responsiveness
The principle of responsiveness is the requirement that an organization should respond to issues that may have influence on the performance of 
stakeholders.  This assessor has checked that LG H&H understood major expectations having influence on stakeholders’ performance and conducted 
corresponding activities, and the contents were appropriately described in the report. Particularly, it is judged that the company’s efforts for responsiveness 
were well shown in policies, activities, and performance for the improvement of the value of each stakeholder from the aspects of economic value, 
customer value, and employee value described in the report. But I recommend that the company catches out expectations that may have influence on the 
value and performance of overseas stakeholders and makes its effort to respond to it in accordance with the expansion of overseas business.

Suggestions
The Assessor highly appreciates LG H&H’s diverse efforts and performance for the improvement of sustainability and suggests the following for the 
publication of future reports and the improvement of the level of CSR. 

1. Establishing countermeasures and an action plan for tasks presented through diverse channels for communication with stakeholders and then 
     to report the performance through future reports.

2.  Biodiversity and water-related issues are closely connected with LG Household & Health Care’s business areas. Accordingly, the assessor suggests the 
establishment of a policy for two issues and the promotion of detailed activities from an anticipative view.

3.  Setting a medium and long-term goal and improving the connectivity with financial performance by establishing a system that enables integrated 
management of performance data by CSR-related issue.

         

    

Korea Productivity Center’s Sustainability Management Center is an assessment agency that is officially certified by AccountAbility Company, which has established 
AA1000, an international standard for participation and assessment of stakeholders, and has qualification to solely conduct assessments. In addition, its assessment 
panel is composed of experts who acquired experience in consulting and assessing CSR and completed a professional course. 

Appendix  |  Third Party Assurance Statement

April 2012
President of Korea Productivity Center
Jin Hong

Dong-soo Kim
Director

Ju-mi Park
Researcher

Jeong-seok Seo
Team leader
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GRI Guidelines Comparison Table 

INDEX Details ISO26000 Page Application Level

1. Vision and
Strategy 1.1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization on relationship of reporting 

organizations and strategies, and sustainability 6.2 2-3

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities influencing organization and sustainability 6.2 2-3, 24, 69

2. Organizational
Profile

2.1 Name of the organization 10

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services 14-15, 32-33

2.3 Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries, 
and joint ventures 6.2 10-11

2.4 Location of organization's headquarters 10

2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of countries with either major 
operations or that are specifically relevant to the sustainability issues covered in the report 10-11

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form 19-20

2.7 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, business areas and types of customers/beneficiaries) 10-11

2.8 Scale of the reporting organization 10-11

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or ownership 10-11, 28

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period 88

3. Report
Parameters

3.1 Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) 0

3.2 Date of most recent previous report 0

3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.) 0

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents 0

3.5 Process for defining report content 4-8

3.6 Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers) 0

3.7 Any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report 0

3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations, and other 
entities that can significantly affect comparability from period to period and/or between organizations 0

3.9 Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including assumptions and techniques
underlying estimations applied to the compilation of the Indicators and other information in the report

Explanation of 
calculation method 

by indicator

3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the reasons
for such re-statement

11, 16, 28, 31, 43-
44, 55, 79, 81

3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods
applied in the report 0

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report 94-97

3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to external assurance for the report 7.5.3 92-93

4. Governance,
Commitments,
and 
Engagement

4.1 Governance structure of the organization

6.2

19-20

4.2 Indicating whether the Chair of the BOD is also an executive officer (Explaining the role in management
and the reason why he/she is entitled to the chair of the BOD) 19-20

4.3 For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number of members of the BOD that are
independent and/or non-executive members 19-20

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the BOD 19-20

4.5 Linkage between compensation for members of the BOD, senior managers, and organization's 
performance (including social and environmental performance) 19-20

4.6 Processes in place for the BOD to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided 19-20

4.7 Process for determining the qualifications and expertise of the members of the BOD for guiding the
organization's strategy on economic, environmental, and social topics 19-20

4.8 Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant to 
economic, environmental, and social performance and the status of their implementation 12-13

4.9 Procedures of the BOD for overseeing identification and management of economic, environmental, and
social performance 19-20

4.10 Processes for evaluating the BOD's own performance, particularly with respect to economic, 
environmental, and social performance. 19-20

4.11 Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the organization 24-25

4.12 Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or other initiatives to 
which the organization subscribes or endorses. 88, 90

4.13 Memberships in industry associations and/or national/international policy organizations 88, 90

  Core performance indicator, * N/A(Not Applicable)
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Appendix  |  GRI Guidelines Comparison Table 

  Core performance indicator, * N/A(Not Applicable)

INDEX Details ISO26000 Page Application Level

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization

6.2

4-5

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage 4-5, 20

4.16 Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder group 4-5, 20

4.17 Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the 
organization has responded to those key topics and concerns 6-8, 20

Economy EC Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.8 28

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed (revenues, operating costs, employee compensation,
donations, local community investments, retained earnings and payments to capital providers and tax)

6.2, 6.8, 3
6.8.7, 6.8.9 29-31, 36-37

EC2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization's activities due to climate change 6.5.5 16-17, 68-69

EC3 Coverage of pension assistance 51

EC4 Financial assistance received from government 61

EC5 Range of ratios of standard entry level wage compared to local minimum wage at significant
locations of operation 6.4.4, 6.8 47

EC6 Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based suppliers at significant locations of operation 6.6.6, 6.8
6.8.5, 6.8.7 16-17, 34

EC7 Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired from the local The reporting
scope is community at significant locations of operation 6.8, 6.8.5, 6.8.7 34

EC8 Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided primarily for public
benefit (including classification of support type)

6.3.9, 6.8, 6.8.3, 
6.8.4, 6.8.5, 6.8.6

6.8.7, 6.8.9
81-86

EC9 Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts (including the extent of impacts)
6.3.9, 6.6.6, 6.6.7, 
6.7.8, 6.8, 6.8.5

6.8.6, 6.8.7, 6.8.9
36-37

Environment EN Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.5 58, 66

EN1 Materials used by weight or volume

6.5, 6.5.4

17, 71

EN2 Percentage of recycled raw materials 71, 73

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source 69

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source 69

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements 69

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and services, and reductions 
in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives 15, 59

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved 68-69

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source. 17, 71

EN9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water N/A

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused 71

EN11 Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value

6.5, 6.5.6

70

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected areas
and areas of high biodiversity value 70

EN13 Habitats protected or restored N/A

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity N/A

EN15
Number of IUCN (International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources) Red List
species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by operations, by level
of extinction risk

N/A

EN16 Total direct and indirect GHG emissions

6.5, 6.5.5

69

EN17 Other relevant indirect GHG emissions 69

EN18 Initiatives to reduce GHG emissions and reductions achieved 69

EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances

6.5, 6.5.3

77

EN20 NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions
76-77

(N/A forNOX, 
SOX)
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INDEX Details ISO26000 Page Application Level

EN21 Total water discharge and quality by final destination

6.5, 6.5.3

71

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method 17, 71

EN23 Total number and volume of spills of significant hazardous materials 71

EN24 Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste of hazardous materials under the terms of 
the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage of transported waste shipped internationally

N/A
(No case)

EN25 Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats significantly 
affected by the reporting organization's discharges of water and runoff 6.5, 6.5.4, 6.5.6 70

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of impact mitigation 6.5, 6.5.4
6.6.6, 6.7.5 65, 73

EN27 Percentage of recycling of products sold and their packaging materials 6.5, 6.5.4, 6.7.5 71, 73

EN28 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations 6.5 No violation

EN29 Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials used for the 
organization's operations, and transporting members of the workforce. 6.5, 6.5.4, 6.6.6 71,75

EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments 6.5 71

Labor
Practices 
and
Decent Work

LA Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.4, 6.3.10 46

LA1 Disclosure on Management Approach
6.4, 6.4.3

46, 57

LA2 Workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region 46, 57

LA3 Total number and rate of employee turnover (by age group, gender, and region) 6.4, 6.4.3, 6.4.4 51

LA4 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees, by 
major operations

6.4, 6.4.3
6.4.4, 6.4.5

6.3.10
52

LA5 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements 6.4, 6.4.3
6.4.4, 6.4.5 52

LA6 Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, including whether it is specified in 
collective agreements 6.4, 6.4.6

54-55

LA7 Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker LA6 health and safety committees 55

LA8 Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programs in place to assist workforce 
members, their families, or community members regarding serious diseases

6.4, 6.4.6
6.8, 6.8.3, 6.8.4, 

6.8.8
54-55

LA9 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions 6.4, 6.4.6 54-55

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by employee category 6.4, 6.4.7 16-17

LA11 Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of 
employees and assist them in managing career endings

6.4, 6.4.7
6.8.5 51

LA12 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews 6.4, 6.4.7 50

LA13 Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category according to gender, age 
group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity

6.3.7, 6.3.10
6.4, 6.4.3 19-20

LA14 Ratio of basic salary of men to women by employee category 6.3.7, 6.3.10
6.4, 6.4.3, 6.4.4 47

LA15 Ratio of reinstatement and maintenance after maternity leave by gender 16

Human
Rights

HR Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.3 46

HR1 Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements that include human rights clauses 
or that have undergone human rights screening

6.3, 6.3.3
6.3.5, 6.6.6 79

HR2 Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have undergone screening on human rights and 
actions taken

6.3, 6.3.3
6.3.5, 6.4.3

6.6.6
79

HR3 Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of human rights that 
are relevant to operations (including the percentage of employees trained) 6.3, 6.3.5 48

HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and actions taken
6.3, 6.3.6

6.3.7, 6.3.10
6.4.3

47

HR5 Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom of association and collective bargaining may 
be at significant risk, and actions taken to support these rights

6.3, 6.3.3
6.3.4, 6.3.5

6.3.8, 6.3.10
6.4.3, 6.4.5

52

HR6 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to 
contribute to the elimination of child labor 6.3, 6.3.3

6.3.4, 6.3.5
6.3.7, 6.3.10

48

HR7 Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and measures 
to contribute to the elimination of forced or compulsory labor 48

HR8 Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization's policies or procedures concerning aspects 
of human rights that are relevant to operations

6.3, 6.3.5
6.4.3, 6.6.6 N/A(No case)

  Core performance indicator, * N/A(Not Applicable)
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Appendix  |  GRI Guidelines Comparison Table 

LG H&H self-declares that this report has been prepared in accordance to the GRI G3.1 Guideline and meets ‘A' level of GRI Application Level. A third party institute, Korea Productivity
Center, has also verified that this report conforms to the 'A+' level of GRI G3 Guideline Application Level.

INDEX Details ISO26000 Page Application Level

HR9 Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people and actions taken
6.3, 6.3.6

6.3.7, 6.3.8
6.6.7

N/A(No case)

HR10 Total number and percentage of worksites receiving inspection and assessment of human rights 47-48

HR11 Total number of complaints regarding human rights received and settled through official complaint 
settlement system 47-48

Society SO Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.6, 6.8 78

SO1 Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any programs and practices that assess and manage the impacts of
operations on communities, including entering, operating, and exiting

6.3.9, 6.8
6.8.5, 6.8.7

6.6.7
81-86

SO2 Total number and percentage of business units analyzed for risks related to corruption

6.6, 6.6.3

22

SO3 Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption policies and procedures 22

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption 22

SO5 Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying
6.6, 6.6.4

6.8.3

44, 61

SO6 Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians, and related institutions by country No political 
donation

SO7 Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes 6.6, 6.6.5.6.6.7

SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with
laws and regulations

6.6, 6.6.7
6.8.7 44

SO9 Worksites negatively influencing local communities potentially or actually 72

SO10 Actions to prevent and reduce impact, conducted by worksites negatively influencing local communities
potentially or actually 72

Product 
Responsibility

PR Disclosure on Management Approach 6.2, 6.6, 6.7 58

PR1 Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are assessed for improvement, 
and percentage of significant products and services categories subject to such procedures. 6.3.9, 6.6.6

6.7, 6.7.4
6.7.5

60-61

PR2 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning health 
and safety impacts of products and services during their life cycle (by type of outcomes) 60-61

PR3 Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage of significant products
and services subject to such information requirements 6.7, 6.7.3

6.7.4, 6.7.5
6.7.6, 6.7.9

62-64

PR4 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning product 
and service information and labeling (by type of outcomes) 43-44

PR5 Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction
6.7, 6.7.4

6.7.5, 6.7.6
6.7.8, 6.7.9

43-44

PR6 Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to marketing communications,
including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship 6.7, 6.7.3

6.7.6, 6.7.9

43-44

PR7 Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning 
marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship by type of outcomes

PR8 Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data 6.7,6.7.7 15

PR9 Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning the 
provision and use of products and services 6.7, 6.7.6 43-44

Report Application
Levels C C+ B B+ A A+

G3 profile
disclosure

Disclosure items :
1.1, 2.1~2.10,
3.1~3.8, 3.10~3.12
4.1~4.4, 4.14~4.15

Disclosure items :
All standard 'C'
1.2, 3.9, 3.13,
4.5~4.13, 4.16~4.17

Disclosure items :
Similar to Standard 'B' request
items

G3 management
approach
disclosure

Not required Disclosure in management
approach for each indicator

Disclosure in management
approach for each indicator

G3performance
indicator & additional
industrial
indicators

At least 10 performance
indicators have to be reported
(At least one or more economic,
environmental and social
indicators should be included)

Must only report 20 or more
performance indicators (More than
one indicator must be included
related to the economy,
environment, human rights, labor,
society and product responsibility)

Based on importance principles,
the reason for all G3 core
performance indicators &
industrial guideline indicators
should be explained for either
a) Reporting or b) Not reporting.

GRI Application Levels Table
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  Core performance indicator, * N/A(Not Applicable)
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Glossary 
Terms Definition

Backhauling A type of transportation system where a transport vehicle with the completion of delivery returns with another freight to 
be sent to the departure place

BAU (Business As Usual) Estimated greenhouse gas emissions in case of taking no special actions

CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project)
A global project that goes public by surveying carbon-related information on global major corporations’ 
countermeasures against climate change. Korea adopted it in 2008, and 200 corporations are target of the project based 
on aggregate market price. 

COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) The amount of oxygen required to oxidize organic pollutants found in surface water or waste water by using an oxidizing 
agent, which is a useful measure of water quality

Consolidated Financial Statements Financial statements that factor the holding company’s subsidiaries into its aggregated accounting figure as if it were a 
single entity

CoP (Communities of Practice) A group of people who share information and/or experiences for the achievement of common goals

Cumulative Stimulation Test A test to measure the degree of skin stimulation by repetitive use within a short time

Customer Complaint Rate (ppm) A unit of the number of complaints per product sales quantity converted into million for the purpose of managing the 
customer complaint rate

Defined Benefit (DB) Plan An employer-sponsored retirement pension plan in which employee benefits are predetermined

Defined Contribution (DC) Plan A retirement pension plan in which the amount contributed is fixed but retirement benefits are adjusted depending on 
the performance of reserved fund 

DJSI (Dow Jones Sustainability Index)
A family of indexes evaluating the sustainability performance of companies with high aggregate market value listed 
on the Dow Jones, which is collaboration with Dow Jones Indexes and SAM and is based on an analysis of corporate 
economic, environmental and social performance

EVP (Employee Value Proposition) Differential benefits that are received by existing employees and future employees

Fair Trade Compliance Program A legal system and model of behavior to present definite behavioral standards to company employees so that the 
company can comply with laws related to fair trade

FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) Products that are sold quickly and at relatively low cost

Greenhouse Gas Inventory
A type of emission inventory that analyzes greenhouse gas emissions from sources and quantity of emissions, which 
is the most fundamental data to understand corporate opportunities and risk factors related to the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change

Green Procurement Purchasing eco-friendly goods to minimize the exhaustion of resources and environmental pollution or goods which 
have less negative influence on the environment and human body compared to other goods of the same usage

K-IFRS (Korea-International Financial 
Reporting Standards) International accounting standards adopted in Korea

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) A technique to promote environmental enhancement by quantifying emissions throughout all the stages of a product’s 
or service’s life (i.e., from raw-material production, manufacture, use and disposal) and using the assessment results

Masstige Brand Medium-priced cosmetic products which satisfy the functional value of products and emotional value of purchasers at 
the same time

MBR (Membrane Bio-Reactor) The combination of a membrane process such as microfiltration with a conventional waste water treatment biological 
reactor, which is used for wastewater treatment 

Mecenat Corporate social contribution activities through funding and supporting facilities for culture and arts

Musculoskeletal Diseases Diseases caused by cumulative fatigue through simple repetitive works around the muscular and skeletal systems

NGO (Non-Governmental Organization) An organization that is organized by individuals or private units and operates independently from any form of government

OHSAS 18001 International standard for occupational health and safety  management systems

OJT (On-the-Job Training) Training for employees for the improvement of job performance while remaining in the workplace 

PSM (Process Safety Management) Activities (level: P, S, M+, M-) to prevent critical industrial accidents caused by leakage of hazardous materials, fire or 
explosion which may damage workers in the workplace 

Prestige Cosmetics High-priced cosmetic products that are recognized and sold as high quality cosmetics to customers seeking a high-
class lifestyle 

Prosumer An active consumer who exercises his/her rights by participating in production and distribution
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Please send correspondence by email, mail or fax to the following
Sustainability Management Team, LG H&H 

(110-062) LG Gwanghwamun Building, 92, Shinmunro-2ga, Jongro-gu, Seoul, Korea 



LG H&H would like to hear your opinions and feedback on the 2011 CSR Report. All of our stakeholders’ valuable opinions will be used as important data to enhance the degree of completion of 
future reports. Please send a fax or mail after writing your opinions in a questionnaire on readers’ opinions at our website (www.lgcare.com) or filling in the form below. Thank you.

1.Which of the following best describes you?

2.What is your usage of this report?

3.Which sections of the 2011CSR Report did you find particularly interesting 

   or  meaningful? (multiple answers allowed) 

4. Which kind of information did you think there neededto be more of or expanded?

5. Please mark the overall level of the following items.  (Very low ①②③④⑤ Very high)

6. Please write your opinions and suggestions on this report. .

□ Stakeholder/Shareholder  
□ Financial company
□ Academic circles
□ Executives and Staff 

A.Helpful design and fonts for understanding the contents (Legibility)

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

B. Reliable contents (Reliability)

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

C. Sufficient explanation on the issues judged to be important (Importance)

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

D. Appropriate sentence structure and usage of terminology (Clarity)

① ② ③ ④ ⑤

□ Customer        
□ NGO  
□ Government   
□ Other (        )

□ Subcontractor            
□ Local resident
□ Media

□ CEO Message    
□ Management  
□ Social Responsibility 
     Leadership

□ Stakeholder Engagement   
□ Economic Value            
□ Employee Value
□ Profile

□ Customer Value    
□ Product Leadership  
□ Green Leadership



For further information, 
please visit the LG H&H website : www.lgcare.com
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*Thank you to everyone for helping publish our sustainability report.
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